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PREFACE

It is my honor to submit to the Board of Regents of the
State University System of Florida the Foreign Language and
Linguistics Program Review. This is the third time that I
have been asked to perform this review. I am flattered by the
demonstration of faith which my colleagues in Florida have
shown in entrusting this important responsibility to me.

Naturally, this process could not have been completed
alone or even by a small group of people working in a vacnum.
Instead, my fellow consultants and I have been fully supported
by the Office of the Chancellor and by each of the
Universities we visited. Special mention should be made of
Roy McTarnaghan, the Executive Vice Chancellor, whose faith in
and adherence to the review process has led to the growth and
improvement of post-secondary education in Florida. Gerry
Miller, the Program Review Coordinator, was unfailingly
helpful, patient and supportive; without his assistance, this
report would never have been completed. In addition, the
University Consultants and I were impressed with and
appreciative of the assistance of the University Coordinators
and Program Review University Contacts. Of course/ we are
most grateful to all the faculty members, administrators,
staff members and students of the State University System of
Florida. Although too numerous too mention, this review was
made easier by their candor and made worthwhile by their good
will.

This report follows the same format which I have used in
the past. The Introduction addresses systemwide concerns and
issues. The reports of each of the University Consultants
follow in their entirety. The xsport concludes with my
systemwide comments and recommendations. This last section
draws upon not only my own experierce and impressions, but
upon the reports of my learned colleague consultants.
Finally, I have included several documents in the form of
Appendices, which I hope will be of interest to those who will
continue the process of which this review is but a single
element.

James E. Alatis, Dean
Washington, D.C.

June 6/ 1991
School of Languages and Linguistics
Georgetown University



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 1991, a systemwide program review of SUS degree programs in foreign languages and linguistics

was conducted, with Dr. James E. Alatis, Deim of the School of Languages and Linguistics at

Georgetown University serving as the lead consultant. The SUS currently has 36 bachelor's, 20 master's,

and 4 doctoral programs in foreign languages and linguistics.

Florida has for many years pursued an active policy on foreign language education. These measures

have included reveral laws which have encouraged the development of international education programs,

among them the Office of International Education, a Commission on International Education, and the

Florida Linkage Institutes, of which the Florida-Costa Rica Linkage Institute at FSU, and the Florida-

Brazil Institute at UF have particularly strong records of activity. Other areas of strength reside within

the SUS. For example, UF's Department of African and Asian Languages and Literal= has established

a model of effective interdisciplinary cooperation. FSU is involved in several forms of interdepartmental

majors, and its international Florida-Florence program enjoys a national reputation. FAMU has

established a Center for Translation Services, the result of a $472,000 grant obtained by a faculty

member. USF publishes the well-respected scholarly journal, the Umaagamiterly. FAU teaching is

of the highest order, and research has produced six book-length studies in the past five years. UWF

faculty all remain research-active, and the University Research Professor brings an international

reputation in the field of modem Hispanic literatures and cultu-es. UCF summer programs are successful

in Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the USSR, and the University has demonstrated its conamitment to

internationalism by hiring a Director of International Programs. FIU has established a high quality MA

program in Linguistics as a result of the 1986 Program Review. UNF has established a high quaFty BA

in Spanish and has installed a state-of-the-art language lab.

These activities are all commendable and point to a continued progress in the area of foreign

languages. However, if the SUS is to maintain its prominence in foreign language instruction and to

make the best opportunity of these initiatives, it will be imperative that its institutions address the

following concerns:

fi i



For Consideradon by the Board of Regents and Universities:

1. To help meet the large enrollments in foreign languages, universities have adopted the practice of

hiring adjuncts to teach foreigm languages. The proportion of adjuncts to full-time faculty is high at some

universities, and it is strongly recommended that the university campuses reduce the numbers of adjuncts.

2. The two administrative units most directly involved in the production of Florida's foreign

language teachers are the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and the Colleges of Education. It is ,ssential that

the relationship between the two colleges be a good one; too often, however, this is not the case in the

3. It is admirable that many of the universities are actively seeking to extend the international iange

of their programs. However, if universities are going to explore formal ties to foreign countries they

must be especially careful that the terms of the agreement stated or implied are clearly understood by both

sides.

4. The Florida Consent Decree, filed in 1990 on behalf of K-12 students of limited English

proficiency to ensure their rights to educational programs and services, has raised '..oncerns and

challenges in regard to the role to be played by the SUS universities in responding to the magnitude of the

problem.

5. Class size directly affects the quality of language instruction: the smaller the class, the more

intensive the exposure to the language and the better the results. If Florida is seriously committed to

quality languagc instruction, care must be taken that class size and contact hours be given a higher

priority than seems to be the case on many campuses. Further, a minimum standard proficiency scale

based on performance criteria should be adopted.

The following graphs portray enrollment of majors and matriculation trends for both the SUS as a

whole and individual universities.

iv
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SYSTEMWIDE INTRODUCTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The State University System (SUS) of Florida has once

again chosen a propitious moment to conduct a review of its

systemwide programs in foreign language education. Not only

does this review correspond to perceived educational needs on

the state level, it also responds to concerns over foreign

language education at the national level. It also

demonstrates the SUS's responsiveness to the international

events which provide the wider context in which the nation's

foreign language competencies are continually re-evaluated.

This combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors--the

introspective nature of the SUS's definition and redefinition

of "humanistic" education, juxtaposed with its response to the

political and cultural events which affect (and at times

assail) it from without, are part of a university system's

dialogue with its past and its future.

On the local level, a combination of factors bears

directly on foreign language education. The State of :lorida

is one of the more active states in passing foreign language

educational policy, and thus:

(a) Since 1979, the State of Florida has adopted several

laws encouraging the development of international education

programs, among them the Office of International Education, a

Commission on International Education, and, as part of the

1
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS PROGRAM REVIEW

Florida Linkage Institutes, a number of exchange programs

between universities in Florida and universities in the

Caribbean, in Latin America, and abroad.

(b) To offset the shortage of qualified personnel in

foreign language education, the state established the Critical

Teacher ShortagA_Pr9gram, which provides incentives to actual

and prospective foreign languages teachers in the form of

grants, loan forgiveness/ and tuition reimbursement. Summer

Institutes provide 60 contact hours of instruction to teachers

who are either currently out of the field, or are pursuins

additional certification. In 1986 (also the year of Florida's

last systemwide program review), 21 school districts offered

summer institutes for a total of 459 (potential) foreign

language teachers. Adlunct instructors, holding bachelor's

degrees in a foreign language, may be hired as part of the

Visiting School Scholars Program, and retired teachers may be

hired as substitutes (without losing benefits). (The

drawbacks to a too-liberal use of adjuncts is discussed in

section 1 below.)

(c) New K-12 certificotion standards require prospective

foreign language teachers to complete a minimum of 30 semester

hours in specific language areas and to pass a test in the

specific language they will teach.

(d) The Foreign languase in Elementary Schools ProgrAm

(FLES) began in 1982-83/ with the participation of 13 school



SYSTEMWIDEINTRODUCTIONANDRECOMMENDATIONS

districts; by 1988-89, FLES operated in 27 districts, with a

total enrollment of 60,232 students.

(e) Beginning in 1987, applicants to state universities

were required to have two foreign language credits for

admission. Irk 1990 the foreign kanauaae Idmismions

requirements were aiended One particularly interesting

feature of the amendments was the decision to allow American

Sign Language (ASL) to fulfill a foreign language requirement-

-this is discussed further in section 6. Another feature,

which strengthens the foreign language requirements,

stipulates that not more than 5 percent of university

applicants may be exempted from the foreign language

requirement at the time of admission; however, students must

fulfill the requirement prior to completing 60 credit hours at

the university. These amendments have a trickle-down effect:

K-12 foreign language instruction relies to a certain extent

on demands and expectations at the college level. In certain

circles it takes very little to undermine an educational

resolution whose benefits are not easily measured, and certain

of the on-site evaluations reported the lingering attitude

that foreign language instruction is considered to be not a

positive advantage but a necessary evil.

As this overview suggests, Florida has for many years

pursued an active, even aggressive, policy on foreign language

education. State efforts- -like .tny human efforts--are often

3
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND Ltricuisncs PROGRAM

beset with difficulties, and one predictable problem is

finances: cutbacks in education are as common as alligators

in a swamp--and just as dangerous. Some university budgets

have been cut by as much as 5 per cent. In a climate of

drastic reductions, where maintaining programs is problematic,

expanding them is virtually out of the question. This report

makes specific criticism and recommendations, and it does so

in full awareness that more often than we like to admit in

education, the bottom line is money; however, the suggestions

are offered with the full awareness that going backwards also

costs money. Given Florida's history of commitment to foreign

language education, and given also the particular composition

of its residents, it is much to be hoped that administrators

will not use budgetary setbacks to justify less than what

Florida's educational system, in particular its comprehansive

proglam for foreign language instruction, has come to need or

expect.

1.

Systemwide recommndations

use and abuse.

To help meet the large enrollments in foreign languages,

universities have adopted the practice of hiring adjuncts to

teach foreign languages in the university. The practice is

understandable, given the dramatic increase in Florida

4
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lYSTEMWIDE INTRODUCIION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

enrollment and the immediate needs of foreign language

students; however (as the individual reports indicate), it is

too often the case that (a) the proportion of adjuncts to

full-time faculty is dangerously high, and (b) the effect on

both full-time faculty (overloads of course and committee

work) and adjunct instructors (marginal involvement in the

department, and second-class citizen status) can be detri-

mental to the needs and the welfare of the department and,

consequently, of foreign language instruction itself. Thus,

the use of adjuncts, intended to be remedial, is in danger of

becoming an illness in itself, worsening the situation of

foreign language instruction. It is strongly recommended that

the university campuses attempt some reduction of the numbers

of adjuncts. It may be of some consolation to realize the SUS

is not alone in this problem: the ADFL report entitled "Policy

Statements on the Administration of Foreign Language Depart-

ments" reviews the dangers of excessive reliance on part-time

faculty, stresses the potential damage to foreign language

programs as a whole, and makes specific recommendations for

long-term departmental planning (the report is included as

Appendix A, see especially "Use of Part-Time Faculty").

2. /ntexmal_ggalabarAtign: Colleges of Arts and Sciences and

Collegeg of gagcation.

Two language needs exist side-by-side in American

5
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS PROGRAM REVIEW

education: one is the need to expose monolingual English

speakers to foreign language education; the other is the need

to incorporate bilingual or non-English speakers into the

English-language educational system.

Given Florida's critical teacher shortage, both in

foreign languages and in English to speakers of other

languages (ESOL); an increase in the number of qualified

language teachers is crucial. The SUS will continue to play a

critical role in teacher education. The two administrative

units most directly involved in this process of teacher

education are the Colleges of Arts and Sciences (A&S) and the

Colleges of Education (COE). Given the importance of teacher

standards [see section 4 below, with reference to the Consent

Decree], it is essential that the relationship between the two

colleges be a good one. As many individual reports suggest,

however, too often this is not the case. Methods courses

taught in the COE must be reflective of and responsive to the

needs of foreign language faculty. COEs may be territorial

and resent intrusion by foreign language departments on what

they consider to be their exclusive turf. Linguistically

based methods courses taught by experts in foreign language

departments should be accepted as eligible substitutes for one

of the methods courses required for certification.

A model of collaborative effort seems to be in place at

FAU as well as at USF: the key seems to be a successful

6
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SYSITMWIDE INTRODUCTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

nersonal liaison between the COE and the A&S.

In this regard, it is particularly painful for me to see

the need to reiterate that native-language expertise does not

automatically constitute teaching expertise. That a person

speaks fluent English does not make that person a qualified

English instructor. This argument has its corollary in the

use of native speakers of foreign languages. This is an old

trap, and an easy one to fall into: on the surface the ground

looks perfectly safe; the hidden dangers become evident only

once the fatal step has been taken. I cannot stress enough

the importance of a responsible attitude toward professional

teacher preparation, particularly since the native-language

expertise fallacy seems to be operative (I hesitate to say

"rampant") on so many Florida campuses.

3. External Collaborations: ylorida Linkaae Institutes and,

prouosed collaboration itith gapan.

The Florida Linkage Institutes, created within the

Department of Education, have, as their primary purpose

(according to the'legislative decree), the development of

stronger economic and social ties between Florida and

strategic foreign countries through the expansion of

cooperative research and technical assistance, exchanges

between both students and faculty, cultural exchanges, and the

enhanT.ement of language skills in both the universities of

Florida and in those of the foreign countries. At present,

7
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the following linkage imtitute agreements have been developed

between the SUS and the Community College System with

organizations of higher education in other designated

countries: Florida-Brazil Institute
(University of Florida

and Miami-Dade Community College); Florida-Costa Rica

Institute (Florida State University and Valencia Community

College); Florida Caribbean Institute (Florida International

University and Daytona Beach Community College); Florida-

Canada Institute (University of West Florida and Brevard

Community College); Florida-Japan Institute
(University of

South Florida and St. Petersburg Community College); Florida-

France Institute (New College of the University of South

Florida, Florida State University, and Miami-Dade Community

College); Florida-Israel Institute (Florida Atlantic

University and Broward Community College); Florida-West Africa

Institute (Florida A&M University,
Univiarsity of North

Florida, and Florida Community College at Jacksonville). If

the institutes are to achieve their full potential, they must

continue to riceive sufficient funding, contingent upon

meeting a set of accountability measures. In addition, more

effective communication throughout the SUS regarding the

services and opportunities the institutes provide for

research, faculty development and instructional
support is

strongly recommended.



SYSTEMWIDE INTRODUCTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

/t is admirable that many of the universities are

actively seeking to extend the international range of their

programs. However, a caveat is in order, with particular

regard to plans put forth by the University of West Florida

and the University of Central Florida to establish programs

with Japan. Unfortunately, other universities have had

difficulties in their attempts to introduce exchange programs

with Japan. One element in these exchanges cannot be ignored:

if universities are going to look for outside funding, they

must be especially careful that the terms of the agreement

stated or implied are clearly understood by both sides.

In this regard, the Fall 1990 ACTFL Newsletter featured

an article on exchanges with Japan that is pertinent to

Florida's exchange program (see Appendix Bl; see also the

article from The Cbrgnigle of Higher Education, Appendix B2).

The article reports on a study undertaken by the Institute of

International Education (IIE), which investigated a number of

American-Japanese higher education partnerships which have

been formed over the last decade. The findings of the I1B are

of direct relevance to current plans of certain SUS campuses,

and should be seriausly considered. I summarize: (1)

Japanese partners are usually for-profit businesses, a factor

which can cause difficulties for tax-exempt American

institutes; (2) although these programs claim to foster

greater mutual understanding between American and Japanese

9



FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS PROGRAM REVIEW

students, in reality, the students rarely mix; and (3)

Japanese students--and more especially, their parents (see the

article from Asahi Evenina Aews, Appendix 83) are shocked to

discover that payment of tuition does not automatically ensure

a degree.

In light of the report's statement: "The new

developments in Japan-U.S. higher education represent the full

range of folly, fraud, mediocrity, and excellence that can

grow in such a setting," the SUS is well advised to be

exceedingly careful in any plans and negotiations for

exchange. Given this background, it is easy to see that

offering a non-credit ESL program in Japan such as the UWP

Kobe venture should be undertaken only with extreme care.

Similarly, the proposed $600,000 Japanese donation toward a

new building on the UCF campus must be considered an offer

witb eirings attached, and UCF should be very clear as to the

length and width of those strings, and of their possibilities

for entanglement.

In addition to the articles already mentioned, I would

refer especially to the "Principles of Good Practice in

Overseas International Education Programs for Non-U.S.

Nationals" and to "A Listing of U.S. Institutions of Higher

Education in Japan," both put out by the Council on

Postsecondary Accreditation (see Appendix 85 and 1216).

10
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SYSTEMWIDE INTRODUCTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4. Efigant_lngialatim.

The Flori4a Consent Decree, filed in 1990 on behalf of K-

12 students of limited English proficiency (LEP) to ensure

their rights to educational programs and services, has raised

concerns over ESL certification and in-service training.

State standards for full teacher certification are still in

the process of being worked out; however, it is the

absorption, by a grandfather clause, of teachers already in

the public school system which provoked major concern.

Teachers without adequate preparation in ESOL might nonethe-

less be certified de facto because of this grandfather clause,

which embraces teachers who have worked with LEP students for

two years, regardless of their preparation.

If a district decides to teach basic subject areas using

ESOL strategies, teachers may be qualified under one of three

options: (1) subject certification (grades 6=12), plus 60

hours of in-service or 1 semester hours of ESOL methodologies;

(2) subject certification plus ESOL endorsement; (3) subject

certification, plus full ESOL coverage. Two interpretations

of the subject-area requirements are currently being

discussed. One is that only teachers in academic ESOL courses

will be required to take the in-service or coursework. The

other is that any teacher with LEP students in their classes

will be required to take the ESOL in-service or coursework.

The second interpretation would mean that all teachers with

11
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS PROGRAM REVIEW

LEP students in their class will be required to have ESOL

training. The relevance of this legislation to the State

University System becomes more apparent when one considers the

implications of providing the required in-service training.

Same school districts have over 1000 teachers whose classes

contain LEP students. Two basic and interrelated questions

present themselves: (1) Who will provide the in-service

training, and (2) Who will provide the money to provide the

training? The questions can only be answered as teachers/

administrators, university faculty, and the state DOE begin to

implement the requirements mandated under the Consent Decree/

but the answers will have far-reaching implications for the

profession. (An excellent summary of the implications of the

Consent Decree may be found in "The Standard Bearer," which I

have included as Appendix C.)

The proposed International Language Institute. has, as

its primary purpose, the responsibility to provide language

and related instruction to persons interested in international

trade and international affairs. The intent is to foster

international trade, development, and relations with the State

of Florida and foreign countries. An important question is,

"What is the role of the foreign language, ESOL and foreign

language teacher education programs (and their faculty) in the

development of such an institute and the achievement of its

goals?" Only by involving from the onset the specialists in

12
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SYSTEMWIDE INTRODUCTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

these fields at universities, community colleges, and school

districts will this question be answered and the goals of such

an institute be achieved.

5. Quality of J.anauage instruction: glasks size and oral

mroficiencv

Two major issues (a) class size and (b) methods of

proficiency testing were constant themes in the consultants'

reports. The questions were addressed at length in the 1978

and 1986 Program Reviews. Nonetheless, in light of the

recurrence of these issues, I have chosen to reiterate here

the salient points of the discussion.

(a) Class size. Stated in its most simple formula,

class size directly affects the quality of language

instruction: the smaller the class, the more intensive the

exposure to the language, the better the results. This dogma

is the result of many years of observation and experience, not

only from the evidence of Georgetown's School of Languages and

Linguistics, but also from other institutions whose "business"

is intensive language teaching (among them, the State Depart-

ment's Foreign Service Institute and the Defense Language

Institute). Maintaining small classes in a climate of finan-

cial cutbacks and personnel restrictions is the crux of the

matter, and, judging from the university self-study reports,

is a question of serious concern in the SUS. Instituting a

policy of small language classes, and providing instruction by

13
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alternating full-class meetings under a senior instructor with

small-group sessions under "drill masters," may appear to be

inefficient use of monies and teachers. However, experience

has shown that such a system pays off in the long run by

allowing learning to take place more rapidly, thus fostering a

higher level of achievement. The essential ingredient is that

clrss instruction be intensive, (at least 5 contact hours per

week per student) and that classes be conducted by well-

qualified instructors who have a mastery of recent develop-

ments in language teaching methodology.

As to the number of contact hours required for efficient

language learning, the lower limit (that is, below which

learning drops off drastically) seems to be about 5 or 6 hours

a week; the upper limit (that is, above which the students are

spinning their wheels) seems to be approximately 20 hours a

week. Instruction in amounts above 20 hours per week requires

special precautions against, among other things, fatigue,

boredom, and overexposure to the same teacher. (Nonetheless,

if precautions are taken, successful learning at an intensity

of even 40 or 50 hours a week has been reported.) Within the

"normal" range of 5 to 20 instruction hours per week, the rate

of learning increases in direct proportion to the intensity,

i.e., more learning takes place in 20 hours of instruction

within a single week than in 20 hours spread over four weeks.

Perhaps part of the reason for this is that the lower ,ate of
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intensity includes four weeks of opportunities to forget, but

put simply, rates of achievement are improved by increas4ng

the rates of intensity of instruction.

Because of the importance of this correlation between

intensity of Instruction and rates of achievement, the

Georgetown Schoo3 of Languages and Linguistics conducted a

lengthy investigation into desirc.ble numbers of contact hours

and class size in their language instruction classes. A copy

of the report is attached (see Appendix D1). One crucial

point made in the report may be of direct interest to the SUS:

decisions on optimal class size varied according to both level

of instruction (whether elementary, intermediate, etc.) and

the nature of the material presented. That is, the Committee

operated on a common sense principle: they preferred not to

apply blanket rules, but to make an intelligent assessment

based on individual needs. As one example, in setting the

optimal class size for elementary language instruction, the

working principle was to distinguish (1) commonly taught

languages from (2) uncommonly taught languages. The first

group could support higher numbers because (a) the material

was likely to be more familiar and (b) there was a larger base

of students to consider. A separate category was established

for ESL classes, with optimal enrollment for first-year

classes kept at a lower level than those set for either Group

1 or 2. Enrollment numbers for intermediate ESL classes, on

15
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the other hand, were set at a level with the commonly taught

languages (uncommonly taught languages maintained a lower

optimal number). The report of the SLL serves merely as an

example, but if Florida is meriously committed to quality

language instruction, care must be taken that class size and

contact hours with carefully prepared teachers be given a

higher priority than seems to be the case on many campuses.

(For a more complete discussion of class size and related

topics, I refer to my lengthy remarks in the two previous

evaluation reports.)

(b) Oral proficiency. Published guidelines for

proficiency testing have been made available by ACTFL, and in

fact were presented in full as Appendices C & D of the 1986

Foreign Language and Linguistics Follow-up report. With these

facts in mind, I find it difficult to understand why, in 1990,

a university consultant would have occasion to report that

book chapters are essentially the measure of students'

proficiency levels; or that, on the other end of the scale no

written standardized test is being used for student placement.

I am including again as appendices to this report two

sets of guidelines on oral language proficiency: (1) the

report and guidelines of the professional association of

foreign language teachers, the "ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines

1986" (Appendix D2) and (2) the report and guidelines of the

association of government offices engaged in foreign language

16
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instruction, the "Interagency Language Roundtable Language

Skill Level Descriptions" (Appendix D3).

Given the importance of oral proficiency testing, I offer

here an abstract of the points I have previouély stressed.

Taking as our basis of comparison the State Department's

Foreign Service Institute (PSI), consider that their courses

normally run for 24 weeks, with a weekly maximum of 30

instruction hours (5 hours a day, 5 days a week), in class

groups of 5 to 7 students, amounting to a total of 720 contact

hours. Naturally, oral proficiency depends not only on the

difficulty of the language itself (for an English speaker,

Arabic is far harder than French), but also on the amount of

time and effort the student has had to put into mastering the

writing system. The instruction presupposes well-trained,

native speakers as tutors; class supervision by trained

linguists; sophisticated and pedagogically sound instructional

materials. It also presupposes small classes and the use of

sophisticated audiovisual equipment.

The median level of oral proficiency (S-3) is defined as

follows: "Able to speak the language with sufficient

structural accuracy and vocabulary to participate effectively

in most formal and informal conversations in practical,

social, and professional topics. Can discuss particular

interests and special fields of competence with reasonable

ease; comprehension is quite complete for a normal rate of

17
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speech; vocabulary is broad enough that speaker rarely has to

grope for a word; accent may be obviously foreign; control of

grammar good; errors never interfere with understanding and

rarely disturb the native sneaker."

Let us make the clear distinction betw9en oral

proficiency levels and academic grades (which may be based on

mastery of book chapters). Unlike academic grades, which

measure content mastery of a prescribed courser oral

proficiency ratings are based on the absolute criterion of

native-speaker command of the language (this hypothetical

native speaker is, of course, perfectly well-educated). The

scales were originally intended to apply to government

personnel engaged in international (especially diplomatic)

affairs, and for this reason heavy stress was laid on accuracy

of structure and precision of vocabulary. Admittedly,

academic institutions cannot be expected to replicate FSI's

conditions of instruction. Yet, intensive, or semi-intensive,

courses with at least 5 hours of class meetings and

commensurate time devoted to language laboratories, drill,

homework, and extracurricular language activities can be and

should be set up as the model. Such practices exist in the

beginning and intermediate French and Spanish programs at UF.

Further, a minimum standard proficiency scale, based not

so much on academic evaluations but on expected levels of

speaking and reading, and following the ACTFL guidelines,

18
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should be adopted. Procedures for oral proficiency testing

are not impossible to implement, and they would represent a

true contribution towards the articulation of foreign language

instructions at ail levels and in all campuses of the SUS.

The careful articulation of proficiency expectations might

also play a part in removing some of the tension which seems

often to prevent useful collaboration between COEs and A6S

(see section 2 above).

6. American Sian Language (ASI,01.

The recent amendment to SUS foreign language admissions

requirements allows students to substitute ASL for a foreign

language. Individual university consultants report some

unease over this decision. Because of the importance of both

the foreign language requirement and the needs of deaf

students, I put the question to Dr. Barbara Kannapell, who

enjoys affiliation with Gallaudet University in Washington,

D.C., and is a co-founder of Deaf Pride. Her common sense

approach is this: rather than a blanket decision, each

student's individual language abilities should be assessed

before a decision is made on the suitability of ASL to satisfy

the language requirement. There are three levels of ability

to consider:

(1) Some deaf students are fluent in English, but need

additional assistance in ASL. These students might

19
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justifiably fulfill the foreign language requirement by taking

ASL courses.

(2) Some deaf students are fluent in ASL, but need

additional assistance in English. These students might be

allowed to fulfill the foreign languagy requirement by taking

ESL courses.

(3) Some deaf students are bilingual, i.e., fluent in

both English and ASL. It is to be recommended that these

students take a third language (e.g., French, German, or

spanish) to fulfill the foreign language requirement. Keeping

in mind that these students will be able neither to speak the

language, nor to comprehend the spoken language, and that some

restructuring of the typical high school foreign language

classroom and curriculum will be necessary, the student

nonetheless may be able to master some level of writing or

reading in the foreign language.

20
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African and Asian Languages and Literatures
Romance Languages and Literatures

Strengths

General

1. The quality of the students, at all levels, in both the

Department of African and Asian Languages and Literatures and

the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures is impreck-

sive. Students who met with the consultants and who were

observed in classes were articulate and clearly committed to

their fields of study.

2. Both the Department of African and Asian Languages and

Literatures and the Department of Romance Languages and

Literatures regularly appoint linguists to their faculty. In

doing so they incorporate linguistics into their own programs

and support the major offered through the interdepartmental

Linguistics Program, thus strengthening the foumdation for the

study of linguistics at UF.

DenrtomWt_a_Alkinriciut_andjUdarkIanguAgap 4nd_Literatwal

IAALL1

1. A model of effective interdisciplinary cooperation, the

Department of African and Asian Languages and Literatures

brings together language, linguistics, literature and culture

while engaging in a coherent program of instruction and

research involving three continents and numerous countries

from Japan to the Caribbean basin. The Department is the only
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one.in the State University System to offer a major in East

Asian Languages and Literatures with a concentration in

Chinese or Japanese and the only one to offer opportunities

for extensive study in strategically, economically,

politically, and culturally important but neglected languages

and area studies such as Hebrew and Arabic as well as African

languages and studies.

2. Faculty appointments have been carefully balanced between

literature and linguistics and the faculty itself is

manifestly comfortable with this mix.

3. There are distinguished scholars on the faculty and most

faculty members, at all ranks, maintain an active and produc-

tive research program.

4. The Department's relations with interdisciplinary

centers, most particularly the Linguistics Program and the

Center for African Studies, are close and vital.

Department of Rollance Lanagageg _and Literatures (RNA)

1. The Department offers strong, balancpd undergraduate

majors in French, Spanish and Portuguese which include a full

array of courses in language, literatwe and culture, and an

introduction to linguistics. Undergraduate majors have access

to all faculty through regular courses or independent study

offerings.

22
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2. The graduate program leading to a Ph.D. in Romance

Languages with specialization in French or Spanish and the

M.A. in French or Spanish is similarly well-balanced in terms

of its literature and language options and its offerings in

linguistics. Long regarded as the leading program in the

state and among the most solid ones in the southeast, the

Department's graduate program is gaining increasing national

and international respect as a center for substantial

scholarly work. In addition to its two distinguished Graduate

Research Professors, several other faculty members are

prominent scholars and most faculty are active researchers who

publish in highly regarded journals and presses. The faculty

and program are able to attract students of high caliber.

3. Several faculty members have won teaching awards and the

Department enjoys a high regard in the College of Liberal Arts

and Sciences for the quality of its teaching.

4. The Department's commitment to sound and effective

language instruction is impressive. It has a well developed

proficiency-oriented language teaching program under the

careful supervision of knowledgeable faculty. Some faculty

are certified proficiency testers and there is a general

understanding and application of proficiency-oriented

approaches. The Department takes seriously its responsibility

to provide high quality language instruction to large numbers

of students. Enrollment in these classes is capped at a
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practical and still effectual 23 students. Beginning courses

are taught by graduate teaching assistants (GTA), full-time

Lecturers and Assistant Professors while faculty at all ranks

are involved in intermediate level instruction. No part-time

instructors are used. The training of GTAs, including

especially the Seminar on College Teaching, is well conceived,

thorough, and of apparent benefit to both the students taught

and to the development of the GTAs as future college teachers.

5. The Department plays a leading role in working with

secondary schools, community colleges and Departments of

foreign languages. Its innovative summer foreign language

program, designed specifically for secondary French and

Spanish teachers, continues to respond to the needs of

in-service teachers to upgrade their knowledge and skills

while seeking an advanced degree. Departmental faculty

members are active in language associations such as the

American Association of Teachers of French (AATF) and the

Florida Foreign Language Association (FFLA), and French and

Spanish faculty are regularly examining local high school

students for the rigorously selective International Bacca-

laureate in French and Spanish. The faculty also has a

longstanding service record in the Advanced Placement programs

at the local and national levels. Faculty in French and

spanish have also been centrally engaged in the statewide

Foreign Language Instruction in Florida (FLIP) Committee and

24
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the Department makes use of the statewide structure

established under FLIF to maintain a dialogue with other

institutions on issues of foreign language instruction.

Areas of Need

General

1. The continuing quality of the programs in AALL and RLL is

put in jeopardy by the fact that most salaries of faculty at

the rank of Professor and Associate Professor are considerably

lower than at other institutions for faculty at the same rank,

according to an in-house nationwide survey and the American

Association of University Professors (AAUP). A problem of

"salary compression" exists.

2. The University offers little in the way of coordinated

programs for study abroad. Opportunities for summer study

abroad in Portuguese and in Spanish exist through the Center

for Latin American Studies but students in other languages

must make their own arrangements. More importantly, the

University does not have its own academic year program of

study abroad.

3. The perspective of the Department of Romance Languages

and Literatures is that the relationship with their faculty

and the Florida/Brazil Institute is not as mutually benefiting

as it could be, given the expertise of Department faculty and

the mission of the Institute. The Department reports that it

25
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perceives little activity between the Portuguese faculty in

the Department and the Florida/Brazil Institute. Despite its

good relations with the UF Center for Jewish Studies, the

Department of African and Asian Studies reports receiving

little information or cooperation from the Florida-Israel

Institute (located in Boca Raton).

African and_Asian Languages and ISteratures

1. Library holdings are strong enough to support existing

and planned B:A. programs and even exceed this standard in

areas such as Hebrew and African linguistics. But pressing

needs remain in Chinese literature, and in Japanese

linguistics and research tools. Holdings in Yoruba, while not

yet satisfactory, are being augmented through links with

Nigeria. There is currently no cataloguer who knows Arabic,

causing a substantial backlog in getting those materials on

the shelf.

2. There seems to be particular stress on Japanese and

Hebrew with some first-year classes reported to have

enrollments as high as 35-38 students. The Department

currently has three faculty teaching Japanese, although one

also teaches in the Linguistics program. Only two faculty

currently teach Hebrew, but there is a vacant line in Hebrew

and Linguistics in the Department, which the Dean indicated he

intends to fill. The only two full-time lecturers in the
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Department are in Hebrew and Japanese respectively. Yet

classes still appear to be far too large.

3. While proficiency-oriented teaching has been adopted in

Japanese language classes, it has not yet been completely

incorporated into all of the Department's course offerings.

The Department tries to be sensitive to and respectful of

long-established pedagogical traditions in languages such as

Arabic and Hebrew where such an approach is foreign. In the

African languages, on the other hand, where there is no long

experience with instruction, teaching materials are still

being developed. The result, in both cases, is a cautious

approach to proficiency-oriented teaching.

4. There were student complaints about tapes not being

available in certain languages. Reportedly tape sets were

destroyed in the 1987 Johnson Hall fire and not replaced in

Hebrew and Arabic. Also, the University receives Satellite

Communications for Learning (SCOLA) broadcasts which provide

programs in different languages at different times of the day.

These must be taped to be useful, but the Department lacks the

human resources to do so.

5. Since AALL does not have a graduate program, it must rely

on graduate students from other departments to teach lower

level language courses. The problem of finding the suitable

combination of linguistic and cultural knowledge along with

appropriate teaching skills seems to be well understood by the

27
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administration of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Yet there may be an underlying problem of instructional

cohesion and continuity.

6. In a department with exceptional interdisciplinary

connections, the weak link is its relation to the

interdepartmental program in Asian Studies. The Asian Studies

Program is currently without a director and offers too few

opportunities for interdisciplinary involvement by AALL

faculty.

Romance Languaaes and Literatures

1. Some students would like to see graduate courses in

general offered with more frequency. There is also some

student dissatisfaction with (1) certain courses which combine

undergraduate and graduate students and (2) a perceived lack

of encouragement to pursue comparative literature studies at

the graduate level.

2. The University prepares public sahool teachers through

its five-year PROTEACH program which culminates in a Master of

Education degree following, in the case of prospective

secondary school teachers, completion of a Bachelor's degree

in the subject area. Some faculty, students, and

administrators from within the University report that the

program is not working optimally and is not readily chosen by

students who wish to teach. There was also concern from
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alumni who are practicing teachers that there is little

opportunity to explore the possibility of teaching prior to

earning a Bachelor's degree.

Articles appea-Ing in the Florida press on November 28,

1990 indicat bhat the alternative certification program for

persons with Bachelor's degrees but without education courses

is not very successful despite strong support by the

Department of Education's Postsecondary Education Planning

Commission (PEPC) for alternative paths to certification. If

neither alternative certification nor the established route to

teacher certification are functioning well, there would appear

to be a serious problem at the University with respect to the

preparation of foreign language teachers.

3. Faculty report that only one room in Turlington Hall is

equipped for audio-visual use and that it must be shared by 60

to 70 classes from five departments. If a course is taught in

a different building, as several are, there is no readily

available AV support, such as slIds projectors, fixed screens,

recording equipment, etc.

Recommendations

geoeral

1. Salary compression appears to be an institutionwide

problem which vas addressed by relatively small special

allocations over the last two years. Despite the difficulty
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of dealing with this issue, in times of fiscal constraint,

significantly more must be done if the current high quality of

faculty and programs is not to be eroded.

2. The State University System currently runs a program of

study abroad in Florence, Italy. The needs of the University

of Florida as well as other state universities might be met

through similar SUS programs to support linguistic, cultural

and related studies in major centers abroad.

3. The State University System, in cooperation with the

Department of Education and the Community College System,

should encourage and assist the linkage institutes to

communicate more effectively to SUS faculty the services and

opportunities the institutes provide for research, faculty

development and instructional support.

4. The language lab seems quite up to date and well equipped

although it may need more staff to prepare tapes.

Audiovisual support, includirg equipment and materials, should

be made more readily available for classroom instruction.

Considering the importance of such technology for language

courses, the University should address this shortcoming

immediately.

DePartAent of AfxicAD andlisian Lanauages gnd Literatures

1. The problem of excessively large classes at the beginning

level, especially in Japanese and Hebrew, requires immediate

intervention. The most promising solution seems to be to fill
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the vacant line in Hebrew at the earliest opportunity and to

appoint additional full-time lecturers in both Hebrew and

Japanese. Using graduate students from other departments zs

GTAs to address this problem, in a department without its own

graduate program, should be approached with caution lest

instructional coherence and continuity be affected adversely.

2. As the only program of its kind in the southeast, the

Department is poised to exercise a leadership role on the

difficult question of proficiency-oriented instruction in the

neglected languages. The Chairman is a certified proficiency

tester in Swahili and another professor is currently

developing a proficiency-oriented text for instruction in

Akan. The Department should encourage and the University

should support more such efforts. The Department would render

an important service to the State and Nation by contributing

to the development of proficiency-oriented materials and a

suitable proficiency rating scale for use at MP and elsewhere

in the languages under its purview.

Romance Lancruages and Literatures

1. Stipends for GTAs should be higher in order to be

competitive on a national scale. This is especially so when

one considers that most stipends require a teaching load which

the graduate studentn view as "substantial" and which

reportedly slows them down toward the Ph.D. (Currently the
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base stipend for a one-third teaching load or one class per

semester is $5,500; the base stipend for a one-half teaching

load or two classes per semester is $8,000. AALL has a

similar practice for the one-third load, but GTAs are paid

approximately $500 less for the one-half teaching load.)

There may be a need for the College of Liberal Arts and

Sciences and the Department to foster more fellowships for its

best graduate students, perhaps for the dissertation year.

Some GTAs also expressed a desire for a letter of appointment

that applied to the entire academic year instead of just one

semester.

2. The question of how best to develop foreign language

teachers for the state's schools involves somewhat different

perceptions on the part of the Department and the College of

Liberal Arts and Sciences on the one hand and the College of

Education on the other. Currently the University of Florida

seems to offer more barriers than inducements for students to

become foreign language teachers. The problem of facilitating

entry into the foreign language teaching profession would seem

to require intervention by the Provost.

3. The Department has a highly successful summer foreign

language program for high school teachers of Spanish and

French. It is difficult to overstate the importance of this

program in terms of the service it renders to the state's

secondary schools, the importance it places on advanced
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language study as a component of the liberal arts, the

recognition and encouragement it gives to capable high school

teachers, and the model it provides for the state and nation.

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences may wish to consider

special allocations to support such a successful and important

program.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
Program in Linguistics

General Observations

The following statement is based on the self-study

reports provided by the two units prior to the site-visit and

on a comprehensive sits visit of one day each which took place

on November 6, 1990 for the German and Slavic Department, and

on November 13, 1990 for the Linguistics Program.

Though noteworthy differences exist between the two

reports regarding the focus which they provided for key issues

and also with respect to the supporting details presented to

facilitate an understanding of the units, administrative

structure and academic life, the diverse activities scheduled

in conjunction with the site visit made it possible to gain a

rather comprehensive view of both programs.

Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures

=WM
The undergraduate program fulfills the standard functions

of most language departments in the country, praviding

language instruction to the student population at large, while

also offering a complete major in both German and Russian

(B.A. program). In addition, German offers a B.A. in Geraan

Studies.
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Since the .last program review a noteworthy effort has

been made to focus on more communicative approaches to

language instruction and to expand the offerings at the upper

level. What remains to be developed is a well-motivated

progression throughout the undergraduate sequence. The first

step toward accomplishing this is to establish goals and

prepare outcomes statements for the entire program which are

then refined for the different levels of instruction. For

both the macro- and the micro-statement, the overall

institutional setting, the student population, and the

particular strengths of the Department must be carefully

considered. In this fashion, the proficiency orientation

advocated by the SUS could be interpreted as more than an

emphasis on oral language ability, a focus that academic

programs, particularly if they aspire to research standing,

sometimes find difficult to embrace.

The energetic efforts of some faculty members have

brought about a rather workable progression for the first two

years. Not surprisingly, the break occurs between the second

year of language instruction and the upper level content

courses, where the literature, but also the area studies

courses, presume a level of language ability that is rather

unrealistic, therefore frustrating to the students, and, on

some level, also to the faculty. Initia; discussion of this

topic seems to have begun among the faculty. It is to be
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strongly encouraged, particularly since the faculty as a whole

seem quite able and willing to cooperate. For a faculty whose

area of expertise lies in literature, providing the oppor-

tunity for staff development in the area of curriculum

building and for enhancing the repertoire of methodological

approaches is crucial. In particular, diverse ways of working

with written texts in reading and writing have the potential

of not only bridging the gap within the undergraduate curricu-

lum, but also to enliven the existing strength in and focus on

literature.

Even with such internal changes, the Department would

still labor under a number of structural constraints which

make it difficult for its programs to grow. For example,

throughout the state educational system many students attend

the first two years in a community college setting. This has

many advantages. However, there are also clear disadvantages

for foreign languages like German and Russian which are rather

less commonly taught at the community college level: since

the associate degrees must be accepted by the University, it

is extremely difficult for such a language program to create

majors, in terms of number, but also in terms of the desired

quality. One way to address this matter would be to make

language more a basic component of post-secondary education,

rather than an emit requirement. In practice, encouraging

students to take languages early on in the first and second
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year, rather than waiting until much later, would be a first

very helpful step. Obviously both administrative as well as

appropriate advising support would have to be provided.

On a similar note, articulation between the various

institutional settings (high school - community college -

university) and various instructional levels could also be

improved through a more deliberate way of handling student

placement. At this point, it seems that placement is

primarily advisory, due to limited capacity on the part of the

Office of Instructional Resources to address this critical

issue. Helping the Department devise its own placement test

and providing the requisite financial and structural resources

to administer it would significantly enhance the usefulness of

previous instructicu. The required additional resources are

minor compared to the benefits which could accrue to the state

and ,its citizens if articulation in terms of performance

rather than in terms of seat-time were taken seriously.

Within the general parameters mentioned, the Russian

program is in need of additional attention, particularly

through emphasizing oral language use. There is every

indication that, with the return of a key faculty member, this

concern will be vigorously addressed.

Instruction in Swedish is primarily maintained as a

reflection of existing faculty expertise and should probably

be phased out should this expertise no longer be given.
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The graduate program has seen an expansion into the Ph.D.

degree during the last review period. Not enough time has

passed to allow judgment on its viability and attractiveness

to prospective graduate students. While the rationale

presented at the time of its creation continues to be sound,

the general climate within which graduate foreign language

departments in this country operate, as well as the specific

needs that would seem to prevail in the southeastern region of

the U.S. and the State of Florida, speaks strongly, as a

matter of particular priority, for the incorporation of

applied linguistics/second language acquisition into the

Department. By incorporating such a program emphasis and

representing it through an applied linguist, preferably at

mid-level faculty rank, one would not only aid the

Department's efforts at internal program coherence. In

addition, one would provide the opportunity for further

improvement of teaching assistant (TA) training, of teacher

preparation, not to mention responding affirmatively to a

national trend in graduate program structure and educational

focus in society at large. As it stands/ the graduate

program shows a near-exclusive emphasis on literature,

essentially following a period division, which only marginally

takes into account the other realities referred to above.

Finally, such a shift in program emphasis would help

address a key issue to which I will return, cross-departmental
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cooperation with the Linguistics Program and with the College

of Education.

(Note: The department has filled a position with the

appointment of a second language acquisition expert at the

Assistant Professor level.]

Faculty

The faculty shows a nice combination of strengths in

research and teaching and seems quite willing to address the

diverse issues which it faces in a cooperative manner. As a

whole the benefits of a relatively small department are well

used. However, the Department also runs the risk of being

disproportionately disadvantaged if staffing lac4nae occur

because of temporary faculty absences, due to the loss of

faculty, or because of delays in the filling of vacancies.

Such staffing considerations must be addressed as

expeditiously as possible, even in times of fiscal restraint,

if the previous advances in program building and enhanced

program coherence are not to be jeopardized.

Faculty have been able, often through personal contacts,

to build overseas connections for their students. However, a

strong junior year abroad program which would bring American

students to language ability sufficient for graduate work is

difficult to establish for the previously mentioned structural

reasons.

Similarly, a number of faculty members were active in
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professional organizations (Modern Languages Association

[MLA], American Association of Teachers of German [AATG],

South Atlantic Modern Languages Association [SAMLA]) and

helped with fostering ties to the community.

Even with these positive attributes and a great deal of

resourcefulness/ it seems clear that faculty build-up needs

some redirection if the entire program is to cohere optimally.

Thus, while a medievalist would obviously help round out the

period literature offerings, in my estimation a position zor

an applied linguist with a GerMan focus would permit a number

of more pressing concerns to be addressed (see above,

undergraduate program).

Faculty members mentioned a willingness to participate in

team-teaching, something that is particularly appropriate for

a language department that wishes to expand its area studies

component and enhance its teacher training capability.

However/ guidance might be appropriate regarding how budgetary

lines could be crossed, how student full-time equivalents

(FTE) would be counted for interdisciplinary courses, and how

teacbing loads would be determined.

Students

By and large, the students whom I encountered seemed

satisfied with the Department*s offerings. However, they

voiced concern% about the focus of Russian language

instruction, about the two-track system of intensive and non-
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intensive instruction and its confluence of students beyond

the basic sequence, about different attitudes and perceptions

by instructors and students regarding participation in one or

the other track, and about the gap between language and

literature courses. Undergraduates expressed satisfaction

about having native speaker TAs in their language classes, but

were unhappy with class size in the lower division classes.

Although the graduate students acknowledged Important

improvements in their preparation for language teaching/ they

were also concerned about an unusual work-load in conjunction

with their teaching, particularly if one conside,-s that they

must also work with the undergraduate tutors who are assigned

to their language courses. They saw no significant

relationship being maintained by the Department to either the

Education or the Linguistics Program, although they agreed

that this would be most beneficial them, in terms of their

language and literature teaching/ but also in terms of their

literary research. In the absence of a faculty member who

could provide encouragement in that direction they themselves

did not see a possibility for suggesting or even initiating

such a meaningful connection.

giumagrt

The faculty acknowledged good support from the dean's

office, particularly with regard to improvements in offices,

increased availability of computers and the availability of
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research grants.

Even so, additional support is definitely needed with

respect to office.space for faculty, particularly adjuncts and

TAs. Space needs pertain most urgently to classrooms where

the faculty's desire to incorporate AV materials into their

instruction is often thwarted by the location of their

classrooms and the inability to obtain equipment at a given

hour of the day. Dedicated classrooms for foreign language

instruction, preferably close to the departmental areas, are

high on the list of priorities.

Similarly, while SCOLA broadcasts are available on video,

they can be incorporated in a maximally beneficial fashion

only if they have been taped, requiring extra student help,

and the instructors previewing of these materials. The

Department has equipment in its own conference room, but often

this room is used for instruction; thus previewing is not

possible.

If the faculty is to reach out to Florida teachers and

upgrade their language and instructional abilities, funds must

be made available for summer institutes in a predictable

manner. The faculty feel that they could contribute in a

substantive fashion to the professionalization of in-service

teachers over a wide geographic area in the Southeast.

However, a clear mandate and likely support in that direction

has not been ascertained. A program similar to the French and
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Spanish Summer foreign language program for high school

teachers in the Department of Ronance Languages and

Literaturss may be a possibility to consider by the German and

Slavic Languages Department.

A Florida-Germany Linkage Institute has been proposed by

the University. The consultants for this program review

strongly support such a venture at UF.

Summary of Observations

Strengths

Generally cooperative faculty with respect to its internal

affairs;

Good follow-up since last review regarding the introduction
of a more communicative approach to language teaching, at
least in the lower division language classes;

Class size has been brought under some control, though it
continues to require watching.

Areas of Need,

Insufficient articulation between different
instructional/institutional levels;

Gap in the undergraduate program between language and
subject matter instruction;

Strong reliance on traditional graduate program structure,
with relatively little flexibility/diversity and almost no
cooperative ventures outside the Department, e.g. with the
Education and Linguistics Program;

Faculty strength almost exclusively limited to literature.

Recommendations

Institution must provide a context in which structural
impediments to language instruction in the early stages of
college study are removed or, at least, considerably, reduced;
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Review curriculum at undergraduate and graduate levels that
would focus on a coherent instructional sequence in the
undergraduate program and seek to allow greater diversity
in the graduate program;

On the basis of this review explore cooperative ventures
with the Education and Linguistics Programs;

Provide funds for faculty development, perhaps a one- or
two-week institute for the entire faculty, in the area of
curriculum development and a comprehensive look at current
trends in teaching;

Develop placement test/placement mechanism in order to
enhance language instruction;

Increase support for the use of technology in classrooms.

Program in Linguistics

The Program in Linguistics is influenced by two overriding

facts: an unusual diversity in its program offerings, and its

status as a "program," rather than a formal academic

department. This means a considerably more tentative standing

with respect to the institutional structure and the allocation

of resources even though the Program has degree granting

authority through the Ph.D. Therefore, with this review

process the Program in Linguistics provided extensive

rationale for establishing a core faculty which could attend

to its central concerns as well as its other wide-ranging

activities with considerably greater ease, predictability,

and, therefore, ultimately academic quality, both now and,

even more importantly, into the future.
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2r2sum

The seven formal programs combined within the Linguistics

Program, three degree programs (undergraduate major, Master's

and Ph.D.), the ESOL certificate program, anu the three

service programs for the international students at the

University (The English Language Institute, the Scholarly

Writing Program, and the Academic Spoken English Program),

provide an unusual array of liverse offerings.

By and large, and particularly if one considers formidable

historical constraints, these programs seem to have been quite

successful. Since the B.A. in Linguistics has only been in

place for a few years, it is not yet well known among

students, accounting for its relatively small size. However,

the subject matter of language and its role in society seems

to enjoy tremendous interest among the students, repeatedly

resulting in overfilled classes and insufficient sections

which do not meet the demand.

The introduction of the TESL certificate program has

creatively addressed the need for educating students from

diverse backgrounds, not only linguistics graduate students,

about linguistics and language teaching. The programs for

international students meet a specific demand in a very

satisfactory fashion.

Students in the Master's and Ph.D. program expressed

general satisfaction with what the Program set out to achieve.
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Where concerns were voiced they almost inevitably related to

the unusual faculty situation. Thus, they remarked on the

range in course offerings which the diverse provenance of

faculty made possible. On the other hand, the program can

suffer from lack of availability of courses for an individual

student at a given time since its is extremely diffitult, if

not impossible, for the Program to map out the availability of

critical professors over a given student's period of graduate

study. Obtaining the right adviser becomes a potentially

difficult task that may lead to a certain drifting and less

than optimal pursuit of the degree. For advanced graduate

students, accessibility of professors, many of whom have only

a 1/5 commitment to the Linguistics Program, becomes

particularly critical at the stage of thesis and dissertation

supervision and guidance. Such a relationship between faculty

and students is inherently based on a long-term commitment,

something that the Linguistics Program, under the current

faculty allocation, cannot guarantee its students at all

times.

The graduate students made a number of suggestions which

would impact on program offerings. Thus they felt that the

Introduction to Linguistics courses for which significant

demand exists could be taught by the international TAs who are

otherwise restricted in their teaching options. of course,

such an assignment would depend on their English language
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abilities and their knowledge of the subject.

Another program detail that requires attention and

coordination is the matter of enrolling international students

during the summer. The difficulty hare is that summer course

availability in the Academic Spoken English Program, at

present, is not guaranteed due to budgetary limitations,

thereby leaving the international students in a very serious

bind. Also, international TAs find themselves in conflict

between departmental requirements for teaching and the need to

first receive the necessary training.

Faculty.

Although the composition of the Linguistics Program faculty

is diverse to say the least, there was a unifying sense of

strong commitment to the cause of linguistics as an academic

discipline, but also to its service role, particularly vis-A-

vis the international students. In addition, faculty members

have shown remarkable willingness to participate in this

cooperative venture and should be commended for their

assiduity in providing an effective course of study.

As it 3tands, the Program draws its faculty from a

multitude of quarters, with only three being budgeted in

Linguistics, others budgeted through the English Language

Institute, and the majority being borrowed from various other

language departments as well as from the Departments of

Anthropology and Communications Processes and Disorders. In
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that sense, the Program is a nearly unique model for the kind

of interdisciplinarity which is generally recommended for the

future, and its success depends on some formidable

administrative juggling which the Program's leadership seems

to have been able to accomplish with admirabla deftness.

However, it must also be understood that this

interdisciplinarity means that a critical permanence eludes

the Program, something that, ultimately, impacts negatively on

the program, on its students, particularly its graduate

students, on the participating "borrowed" faculty, and also on

their home departments. It is this matter which must be

addressed creatively and decisively at the earliest possible

time if the momentum the Program has built up over the years

and its ability to provide for the State of Florida the

required expertise in languages and international

communication is to be maintained and enhanced.

In particular, some avenue must be found to establish a

core faculty for the enterprise in linguistics. The use of

administrative units such as "program" or "institute" or

"department" is purposely avoided here, since the ultimate

shape and form which such a rearrangement of faculty lines

would take remains to be worked out. However, it is clear

that, in order to flourish as it shows every indication of

being able to flourish, Linguistics must have full control

over at least five core lines, in phonetics and phonology,
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morphology, and syntax, ESOL and semantics. Such a change

would not in the least disrupt the need for and advantages of

the current interdisciplinary approach since, obviously, the

Program would continue to rely heavily on expertise in other

areas of the University. One concern in deciding on the

ultimate form for such a reallocation of lines is the

perception of potential infringement from other departments.

However, as one contributing faculty member observed, if this

shift is handled correctly, the contributing departments might

well be relieved since some of their very difficult and

burdensome obligations vis-à-vis the Linguistics Program would

become somewhat more manageable.

At present, a particularly strong awareness of the need to

cooperate with Linguistics exists in the Department of Romance

Languages and Literatures. It might be possible, in the

restructuring, to develop such an awareness in the other

departments as well and to encourage input from them in the

faculty choices that remain to be made, either in Linguistics

or in the respective departments.

As part of the suggested rearrangement of faculty

positions, the matter of tenure-track lines must be addressed.

As it stands, the ELI Academic Coordinator does not have such

a line, something that contradicts the recommendations in the

last program review which advocated a prominent place for the

ELI. At first sight the fact that the ELI is neither a credit
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nor a degree program seems to mitigate against such a

position, but the faculty mamber's contribution to the overall

success of this important subcomponent of the Program and also

to the Program's degree-granting components simply cannot be

ignored.

There would also seem to be additional staffing needs based

on a state mandate that teachers must be trained to "handle"

LEP students. With the present staff, fulfilling this

additional requirement issued by the State is essentially

impossible.

Students

The graduate students with whom I visited, seemed generally

pleased with the program.

MUM=
If support is interpreted to mean direct faculty lines and

additional support for adjuncts, TAs, and conversation

leaders, then much critical work remains to be done (see above).

However, in other areas there was agreement that the

Program has obtained important help, - and has also been able

to expand its impact creatively and through quite a bit of

cooperation between various people. In particular, the use of

technology for the ELI must be favorably noted. The fact that

the library handles the ordering of materials in a very

expeditious fashion was gratefully acknowledged by the Program

Chair. The Library was also singled out for its dependable
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handling of equipment requests. Particularly for ELI,

additional support is needed for extra classroom space during

peak hours and for more conversation leaders whose current pay

of 5 5.-- per hour simply is not attractive enough.

Summary of Observations

Strengths

Through a commendable level of team effort within the
program and across disciplines, the Program has been able
to provide a wide range of substantive and effective
courses of study;

Excellent use of the available technology is evident in
various parts of the Linguistics Program, in the programs
for Academic Spoken English, in the Writing program, and
also in the graduate offerings;

Satisfaction was expressed about the handling of library
acquisitions;

Class size is most appropriate for the intensive language
instruction which must be offered;

The Program stands ready to help solve some of the very
problems faced by the State which relate to language and
culture. These translate into important political,
economic, and ethnic issues for whose solution an academic
institution can provide significant input.

Areas of Concern

Uncertainty regarding the availability of faculty from the
numerous departments which cooperate in the Linguistics
Program is seriously undermining the Program's ability to
contribute in the measure in which it seems capable of
contributing, in its current programs and into the future--
this issue is of crucial importance to the proper
functioning of the entire Program;

While the need to work cooperatively with the Education
program is fully understood, a basic inability to
communicate on the substantive issues seems to have set in;
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Space availability for the ELI activities, particularly the
conversation classes, is critical at prime class hours;

Teacher training, at times, is hampered by diverse
mandates, issued by departments or even the State.

Recommendations

Create an arrangement whereby the Linguistics Program can
have at least five permanent core lines over which it has
complete budgetary and academic control. In this context,
a number of currant configurations must be looked at with
frankness and in a cooperative spirit which makes the
Program's mission the foundation of subsequent decision-
making.

Provide tenure-track status for the ELI coordinator.

Increase funding for the General Education courses offered
through the Linguistics Program for which tremendous demand
exists which cannot currently be met. One option which
could be explored is to make teaching these courses
available to international TAsi subject to their abilities
in English.

Increase cooperation with other Departments, particularly
Education, English and German. This might best be achieved
through encouragement from a higher administrative level.

Explore space allocations for classrooms, particularly in
the ELI program.
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Modern Languages and Linguistics

Introductioq

1. Because of its diversification (11 different'languages,

organized in seven different divisions: Spanish, French,

German, Russian-Slavic, Italian, Asian, and Linguistics), and

thanks to its complex but coherent structure, and to its

attention to its own mission and that of FSU, the Department

of Modern Languages and Linguistics is able to offer profes-

sionally serious and culturally enriching liberal arts,

multidisciplinary, and international programs at three differ-

ent degree levels (highest beyond B.A.: Ph.D.s in French and

in Spanish, M.A. in German and in Russian-Slavic -- there are

sertice courses but no degree programs in Asian languages and

in Linguistics). Throughout the seven divisions there is a

noticeable degree of internal cooperation and camaraderie

no doubt influenced by FSU's tradition of emphasis on

individuality and democratic governance. On the whole,

adequate balance exists in language divisions between litera-

ture, applied linguistics, cultural studies, and grammar in

basic degree programs.

a. The Department is involved in several forms of

interdepartmental majors: with Asian studies,

Comparative Literature, Latin American and

Caribbean, and Slavic and East European Studies.
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b. International programs enjoying the Administration's

firm support, and which add strength to the

Department's outreach and research capabilities are

Florida-Florence, Florida-Costa Rica, Florida-

France. These enrich the cultural atmosphere of the

entire Department. A Florida-Leningrad program

involving the Department is projected for the

future.

c. The Department has long been active in linkages

between itself and secondary schools, making

available its language labs, providing judges for

contests, etc.

d. The Chairperson has been active in the past 3 years

in statewide FLIF (Foreign Languages Instruction in

Florida) on the committee studying FL equivaleacies

between high school and college language study and

setting standards.

e. Also, certain members of the Departmental faculty

have expressed a willingness to be involved in

collaborative programs with other universities in

the System.

Recent Growth

2. Since 1986 there has been real growth in undergraduate

enrollments. Especially since Fall, 1990, growth has been
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(across the board and especially in French and Russian at the

4th year level) called flunprecedented.fl

Amendments to the Foreign Language Law, while not fully in

place, promise to clarify admission requirements and will be

helpful in dealing with.increased enrollments. SAT scores for

admission are facing up, thereby improving student quality.

Teaching Staff,

3. Representing a variety of languages and cultures, the

professorial staff is a well qualified group, with an.

admirable record of working together to achieve the

Department's goals.

Regular faculty participates (with the exception of German)

in basic language courses, along with teaching assistants.

4. After a hiatus of three years, the Department and thn

Dean of Arts and Sciences are ready to recruit two new

teachers immediately at the assistant professor level (Spanish

11 Russian 1 -- the latter depending on retirements).

5. A large bequest in French from a former FSU professor is

in the offing. When implemented, it will, with local matching

funds, make possible the founding of an Eminent Scholar

professorship in French.

6. Equality of Opportunity (EEO), in the view of the

Department, is considered good.

7. There are no adjunct personnel employed in tbe Department
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at present, though in years past one has been brought in to

teach Arabic.

Instruction and Resourceq

8. Along with supervision by a dedicated staff, there is a

willingness to achieve standardization of teaching methodology

and testing in the Department's largest beginning language

programs. The four basic skills are stressed in French,

Spanish, German, and Italian; speaking and listening

comprehension are deferred in Russian and Asian languages.

There is uniform testing in multiple-section basic courses.

Intensive (Dartmouth-type) courses, offered on a relatively

small scale, are proving effective in French, Spanish, German,

and Italian.

a. Despite recent reduction in classroom space,

standards of teaching and student achievement, along

with the improvements described in the 1986 report,

have been maintained. Some quality control

mechanisms are in place.

b. Language laboratories (4) are state-of-the-art and

well operated; a request is being readied for their

expansion along with a request for up-to-date

technology in the classroom (VCRs and the like).

German is the departmental leader in making use of

lab media, including video.
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9. FSU has a large, generally adequate library for Modern

Languages and Linguistics research.

10. Awaiting further action is a new Italian M.A., pending

final approval by the Board of Regents. A new Russian and

Slavic multicultural course (SLL 1500), in English, is to be

instituted shortly, when FSU's locally mandated multicultural

course requiremidnt takes effect.

11. Recently, with College of Education assistance and that

of the Center for Teaching Effectiveness, teacher training

workshops are in operation for the largest programs: Spanish,

French, and German.

12. Grants from outside:

a. Currently a foundation in Germany provides two

undergraduate fellowships per year.

b. On an interim basis, a donor (see item 5 above) is

currently funding 6-8 fellowships for summer study

in France. Her bequest plan foresees scholarships

to sand all French majors to France for a year,

along with sizeable grants to other language

divisions in the Department.

13. Overall quality of undergraduate and graduate programs in

the Department is good. In its graduate program, the

Department merits the confidence expressed by the Faculty

Senate policy committee, whose reviewers over the past 3 years

have recommerided all graduate programs be continued.
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14. As noted above, demand for language courses and

linguistics is growing; admission standards are being

improved. The departmental Self-Study states: "the retention

of clientele is most successful at the graduate level. The

greatest attrition comes after the courses numbered 2200 in

all the languages, because these courses mark the end of the

language requirement in the College of Arts and Sciences and

the B.A. university-wide" (p.10).

§tudents (8 undergraduate, 9 graduate interviewed)

15. Both undergraduate and graduate groups expressed general

satisfaction with their learning experience/ including the

inter-cultural/ in the Department.

16. Advising rated excellent; supervisory staff in multipl_-

section courses good, though in Russian/ such supervisors

became less available owing to increased demands for them to

teach classes in the lower divisions.

17. Speaking was felt to be a goal of French and Spanish

basic language instruction; for what students felt were

legitimate reasons/ Russian instructors deferred the oral in

favor of the study of language structurm.

General Need6

1. There is a need to demonstrate to administrators the

Department's urgent requirement of greater financial support.

With higher levels of financial support (principally salaries)
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for faculty (including additional staff and released time for

dissertation direction), for graduate students (TA stipends) -

- and of course for more space -- practically all phases of

the present operation can be improved: scholarly production,

quality of teaching, and morale of students and staff.

2. Because of a growing shortage of teachers of foreign

languages and of English as a Second Language, there is a need

to increase public and professional awareness of the

importance of foreign languages in the universix, in the

state, and in the nation. To that end, the Department should

strive to project its influence and to make known its ability

to advance cooperative ventures with a wide range of

educational entities, not only at Tallahassee, but in schools

and colleges throughout the state and region.

Space Resources

3. Space available per student the situation is

deteriorating: each year there are more students and less

space for classrooms, offices, meeting rooms.

4. Class size is a problem: lower division classrooms,

averaging about 23 students, are full (frequently as

determined by local Fire Marshal's regulations). In certain

upper division courses, predominantly lecture-discussion

classes, size may average about 31. The student-teacher ratio

in language courses remains manageable but far from ideal.
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Ingtruction

5. There is a need to encourage, after careful planning and

looking at attendant problems by all concerned, a greater

degree of communication and cooperation between the Department

of Modern Languages and Linguistics and the language-training

entities of the College of Education, with a view to helping

overcome a critical teacher shortage in foreign languages and

English as a Second Language in the U.S. Some desiderata:

a. More training of teaching assistants prior to

teaching, including formal coursework by

specialists, and follow-up monitoring.

b. Requirement of a minimum of teaching experience

prior to teaching assistantship.

c. Another level of screening of applicants to include

a cassette recording of each TA speaking several

kinds of discourse, as needed in classroom teaching.

6. Also needed is a statement of specific knowledge and

linguistic skill competencies that will be expected. (Note

that upper division and graduate instructors felt goals were

stated in syllabi and reading lists, and that student

achievement was adequately tested.)

7. Given the emergence of Eastern Europe as a critical area

for the U.S., the Department should look toward eventually

developing a Ph.D. program in Russian an( sl67ic.0

8. A Department-wide course in Literary Theory combined with
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Methods of Literary Research at the M.A. level, but available

to Ph.D. candidates as well should be added.

9. At least a minimum of resources should be allocated to a

distinguished speaker's series reflecting departmental

interests; also to the provision of needed films in film

courses in the Department.

10. As a longer range consideration, plans should be laid for

initiating a B.A. program in Linguistics at Florida State

University.

Students' Concgrna

11. Encroachments of other entities upon the Department's

space was cause for graduate student worry. Dean Bickley is

actively working on this problem and expects a solution in the

near future. TA office space is inadequate.

12. Beginning foreign language students were deficient in the

study of writing and grammar, despite the University's "Gordon

Rule," and TAs had to do excessive remedial work.

Reswnses to 1986 Recommendations

13. Despite the 1986 item, the consensus is that a German

Ph.D. program is not needed at this time. One already exists

at the University of Florida.

14. A previous recommendation for more teaching assistants in

Russian will soon be implamented (from one to three), with the

prospect of more if the Ph.D. in Russian-Slavic, now being
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discussed, is given approval.

15. Previous recommendation of the M.A. in Italian Studies

now awaits Board of Regents approval.

16. Still to be implemented are recommended language

proficiency standards (as, for example, found in ACTFL

Proficiency Guidelines) for each language program.

Conclpgion

A majority of the recommendations above are predicated on

proper resource availability, for example, those involving

desperately needed space and the improvement of faculty

salaries in all areas, along with higher stipends for Teaching

Assistants. Some of the above needs, however, involve not so

much finances as a willingness to try new solutions, for

example, a higher level of cooperation with language-teaching

entities in the College of Education or ever greater attention

to quality in undergraduate language teaching. Above all,

because of its value to the University, the Department of

Modern Languages and Linguistics merits the fullest support

and encouragement of the University administration in the

difficult economic times that lie ahead.
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Spanish and French Programs

Overall_ Appraisal

The administrators and languages faculty at FAMU recognize a

critical if not strategic role the languages program can play

in attaining or helping to attain their goals of an inter-

disciplinary and intercultural curriculum that serves the

underrepresented section of the population. One can see in

their activities and vlsion a true reflection of the goals of

the institution. The stage, it does appear, is set for the

full realization of the institutional mission of

multiculturalism. The difficulty, though, is that vision and

commitment in and by themselves, are not enough to offset

shortages and limitations which hamper the role of the present

set-up even as a service program.

To the credit of the institution, their self-study document

shows an awareness of the acute problems facing the present

program. Assuming that no further expansion is contemplated,

it is not conceivable to continue to run the program with

three non-tenured faculty, two office spaces, no language

lab., no audio-visual support, limited and ill-equipped

classrooms that are not sound-proof, and inadequate supply of

library materials. However, extensive on-site interviews

with faculty and administrators reveal a recognition of the

role a viable and strong languages program can play in
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furthering the University's mission, and a commitment to

resolve some of the issues within a reasonable degree of time.

The comments that follow take into account the stated desire

of the institution to expand the language program by making it

a separate academic department.

kmoram Strengths

1. Expressed institutional commitment

2. Commitment to add three to four and a half faculty to the

present faculty strength.

3. Qualified and dedicated faculty. All have doctoral

degrees.

4. All faculty are on tenure-track and promised lines are

tenure track.

5. Faculty commitment to concept of oral proficiency.

6. Requiring 12 hours of language courses in the Arts and

Sciences

7. Sound course offering in Spanish.

8. Sound course offering in French.

9. Well-defined course and curriculum objective.

10. Faculty willingness to try new ideas/methodology

11. Growing enrollment in Spanish (275 in 1989 up from 210 in

1988)

12. Apparent interest in computer-assisted instruction. (One

of the faculty has attended a training in the field).
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13. An envisaged Study Abroad plan for French students.

14. A student-faculty ratio in Franch of 15:1. (This however

is more a reflection of low enrollment).

15. Tutorial Assistance program (FLTASP) in Spanish.

16. Good rapport among faculty.

17. Faculty involvement in outreach activities in neighboring

high schools.

18. Center for Translation Services - result of a grant of

$472,000.00 obtained by a faculty member from the

National Security Agency.

19. Faculty interest in external funding for curricular

improvement.

20. Expressed interest in non-traditional and applied

language offerings to enrich curriculum.

Argit:2_12.Lcsananizn

1. Insufficient language instructors. Faculty apparently

overworked.

2. Absence of a tenured language faculty.

3. Absence of a language laboratory.

4. Absence of audio-visual equipment and other teaching

aids.

5. Absence of classrooms well-suited for language

instruction.
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6. Insufficient faculty offices. (There are presently two

offics spaces for three instructors).

7. Very limited library holdings in both languages, but

partimalarly, in French.

8. Absence of a location/storage for available teaching

equipment. (No staff to handle delivery and pick-up).

9. Low enrollment in French.

le. Absence of a meeting room/center for interaction and

practice in the foreign language.

11. Dearth of faculty scholarly publication.

12. Apparent absence of mechanism for faculty release time to

encourage more research efforts.

13. Reliance on interviews and teacher-made tests for

placement of students.

Recommendationsi_part I (For immediate attention of the
Administration)

1. A frank dialogue between the languages faculty and

administrators to determine priorities and how to

allocate available resources to meet present needs.

2. Administration should match commitment with immediate

provision of a language laboratory, audio-visual

equipzent, teaching and visual aids, etc.--all for

exclusive use of the Languages prograr,

3. Establish a position for a full-time director of the new

language lab.
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4. Insure that library holdings are increased. Follow up on

materials already requested.

5. Provide suitable classrooms for language instruction.

6. Accelerate process of tenure to give present program some

respectability, credibility, and sense of permanency.

7. Establish mechanism for release time to encourage faculty

research.

8. The envisaged Study Abroad program in French should be

pursued vigorously to attract more French students.

RecommtUdAti2aRL_Eart-Z. (For more direct attention of the
langulge faculty)

1. R clearer statement on commitment to the concept and

practim of oral proficiency-based instruction.

2. A clartficatior, of tile manner and frequency of testing

oral communication skiliz.

3. Nef'd for a periodic workshop for the students involved in

the Foreign Language Tutorial Assistance Program (FLTAP).

The appropriateness of their regularly accompanying

faculty to the classroom needs reevaluation.

4. FLTAP should also be made available to students studying

French. Caution: They should not be directly used for

pronunciation drills!

5. Enrollment should not be the only factor considered in

deciding to hire a new instructor in French. The latter

can positively affect the former.
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6. Fluency in Spanish, as well as French can be an asset but

should not be a requirement for hiring a French

instructor as this might diminish faculty stakes in

increasing enrollment in French.

7. There is a need for native language speakers on the

faculty (for both French and Spanisk.).

8. Hiring more qualified faculty (Ph.D.) in French will

signal a serious commitment to strengthen the French

offerings.

9. The director for the language lab should be fairly fluent

in at least two continental European languages.

10. Class scheduling should reflect status and needs of a

particular course. A required/popular course scheduled

for 7:00 a.m. has a better chance than a non-required

course with low enrollment scheduled at the same time.

11. A faculty member should supervise work of adjuncts to

insure proper coordination.

12. A standardized placement test should be used in place of

or in addition to the present practice of instructor

interview of students before placement.

13. Efforts should be made to institute a scholarship

scheme/Fund to attract and retain students intending to

major in French or Spanish.

14. Designate a room/center for audio-visuals used by

languages faculty and employ staff (work-study students,
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for example) to deliver and pick-up equipment to and from

classrooms.

15. As a stand-alone department is contemplated, non-

traditional and applied language courses

(Translation/Interpretation, Language for Specific

Purposes) should be developed to further enhance the

interdisciplinary dimension and uniqueness of the FAMU

languages program.

16. Outreach activities should include recruiting non-

traditional or continuing education (non-degree) students

who may be interested in the languages offerings.

17. There should be an outcomes assessment statement

outlining what students are expected to know after two

years of a foreign language and how such knowledge can be

measured or detelmined.

18. There should be a statement on how students language

skills may be applied to their major figids if they are

non-language majors.

19. Finally, thought should be given to i long-term

assessment for proficiency outcomes to be determined by a

faculty certified in the ACTFL OPI training.
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Division of Language (DOL)

General Observations

Mission Statement

The DOL should either be charged by the Administration or

encouraged to initiate a Mission Statement. Such a statement

might include a clear articulation of the responsibilities of

a large department in a large public university in a large

urban environment. Each of these circumstances shapes the

duties of the department from without.

Other factors help shape the department from within: the

present consistency of the teaching staff; the desired, future

constellation of the teaching staff; developments in the

various professions represented in the department (philology,

linguistics, language-teaching).

The consultant would hope that centers of attention would

fall to 1) second-language acquisition theory and practice, 2)

second-language "for special purposes," i.e., business, law,

medicine, and science, and, 3) "culture," i.e., language in

context: anthropology, fine arts, history, literature,

linguistics (including psycho- and social-linguistics),

sociology in traditional areas, but also in non-traditional

fields like media (journalism, film, theater, television) and ,

comparative international studies.
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Second Languaae Acauisition Theory and Practice

The administrative shape of the DOL and the extraordinary

high number of students who pass through its courses should be

exploited as a powerful and exceptional resource. It could be

a llving laboratory for the development and testing of methods

and(results of language teaching. The likelihood that post-

Vietnam isolationism will soon again afflict the American

public is relatively small. The unconditional imperative for

Americans to learn the languages of the world will be more and

more acutely felt over the coming years. The state of

Florida, indeed, certainly feels this pressure sooner and more

acutely than others.

The DOL has an infrastructure in place for proper

exploitation of this resource: the second-largest Master's

program in Arts & Sciences; the International Language

Institute (ILI), Summer Intensive Language Courses (SILC), a

well-respected scholarly journal, the Latpauage Ouarterly; and

good relations with the School of Education.

Technology

A future court may well condemn the university of today for

its failure to educate humane masters of high technology.

Computer technology, despite ics origins in the quantitative,

ts used principally for the accumulation, analysis, and

presentation of information in the form of words, in the form
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of languaae. A language department without easy access to

high technology is living in another and long-past age. The

present condition of technology in the DOL is, frankly, almost

non-existent. An up-to-date multi-media lab could be acquired

for about $400,000 and maintained for a good deal less than

that. It is the sine-quanngn of any progress in the DOL. All

scholarly work will have to be based on objective, replicable

data which the technology is supremely helpful in providing,

analyzing, and publishing.

Proficiency

"Proficiency" is in quotation marks because it has acquired

a specific meaning in relation to second-language acquisition.

It represents a widely accepted metric for evaluation, and in

the classroom it represents "value-added" education. The

implicit methodologies require drastic re-examination of

prevailing practices, some of which ray survive the scrutiny,

others of which may need to be refreshed, r*vised, or

abanuoned.

Strengths

1. The full time faculty leaves the impression of being

professionally committed and maintaining good morale in the

face of considerable problems (chiefly understaffing).

2. The adjunct faculty the reviewqr vas able to see also

left a very favorable impression, seemed competent and in
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touch with the public professional discussions in second-

language acquisition theory and practice.

3. The students presented to the reviewer(s) were highly

articulate, enthusiastic, filled with praise for the

qualifications and availability of the faculty.

4. Flexible curricular programming in a) Latin American

Studies and b) Russian Studies certification (half way between

a major and a minor)

5. Editorship of well-respected journal, Language Quarterly,

rests.in house

6. Good relationship with School of Education

7. Personal contact with International Affairs Center (IAC)

through faculty member part-time on the staff of IAC

8. SILC Summer Intensive Language Courses. Uses intensive

mode, team teaching, imaginative methodologies

9. ILI International Language Institute. Provides non-

traditional curricula (certification in ESL and Business)

Areas of Concern

1. Average size of 28 is simply too high for effective

proficiency acquisition. Oversized classes might be

satisfactory for grammatical and conceptual instruction, but

some progress in proficiency (whether one adopts the whole

"proficiency" methodology or not) has to be perceptible to

students for the courses to be appreciated and not to be
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sensed as frustrating.

2. Most elementary inst:uction is apparently in the hands of

adjunct faculty. This sends the message that language start-

up is not important enough for the full-time faculty to bother

with.

3. The centrality of the second-language acquisition mi3sion

needs to be add1,-lsed by the reward system. Even full-time

faculty must be made to consider their involvement in

elementary and intermediate language instruction

professionally enhancing. Senior faculty need above all to be

kept in touch with the complete mission of the division.

4. Adjunct Faculty. Adjunct Faculty represents a nationwide

problem. Where unionization is powerful (as in California)

state systems are losing their choice in the matter. Long-

term adjuncts (three years or more) are being made full-time

faculty, on grounds of fairness, with long-term contracts,

diverting limited resources from the professorial ranks.

Staffing in this way changes the very texture of the academic

enterprise, but does so without design or plan.

Administrations will have to be very careful, foresightful,

and perhaps, ready to make some sacrifices, to maintain some

kind of quality control over what happens to their faculties.

In the concrete, this may mean enlarging regular tenure-line

faculties to meet teaching demands before other agencies

decide for them how the teaching demands will be met.
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A combination of professorial appointments and graduate

students teaching would represent an expenditure of resources

in a more focussed way and more in accord with academic

planning than the fundamentally ad hoc appointment of

adjuncts. By spending the resources on graduate students one

can in one action 1) contribute to the support of their

training, 2) meat responsibilities in undergraduate education,

and 3) focus resources on intended academic goals (a graduate

program).

This strategy also limits the term of commitment to the

teacher (the length of graduate study), as opposed to adjuncts

(who may evolve into the equivalent of being tenured).

Whatever the administrative strategy: Evexy effort,should

Pe made to "professionalize" the adiupct faculty. Thic means

the inclusion of the aloillunctsjm the pedagooic and scholarly

dialogge of the Division ethis seems _alreadv_t_g_in taking

1 _D =Ural
And orocadures for_retention and advwcemerlt.

5. The basic and pervasive problem is understaffing. Even

if all the senior faculty were full time in the classroom, the

Division would be understaffed by five or six FTEs. As it is,

talented senior faculty share their time with other necessary

and worthy enterprises, leaving a teaching staff, with every

imaginable economy, still incapable of meeting the
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instructional demand to the tune of hundreds of students a

year. This circumstance is obviously unacceptable, even in

the short term.

6. Technological circumstances are unacceptable. Among the

critical failures of higher education in general in this day

and age is leaving technology to run its own course and

assuming that the humane mastery of these shockingly powerful

tools will somehow take care of itself. This failing is not

unique to USF or its Division of Language - which, however,

does not exculpate the institution or its neglect.

The modern language teaching profession inclines to

appreciate technology perhaps a bit faster than other

humanistic disciplines, since the fundamental task it is asked

to perform is unusually difficult and it can use all the help

it can get from sources other than Gutenberg technology

(slides, film, audiotape, graphics, dramatic representation,

and the like).

Fairly high technology is already in place (elsewhere) to

assist in language instruction and its evaluation. Much

routine language practice that is done in class at USF can be

done with *computer, audio-tape, and video far more effectively

and, in the long run, more cheaply. Placement testing,

entrance and exit testing, even normal quizzes and exams could

and should be automated - for the sake of accuracy,

objectivity, and, most importantly, for the sake of relieving
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the instructors of some of the most time-consuming burdens of

instruction (composing and grading testing materials), not to

mention the class time lost to quizzes and exams.

Serious research in second-language acquisition theory and

practice is going to require accurate and objective data to be

taken seriously.

USF has an opportunity to help introduce a significant

number of students to uses of the computer for education,

training, and cultural enrichment (information and image

processing for language, i.e., video, real-life, and computer

generated interactive modelling of social or psychological

circumstances).

Basic familiarity with computers as subordinated to that

most human activities, language, is a practicum toward the

humane mastery of high technology.

6. The reward system. The reward system seems generally to

favor traditional philological (literary and language-

theoretical) research. Although the problem is far from

unique to MP, a confusion of mission seems to hamper

achieving full potential. (See Faculty development, below.)

Potentials

1. There is every reason for USF to become a leading

international center for second language acquisition theory

and practice. The administrative organization into a

"Division of Language" brings virtually all modern language
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instruction under one roof. The number of students (3,000 a

year) is extraordinarily high and represents a potential

laboratory matched in few other institutions. Comparative

studies of numerous kinds could be imagined.

Graduate study in related areas (R.A. in Linguistics and

M.A. in Applied Linguistics/TESL) is already in place, indeed

the second largest Master's program in Arts & Sciences.

Further graduate study in due course, including perhaps at

first an M.A. in whatever language And second-language

acquisition theory and practice, might also help alleviate the

staffing problem, by letting graduate students assist in

language instruction as part of their training.

2. Ph.D. Program. In due course, with a reputation estab-

lished in second-language acquisition theory and practice, a

Ph.D. program might be contemplated, perhaps first in Linguis-

tics, with a second-language acquisition theory and practice

focus and specific to a language with other strengths in the

faculty, probably Spanish, but also Russian, French, or Ger-

man, if faculty development takes place in those directions.

Faculty develpument, (professional enhancement of existing

faculty and new hires) should have a clear focus, but with

enough breadth to allow diverse talents to express themselves.

The reviewer suggests "Language & Culture." This would imply

that the reward system would look closely at effective

teaching and at research closely connected with effective
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teaching. Areas of research and teaching would include, of

course, second-language acquisition theory and practice, but

also second-language "for special purposes," i.e., business,

law, medicine, and science, and, "culture," i.e., language in

context: anthropology, history, literature, linguistics

(including psycho- and socio-linguistics), sociology in

traditional areas, but also media (film, journalism, theater,

television) or comparative international studies.

With the experience of SILC and ILI, USF may want to

consider the model of Middlebury College for summer study of

foreign languages on higher than elementary levels. The

students who the consultant interviewed strongly suggested

such a development.

3. New hires. The obvious circumstances dictate cultivation

of strengths in Spanish and Portuguese. In case the look

South is to be complemented by a look East and the new Europe,

especially for business and politics, new hires in Russian,

Japanese, and German need to be contemplated.

New hires should stress second-language acquisition theory

and practice experience or training, no matter what languages

are favored. However, in no case should the linguistics be

bought at the sacrifice of the language, i.e., any linguist

must be not less than 4 near native in at least one target

second lanrnage.
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Languages and Linguistics

Program: ygnguagest gpd Lipauistics

1. Content of FAU programs is timely, and includes emerging

disciplines crucial to the state's future efforts in

developing international education and multiculturalism. Four

authorized new positions (now in search) embrace areas of

Latin American literature, Japanese Studies and Comparative

linguistics and literature.

2. The foreign language programs have good rapport with

other departments in the School of Arts and Humanities, as

evidenced by meeting with six of the seven department heads

with whom the department interacts. They agreed the program

has developed strengths in underpinning language competencies

necessary to their areas, and they marveled that students no

longer complain about required language studies as they still

complain about Western Civ. The Foreign Language faculty have

a strong ally in the integrated Teacher Education/ESOL program

headed by a COE faculty member.

3. Community college articulation seems to be healthy.

4. Newer programs include Japanese studies and comparative

studies, with a popular Italian studies program funded by

grants and donations. The Department is ready to propose a

new Ph.D. level program in Comparative Studies that would

enable FAU to encompass emerging new areas of international
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linguistic and cultural concern to the United States and the

State of Florida, and to prepare teachers as well as R and D

scholars to interface with internal economic development and

world trade agendas of the State.

5. Systemwide, the issue of second or third generation

native speakers who are fluent but not necessarily literate

and who lack the advanced education of parents and

grandparents poses a problem for all disciplines. The

Department of Languages and Linguistics seems willing and able

to assume a shared leadership role, with the Education

Department, to develop a better placement system for beginning

students, and to train teachers to get at the cultural and

linguistic roots of the problem of fluency in spoken languages

vs. literacy in the language and culture of the geographic

areas and populations served.

6. The Department is meeting its changed 1985 goal of

teaching the communicative method that stresses oral ability

in the language over mere text-based teaching. With the bulk

of reading and writing goals now being addressed and met at

intermediate levels, a hardworking first-tier (beginning

language) faculty could use relief in the form of additional

faculty positions and oney for Xerox, maps, and supplies to

ease class sjze and other stresses. However, the goals of the

Department are being admirably met despite these material

difficulties.
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EA_Cuity

Eight full-time faculty hold regular appointments. Ten

visiting faculty and full-time Lecturers (or Instructors) hold

one-year appointments, most of them renewable except w!ere a

three-year term is at an end. Their credentials are strong,

their dedication an0 competence unmistakable. Four of the

full-time regulars have taught at FAU more than 20 years, both

a strength and a concern for new blood (expressed by these

senior professors). Faculty members added in 1988 and 1989

were welcome new strong additions to the Department. Four

newly authorized positions in search are in Latin American and

Comparative Literature, Latin American Literature and Spanish

Linguistics, French and Comparative Studies, and Japanese and

Comparative Literature.

1. Teaching is of the highest order, with even the most

senior professors adapting well to the newer emphases on

communicative, interactive methodologies at beginning levels.

One newer faculty member conwented that while FAU aspires to

be a ajor research university, it acts like a teaching

university.

2. Research. Research goes on apace at FAU. Since 1985, six

book-length studies have been published by three regular

facultaf, three more are in progress. Small travel budgets are

a hindrance, but nevertheless, the faculty do travel and
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publish in four languages. Faculty have close ties to France,

Mexico and Spain, and three regular faculty have utilized

federal and state grants to conduct workshops in foreign

languages for teachers.

3. Service. The department renders internal service across

disciplinary lines by servicing the needs of students in

fulfillment of the language requirement. The major outside

services rendered are to foreign language clubs, to teachers

in Florida high schools community service through ESOL. By

establishing FAU-based studies abroad through Aix-en Provence,

Avignon, and Seville programs, the FAU language faculty is

indirectly serving a state priority for international

education in careers for the advancement of trade.

4. EEO. Two of the eight full-time-regular appointments are

Hispanics, three are women. There are no blacks, Asians, or

native Americans among the regular full-time faculty.

However, the visiting faculty and full-time Lecturer ranks do

include a Japanese woman and a Haitian male.

St..Adgnts

1. Demar.d. Demand for beginning foreign language study is

so high that nearly all sections close out befuve

registration. Many students cannot hope to begin either a

first or second language untjl upper division y ars. Student

demand seems healthy for the proposed au entation of existing
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programs to the Ph.D. level in Comparative Studies.

2. Admissions Standards. The Department adheres to accepted

policy in admissions and in admission to the major. As a

result, there is a high degree of self-confidence and pride

noticeable among the majors we met. However, a wide disparity

among the skills brought by community college transfer

students and those expected by FAU faculty has caused problems

in placement of transfer students at appropriate levels of

beginning language study and has even affected admission to

the major which demands fluency as well as writing competence

and cultural understanding.

3Q The high morale among students results, as might be

expected, in high rates of retention among majors. There is

an unusually good feeling among non-major students despite the

enforced requirement.

4. Systematic feedback from graduates was not evident:

however, the dozen or so students who had undergraduate FAU

degrees and were now in graduate language programs expressed

satisfaction with their education. They could not have been

more content.

5. EEO. EEO standards seete to be enforced even-handedly.

The large number of Hispanics from Cuba and a growing number

of Latin Americans, Haitians, and people from the islands

around Florida ensure a high enroll ent of Hispanics and

growth in black students. Boca Raton's founding history and
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the Yamoto connection make it natural that a small but

strongly supported group of Japanese studies courses has

emerged to serve that population. Women are well represented,

but language students seem not to include many blacks.

6. Degree Productivity. In 1989-90:

BA degrees awarded

MA degrees awarded

MAT degrees awarded

18 (16 the previous year);

2 (0 the previous year);

1 (1 the previous year);

The Total, 21 degrees in 1989-90, over 17 the previous year,

seems appropriate.

fagilltina_And_Bgagar.gma

1. Library. Library facilities are handsome, but some basic

services required for modern language study are absent or

inadequate:

Language tapes, especially in French, are inadequate both

in individual titles and in numbers of Lopies available. The

library no longer provides high-speed duplication services for

students desiring cassettes for study. This seems to be as

much a factor of inadequate staff as of fiscal shortage. Book

collections seem adequ, te.

2. Laboratories. FM has no language lab per se. A modern

computerized writing lab has been established to serve

English, philosophy and other departmental needs but none

specifically for languages. The Department has a proposal for

8
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a $170,000 computer-assisted interactive Language Laboratory

with adjoining open lab-classroom that seems reasonable and

entirely appropriate.

3. Electronic Data Processing. (see above) Most regular

and visiting faculty now seem to have either a computer (p.c.)

in their offices or access to one. However, the beginning

language faculty (part-time) do not, and most use home

computers at their own expense.

4. Equipment. Teaching equipment is minimal or

non-existent. Office equipment for regular faculty is barely

adequate, for part-time faculty clearly sub-standard.

5. Support personnel/staffing levels. The Department head

is inadequately supported by one secretary without

administrative assistant or additional clerk/typist.

Part-time faculty are not well served by typist or other

support staff and have no direct access to reproducing

facilities. The only evident service is examinations xeroxed

but not by individual faculty but through one visiting

Lecturer who must collect, collate, distribute all copies.

6. Space. Regular faculty office spaces are small but

minimally adequate. Part-time faculty share spaces converted

from music practice cubicles and are still surrounded by

active music practice rooms. These are clearly sub-standard,

particularly since these faculty bear the major burden of

oral-aural interactive instruction. They faithfully fulfill
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the requirement of twenty-minute oral exchanges/quizzes in the

language every two weeks in cramped space not large enough for

one faculty, let alone two or three sharing a cubicle.

10 Demonstration of intermediate proficiency in four skills

prior to graduationmeasurement and evaluation according to

ACTFL Proficiency GUidelines:

The Department now uses (since 19E6) the ACTFL guidelines.

Standardized course objectives are published and used.

However, placement of native speakers is still a problem in

Spanish. There is still a need to improve ways in which

proficiency in the written language is measured.

2. Resources to be made available to the Department to

reinstate programs abroad:

Liaisons have been established in France and Spain through

the Institute for American Universities (Aix and Avignon), and

through the College Consortium for International Studies in

Seville. Time to pursue and strengthen such liaisons is in

short supply.

3. Reduction in class size:

Classes of 28-30 have been reduced to 20-22. The Dean and

Provost have supported the Department's holding the line on

these, as demands for required language courses increase.

4. Funds for expanded language instruction.

No funds have been received. Outside funds have been
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solicited successfully to endow a faculty line in Japanese.

The Department is searching now to fill this tenure-track

position. Italian is also gift-supported. The new

Comparative Studies Ph.D., if approved, might help fulfill

this recommendation by introducing expanded cultural offerings

in other languages.

Proaram Strenatt9

1. Excellent leadership, department head and dean.

2. Strong instructional staff, both regular full-time and

adjunct.

3. Contented, enthusiastic students with fluency.

4. Strong interdisciplinary, multicultural approach

operative across language, literature, linguistics and

cultural offerings.

5. Creative ways in which leadership has rewarded, enhanced

teaching in face of declining fiscal resources.

ProgrAm Concerns

1. No language laboratory--inadequate library and learning

resource materials to support the communicative

methodology employed throughout the program.

2. Insufficient number of introductory sections to meet

demand.

3. Insufficient graduate advisement faculty.

4. Lack of separate phonology course, or experiences for
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French and German.

5. Insufficient number of faculty sabbaticals, no graduate

assistantships.

Recommendations

L. Resources should be made available to the Department to

furnish a computer-assisted interactive language

laboratory and classroom.

2. Authorize the proposed Ph.D. in Comparative Studtei in

collaboration with Departments of History, Philosophy,

and Erglish.

3. Increase allocations for faculty travel and professional

development through international study opportunities.

4. Increase library allocations for foreign language and

culture.

5. Support staff should be added through authorization of a

second secretarial position or administrative assistant,

and graduate assistantships.

6. Additional faculty space, classroom spai.e and

record-keeping space should be added to the Department's

existing space.
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English and Foreign Languages

Faculty

The Foreign Language faculty component of the University of

West Florida Department of English and Foreign Languages is

staffed by faculty and adjunct instructors in the fields of

Spanish (2 faculty, 4 adjuncts), French (1 faculty, 2

adjuncts), ESL/Linguistics (1 faculty), German (1 adjunct),

and Japanese (Visiting Instructor). They offer baccalaureate

degree programs in French and Spanish and service-level

courses in German, Japanese, and ESL.

Faculty and adjunct instructors give ample evidence of a

professional attitude toward their role and exhibit a

commendable devotion to their students--an attitude that is

reciprocated by undergraduate majors and echoed by recent

alumni. Students speak highly; in the main, of the quality of

instruction and of personal/professional advisement.

With the exception of the University Research Professor in

Spanish who is committed to 25% instruction annually, the

other three faculty members devote 80% of their time to

instruction, 7% to advisement, 8% to research, and 5% to

service. Thus, their duties are primarily related to an

instructional role. Despite the large numbers of

service-course students, and responsibilities at the

baccalaureate (major) level in Spanish and French, faculty all
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remain research-active and the University Research Professor

brings to UWF a national and international reputation in the

field of modern Hispanic literatures and cultures. Faculty

are also responsible for the oversight of the language

laboratory and the coordination for foreign language Teacher

Certification students in Spanish and French during their

practice.teaching. Because of the impact of language

requirement changes, and the enrollment of freshmen and

sophomores at UWF, the instructional load has increased

markedly and additional support is mandated.

Recommendations

1. Add a tenure-line position in French at the Assistant

Professor level to the Department, beginning with the Fall

1991 semester. Reliance on a single associate professor in

French together with two adjuncts to cover all levels of

instruction, advisement of eight majors, and special tutorials

or independent studies has the potential for seriously

weakening what is otherwise an effective program. A

tenure-line will ensure the department's ability to recruit a

person capable of shouldering an appropriate part of the

duties with reasonable assurance of future contributions.

2. In the event the University Research Professor is

continued in that role for the future, a tenure-line position

in Spanish should be added at the assistant professor level.
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Priority should be given to a person well schooled in the

language and with expertise in FL pedagogy and ACTFL/ETS

training. This person could ultimately be expected to assume

duties in the activities of the FL Teacher Certification

program and provide for expanded liaison with local/regional

teachers at the K-12 levels for consultation and advisement on

instructional methods and advanced AP course development and

instruction.

3. Additional instructional support should be provided in

German at the beginning and/or intermediate levels as

enrollment growth warrants. Adjunct instruction should be

sufficient for the immediate future at the service-course

level.

4. Sustain the initiative undertaken to provide first-year

Japanese as enrollments dictate. The Kobe project initiative

may stimulate the need for additional part-time instruction or

second-year offerings in the future.

50 Develop a more cohesive structure for coordinating ESL

service activities on campus. Administrative responsibility

in a single office help to coordinate these activities

and provid'e some assurance of quality outcomes. A person

schooled in ESL methodologies and testing would be ideal.

6. In the hiring of adjunct instructors, the University

should verify that they meet minimum-level qualifications as

specified by SACS guidelines; that close liaison be waintained
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and strengthened between supervisory faculty and adjuncts with

the expqctation that adjuncts will understanl clearly

anticipated learning outcomes in student performance and

proficiency levels in language skills.

Instruction

The foreign language program and administration are to be

commended for holding class size at reasonable levels and for

reducing it to 15 in ESL courses.

Recommendations

1. Maintain servics courses at the introdtictory levels at 24

students per class or below (allowing for some natural

attrition each semester); intermediate and major courses

should be kept at 15 students or below; and that ESL courses

have no more than 15 students per class.

Baccalaureate Program

Majors

Majors in Spanish and French believe that they are being

prepared well for their career goals, which include activities

in teaching, the military, graduate education, and private

entr.lrOrise. They note that despite the necessary reliance on

tutorialandepende=t study courses in some cases, they are

well schooled in their discipline. Some note a difficult

adjustment in the transition from language-level courses to

literature courses. Of ten foreign language majors in FL
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Teacher Certification during Spring 19900 nine found teaching

positions (the tenth did not seek employment). Some language

majors are continuing their studies at the graduate level.

EgmanandAtiam

1. Continue and enhance program initiatives to make foreign

language majors and non-majors aware of internatinnal study

programs, since these activities will further advance their

educational breadth, language skills, and ultimate

marketability.

Advising

The prcgram faculty are to be commended on the strong ties

they have built with majors in the advisement process both

academic and personal. Students speak warmly of these

relationships and they are an important part of the general

instructional success of the program.

Recruitment of Majors

A critical mass of French and Spanish majors relative to

projected faculty size should be roughly double the present

number of 10 majors in Spanish and 8 in French.

Recommendations

1. The program faculty, in concert with the adjunct

instructors, should develop strategies for encouraging

students at the beginning and intermediate levels to major in
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a foreign language via: 1) information dissemination about

career opportunities in foreign languages; 2) personal

advisement and encouragement of talented students with high

linguistic potential; and, 3) visits to local high school or

community college classes to provide information about

opportunities for majoring in languages at UW7.

Teacher Certification

Ties between Foreign Languages and the Office of Teacher

Education Student Services are well-established and

functioning admirably. This relationship is to be praised and

nurtured. In addition, the practice by foreign language

faculty of providing screening examinations of all students

for oral proficiency prior to a student's admission to

practice teaching is excellent and should be continued. Some

information suggests that the course in Foreign Language

Methods could be improved by curricular changes away from a

research problems model and towards a more practical,

hands-on, experiential approach--a "how-to-do-it" course which

combines theory of pedagogical methods with practical

experience on how to teach certain problem areas in Spanish

and French language.

Recommendations

1. Update and reorient Foreign Language Teaching Methods

course toward the practical needs of future student teachers
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in specific foreign language areas. This may entail a

refresher course for the foreign language Methods instructor

or simply an updating of methods and approach.

2. Pursue the current plan to revise the general Teacher

Education Methods course so that students who expect to pursue

Teacher Certification will be exposed to part of the course

content in their junior year rat. ar than concurrently with the

practice teaching experience, thus enabling students to have

some idea in advance of what is expected of them in terms of

general teaching methods and to -beable to apply these

concepts in the classroom.

Pedagogy and Instructional Support

Instruction in the foreign language areas is generally

effective, bat does not take ample advantage of innovative

approaches and available technologies. Some initiatives, such

as the intensive summer session courses, have proved

successful while others await faculty initiatives.

Becommendatisqua

1. The department should investigate the use of intensive,

accelerated approaches during regular semester(s) in

hyphenated first/second semester courses which could be

offered in a single block of two hours daily (back to back).

Ideal for team teaching (between faculty and adjuncts, for

example), this model will permit students to complete one year
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in a single semester, will more rapidly move them toward

intermediate or advanced courses, and will enhance the

likelihood of attracting majors, double-majors, or minors.

Some highly motivated students who seek only to fulfill the

serrAce component may find this model attractive. Initial

enrollments should be limited to 15-18 students per class.

2. Train a Spanish faculty member in ACTFL/ETS proficiency

assessment in order to provide guidance for meaningful

assessment of instructional outcomes; and that proficiency

assessment be a part of the guidance provided to adjunct

instructors so that they will better understand the course's

proficiency expectati,ms (it should be noted that this was

recomended in the 1985 report, but was acted on only in

French).

3. The foreign language faculty should develop a plan in

French and Spanish to use CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)

as an aid or auxiliary to their instructional duties. Such a

plan (with investigation of potential equipment costs and

software availability) should be presented to the

Administration with a priority for funding. Such technology

will assist the faculty in their instructional activities and

may be used by some enterprising students for self-paced CAI

instruction. Additionally, CAI will support foreign language

and ESL activities by eliminating needless one-on-one

interactions with students who require repetitive activities
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in learning specific points of grammar, for example.

A. Present a proposal (to include estimated costs and types

of equipment) to the Administration for the modernization of

language laboratory equipment and for the expansion of

language laboratory facilities equal to assessed needs and

projected use by foreign language and ESL students during the

next decade. As the University's activities increase in the

area of ESL, the present facilities and equipment are not

equal to the task. A professional employee to supervise the

laboratory and coordinate its use will likely become necessary

as usage increases.

Support Services

Library

Library holdings for faculty and student use are excellent.

Increases in the budget for purchases are to be commended and

should be continued in the future. This is an excellent

working library for a baccalaureate program, and excellent

library loan services support reseexch activities by the

faculty.

Space

Office space in another building will help to alleviate

some of the current problems. Adjuncts need space (other than

a hall or alcove) in which to meet and interact privately with

students from their classes.
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Community/Cultural Activities

The foreign language faculty are to be commended for their

involvement and leadership in cultural activities in the

community, particularly in Spanish and French, as well as

other areas.

Foreign Language Interaction with Other Academic Units

Faculty in foreign languages tend not to seek interactive

imvolvement with other academic units in the University. This

may be due in part to the constraints on their time, given the

heavy instructional loads they carry. Interaction with

International Programs has been good in the USAID/Guatemala

program, but not necessarily in a leadership capacity. With

the growing emphasis on inter-nationalization, on a global

concept, and on foreign language study in the Florida

curriculum at primary, secondary, and university levels, the

foreign languages faculty are in an enviable position to

provide leadership in these activities, both within the

university academic community and without.

1986 Program Review Recommendations

The foreign language faculty are to be commended for

implementation of many of the 1986 rncommendations, although

three areas remain to be implemented: 1) proficiency goals

have not been set in Spanish; 2) traininu in ACTFL/ETS has not
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been undertaken in Spanish; and, 3) enhancement of instruc-

tional technology has not been pursued as vigorously as might

have occurred. These three areas are again addressed in the

1990 consultant's recommendations above.
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Foreign Languages and Literatures

The overall evaluation of the Department is favorable, and

the consultant was particularly impressed by the enthusiasm of

both faculty and students, by the commitment to teaching and

scholarship of most faculty members, and by the leadership

provided by the current acting chair. Problems and concerns

also exist, among them the heavy reliance on adjunct faculty,

heavy teaching loads, staffing shortage, and the need of

revising the curriculum in order to better serve the new

mission of the Department. The report is divided into five

areas: faculty strengths, programmatic strengths,

programmatic areas of need, curricular recommendations, and

Departmental administrative recommendations.

Faculty qtrenaths

1. There is no doubt that the quality of teaching in the

Department is good. This is based on the following: a) the

concrete evidence of students evaluations, which indicate that

the Department ranks high among all departments in the

College; b) the fact that students and alumni who participated

in the review praised the quality of language teaching and the

accessibility of the faculty.

2. There appears to be genuine research agendas on the part

of many of the faculty.

3. The Department has hired energetic new faculty in Spanish
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and German. These new members seem to have strong potential

for successful careers as teachers and scholars. If these new

members are to realize their full potential, however, the
Department needs to provide adequate time for scholarly

development. Recommendations for adequate teaching loads will

be discussed later in this report.

4. The Department has as its acting chair a dedicated

individual who is presently providing much needed leadership

in defining goals and objectives. He appears to be an

effective liaison between his faculty and the college

administration.

Stzpngths

Factors that enhance the reputation and the teaching

mission include:

1. The establishment of immersion programs under the

auspices of the Florida International Language Institute for

Intensive Language Studies.

2. The establishment of summer programs in Canada, Germany,

Italy, Spain, and the USSR. These programs are open to

college students, secondary school teachers, and anyone

interested in obtaining an understanding of a foreign culture.

3. The establishment of "Master Grammar Sections" in order

to decrease the number of courses taught by adjuncts and to

create uniform teaching and testing methods. Smaller classes
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focusing solely on oral proficiency meet for 50-minute three

times per week or for 75-minutes twice a week. The Department

must monitor very carefully the progress and development of

these master sections to better evaluate their impact on the

program.

4. The association of the Department with the Institute for

Simulation and Training in order to develop computer-

administered proficiency tests for oral and written

comprehension.

5. The annual Foreign Language Festival, which caters to the

needs of high schools students and language teachers.

6. uLe Grand Concours," a national French competition for

high school students organized by the American Association of

Teachers of French. It is clear that students involved in

activities such as these will remember the Department of

Foreign Languages and UCF upon graduation from high school.

7. A number of student-oriented activities--language clubs

and some honor societies.

S. Participation in interdisciplinary programs. Language

courses are part of Judaic Studies, Latin American Studies,

Canadian Studies, and Soviet Area Studies.

9. The offering of non-credit courses to the health,

hospitality, and business sectors of the community.

10. Application for a Title VI grant from the Department of

Education to develop a new program in Business Spanish.
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11. Innovative proposals to provide in-service training for

teachers working with LEP students.

12. Plans to give students access to computerized instruction

and other modern technology under the leadership of a recently

appointed lab coordinator and with the financial support of a

$153,400 grant received in the summer of 1990.

13. The existing BA programs in Spanish and French are strong

enough to support a Master's in each of the language areas.

14. There is strong student and faculty interest for BA

programs in German and Russian, and a minor in Italian

1.11.4_11E2s16_91g2Z2-2X12

1. Heavy teaching loads for a department in which faculty

are now expected to do serious research.

2. Enrollments per class are too high for effective

instruction, especially in French and Spanish.

3. Steep drop in enrollment from elementary to intermediate

language classes, and low enrollments in upper division

courses.

4. There are too many courses dealing with specialized

areas. In Spanish, for example, there are three different

courses dealing with the Golden Age period in Spain.

5. Oral proficiency courses are not offered.

6. The structure of the language majors does not specify

required courses at the advanced level (UCF's 4000 level).
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Curricular Becommendations

1. Establish an oral proficiency requirement for graduation.

Most language departments are now requiring proficiency at the

advanced level before the degree is awarded.

2. Lower class sizes to an average of 15 students per class,

in accordance with A.D.F.L. resolutions.

3. The Department might consider establishing major

requirements at the advanced level and better structuring

sequence for 3000-level courses. In most language

departments, the major entails 6 to 12 hours at the advanced

level (UCF's 3000), and 18 to 24 at the advanced level (UCF's

4000). At UCF, only the French major requires three hours at

the 4000 level in the language FR 4780). It is conceivable

that a 3000 level class contains students who have just moved

up from the 2000 level and others who may have already taken

as many as 4 or 5 courses at the 3000 level.

4. Establish mandatory oral proficiency classes in all major

languages. Students may be exempted from these classes by

passing an oral proficiency exam.

5. Courses having low enrollments should be deleted, merged

with otheL courses, or offered with less frequency.

6. Curricular innovation is needed in order to build

enrollments in proposed major courses in German and Russian.

7. Develop program and courses in all major languages geared

to meet the nOeds of business professionals desirous of
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conducting business abroad. Theses programs should be

interdisciplinary in nature and include internships for area

studies students.

S. More attention should be given to establishing a common

syllabus and common finals as a quality control check for all

elementary-level courses.

9. The Department might consider the feasibility of

requiring students enrolled in the language education program

to study abroad for a semester or at least a summer.

10. Appointment of a methodologist in French and Spanish to

serve as a link between the Arts and Education.

11. The implementation of graduate programs at the Master's

level in French and Spanish. Rather than attempt to compete

with other state institutions which already have traditional

literature orientea programs, the Department might think in

terms of a two-track system, one focused on language and

literature and the other on language, culture, pedagogy and/or

business. These two tracks would be designed to meet the

distinct needs of those who wish to continue with doctoral

studies (wherein literature is given greater emphasis), those

who will return to secondary teaching'(for whom the classes in

linguistics, culture and pedagogy are most likely to be of

greater applicability), and those who will pursue careers in

international business, diplomacy, etc. Given the fact that

Spanish is used more in the community and the state than
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French, consideration should be given to pushing for the M.A.

in Spanish first, with French to follow in two or three years.

Either M.A. will enhance the status and visibility of the

Department.

Departmental Aglministrative Recommenaatiqps

1. For convenience and fairness, the Department needs to

develop written descriptions of the various committees, their

functions, and responsibilities, modes of selection, and much

more. Care should be taken that such a document be clearly

consonant with College and University policies.

2. Develop a new mission statement, especially now that the

Department would like to become the State center for second-

language acquisition.

3. Develop written guidelines for promotion, tenure,

teaching load reductions, peer evaluation, advancement,

recognition, and grievances within the Department.

4. Develop some form of standardization of curriculum vita.

5. Establish variable teaching loads, but with a five-course

base. Research, conference organization, major roles in

language associations, study abroad organization and/or

direction, grant writing/ development of new teaching

materials, direction of student plays are all important when

considering teaching load reductions.

6. Add two faculty lines in Spanish, one in Russian, and one
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in Italian. At present, adjuncts teach 85% of all courses.

7. Add general staffing (full-time lecturers) to permit

needed increases in course offerings and reduction of adjunct

faculty. There should be more ways in which the voices of

non-tenure and adjunct faculty are reflected, for currently

there is no apparent avenue for such expression.

8. Approve and implement an M.A. degree in Spanish.

9. Explore the possibility of adding a Master's degree in

French, and Bachelor's deg4.-ees in Russian and German to the

SUS Master Plan. Explore the possibility of adding a minor in

Italian.

10. Approve and implement summer institutes to train teachers

with LEP students in their classes.

11. Allocate funds for a lecture series and for symposia.

12. Establish faculty colleiguia to promote interaction among

sections,
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Modern Languages

I. Areas of Strength

1. Following the recommendations of the 1986 Program Review

report, the Department has established a quality MA program in

Linguistics, and has started on a solid process of planning

for a Ph.D. program in Linguistics.

T?ge 1986 Program Review report encouraged the Department to

go ahead with MA Programs in Linguistics and Hispanic Studies.

The proposal for a Ph.D. program in Linguistics has been

finalized by the Department and is being reviewed internally

by the University. While certain decisions regarding

curriculum could be the subject of further attention, the

thoughtfulness and professionalism of the faculty are evident

in this process. Strengths in this area are clearly seen in

the following:

a. The MA curriculum in Linguistics, like the proposed

doctoral curriculum, has been organized aroun0 a

strong core of offerings in the central areas of

synchronic phonology, phonetics, grammar, and

semantics, as well as around the study of historical

linguistics.

In addition, the Department has organized both the

existing MA and the proposed doctoral curricula

around possible specializations in the core areas,

as well as in such areas as sociolinguistics, child

language acquisition, second language acquisition,

bilingualism, and language contact.

c. The exist3ng and proposed programs take into account
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the strengths of Linguistics professors both in and

out of the Department, coordinating the faculties of

both English and Modern Languages. The recently

authorized new line for a specialist in Spanish

linguistics should add further depth to this group.

d. The existing and proposed programs have been

designed with an eye toward an interface with the

existing Ph.D. program in Psychology, and with the

proposed programs in Hispanic Studies, Sociology,

and Anthropology.

e. The existing and proposed programs have been

designed to be in harmony with the unique service

and research opportunities afforded by the

University setting. The programs concentrate, among

others, in areas such as bilingualism and language

contact, for which Miami provides an ideal location.

f. The MA in Linguistics, put in place after the

encouragement received during the 1986 Program

Review, has been successful, and has allowed the

faculty to prepare for the process of proposing a

doctoral program. For example, funds made available

as a result of the MA program have been used to

build up the Library collection in Linguistics.

2. Following the recommendations of the 1986 Program Review

report, the Department has established a quality MA program in

Hispanic studies, and has started on a solid process of

planning for a Ph.D. program in Hispanic Studies.

The 1986 Program Review report encouraged the Department to

go ahead with MA Programs in Linguistics and Hispanic Studies.

The proposal for a Ph.D. program in Hispanic Studies is ncv,
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being prepared within the Department.

a. The existing MA program and the proposed Ph.D.

program appear highly innovative. They differ from

traditional programs in Spanish in being thoroughly

interdisciplinary, offering streams in Hispanic

literature in the United States, Translation and

Interpretation Stones, Language Studies, and

Culture Studies.

b. The proposed program will be one of only three in

the whole nation, and the only one in Florida. (The

state has only two traditional doctoral programs in

Spanish, neither of which is in Miami.) The

proposed program will offer the possibility of

pursuing doctoral studies in areas not available

elsewhere and that command great interest in this

and other areas of the country.

c. As is the case in Linguistics, the existing and

proposed programs in Hispanic Studies are meant to

interface with other doctoral programs in the

university. And they count on the services of

qualified faculty from several areas and

departments.

3. The Department has considerable strength in French: 30%

of total department FTE is generated by French courses, and

there are 40 majors.

4. Following the recommendation of the 1986 Prograr Review

report, the Department has established a reasonably successful

method of contrclling over-enrollment in iowe': level language

courses.

At the time of the 1986 Program Review report, it was
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recommended that the Department establish specific enrollment

caps and that authorization for over-rides be placed solely in

the hands of course instructors. These recommendations appear

to have been followed, and the problem brought under

reasonable control.

a. The Department has established an enrollment cap of

25 for lower-level language courses.

b. Over-ride authorizations have been placed

exclusively in the hands of course instructors.

c. Instructors of lower level French and Spanish

courses appear concerned about overenrollment in

some cases, but seem to recognize that the situation

is under control and the result of growth that they

themselves authorize.

d. An investigation of the present day (second week of

November 1990) enrollment figures in the 42 sections

of lower level Frellch and Spanish courses shows the

following. Of the 42 sections investigated, only

five have enrollments of over 25 (one with 26, two

with 27/ two with 28). No course averages more than

25 students when all its sections are taken into

account. The overall average enrollment in all

sections of the courses investigated is 19.

5. The Department's programs reflect the unique

characteristics of the University's setting and the community

it serves.

One unique feature of F1U's community and student body is

their international character/ especially the large number of

first- and second-generation people for whom Spanish is a home
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language. The Department is very responsive to this

circumstance, both in the range of its offerings and in the

internal characteristics of these offerings.

a. In response to the multiple linguistic needs of a

multilingual city/ the Department offers an

undergraduate certificate program in Interpretation

and Translation. This is the only program of its

kind in Florida. It has bean praised by local US

Immigration Department units for its help in their

work with immigration and customs cases.

b. In response to the growing tourist and trade links

with Latin America, bilingual (Spanish-English)

certificates in Journalism and Hospitality

Management are being developed.

C. In response to the health needs of a bilingual

population, a specialized course on Spanish for

Medical Professionals is available.

d. In response to the opportunities created by the

presence in the community of two Spanish daily

newspapers and a large magazine publishing business,

a course in Journalistic Spanish is being developed.

Local and Latin American journalists have taught in

experimental runs of the course.

e. The Department responds to the unique

characteristics of the students who sign up for

Spanish courses (who are 40 percent Hispanic) by

offering a stream of Spanish for Native speakers.

f. Similarly, the literature and culture courses in the

Spanish major are taught at a higher level than they

would be taught to students for whom Spanish is not

a home language. At the graduate level, the fit

between the university curriculum and the community
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is also evident.

g. The higher level of Spanish proficiency that

permeates the undergraduate courses is also

characteristic of the literature and culture courses

offered in the MA in Hispanic Studies.

h. Courses in Sociolincruistics, Bilingualism, Language

Contact, Spanish Dialectology, and Spanish Folklore,

which are offered as part of the MA programs in

Linguistics and Hispanic Studies, are able to

utilize, through extensive field-work assignments,

the unique resources of the community.

6. The Department's curriculum embodies an interdisciplinary

approach involving disciplines other than Foreign Languages.

The interdisciplinary nature of the Department's offerings

is particularly notable in its leadership in the Humanities

Program and in its new MA in Hispanic Studies, but clearly and

strongly evident in all its offerings.

a. Unlike Foreign Language majors in other

universities, the French, Portuguese and Spanish

majors require either one (French) or two (Spanish)

courses in Linguistics. These courses are available

within the Department.

b. Department courses in Literature, Philosophy, and

Civilization of the areas associated with the

languages being taught form part of the curricula

for all majors.

C. The Portuguese major includes courses in Brazilian

history and economics taught outside the Department.

Similar patterns should be considered for the French

and Spanish major.

d. The Humanities Program of the university is chaired
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by a member of the Modern Languages faculty, who

contributes courses in Greek, Latin, and Classical

Civilization to this program. The Program is highly

interdisciplinary and, centered in Modern Languages,

involves the work of five university departments.

e. The MA in Hispanic Studies reflects a very creative

approach to interdisciplinary studies. The core

requirements are in three different areas

(Translation, Culture, and Hispanic presence in the

Us). The two faculty members who coordinate work in

the Program regularly take affirmative steps to find

courses in other areas for their students.

7. The Department endeavors to keep a high level of

awareness in both full- and part-time instructors regarding

issues of language pedagogy and method.

Through a variety of both temporary and permanent measures,

the Department appears to have taken on the difficult task of

keeping language instructors informed regarding developments

in language teaching methods. These are positive elements

that need to be further developed.

a. Through the efforts of the University Park campus

coordinator for Spanish, a Title VI (Higher

Education) grant was secured to fu.nd seminars on

language teaching methodology. The many Department

adjuncts are encouraged to attend by means of a

stipend. The seminars bring experts from all over

the country and have been well attended by both

university and outside personnel. Greater

attendance by full-time faculty would be desirable.

b. The French coordinator meets regularly with the
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small group of adjuncts who teach French courses

regarding approaches to the teaching of elementary

and intermediate French, and visits classes of all
new adjuncts. This coordinator is based in

University Park, and a counterpart is needed for the
North Campus.

c. The Spanish coordinator for North Campus has

instituted a formal system of monthly meetings with

adjuncts, and visits all their classes regularly. In
both activities, teaching approaches are part of the
discussion.

d. Both the French and Spanish coordinators require
instructors to submit syllabi and tests for their
review, thus affording an opportunity for

discussions on methods.

S. The Department faculty appears to be actively involved in

contacts with other departments as well as with secondary

schools.

There is considerable evidence of faculty involvement in

universitywide activities and in articulation with other

departments.

a. The French and Spanish faculty coordinators in

Modern Languages are in active communication with
the high schools' Supervisor of Foreign Language
instruction. They consult with each other on
matters of curriculum, and special efforts are made
to allow teachers to attend university functions.

b. Members of the Department faculty have been active
in many functions sponsored by the local school
system, such as workshops for teachers (in, for
example, Advanced Literature and Afro-Cuban culture)
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and student language competitions (involving, for

example, plays, oratory, etc.).

c. The interaction between the Department of Modern

Languages and the Department of English is

considerable. They share, for example, the running

of the MA in Linguistics.

d. Members of the faculty in Modern Languages are

active in such universitywide efforts as the Latin

American Studies Center and the Cuban Studies

Committee.

9. The Department has established Summer Study Abroad

programs and is working on student exchange programs for both

French and Spanish majors.

a. The Department has small but active Summer Study

Abroad programs for French majors (in

Aix-en-Provence, France) and Spanish majors (in

Salamanca, Spain). A semester-length program in

France is currently being developed.

b. The Department is developing student exchange

programs with locations in France (Reims) and Spain

(Alicante). The Graduate Exchange Program with the

Universite de Reims is fully implemented with

graduate students studying at both institutions.

II. Areas of Concern

1. The Department appears to have a clear sense of the level

of proficiency found among its students. No formal mechanisms

are in place for determination cf language proficiency.

When asked, faculty members maintain that the question of

their students' proficiency is under control. They express
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skepticism on the value of ACTFL and other guidelines for

course-independent proficiency testing. They also point out

that the time and expense involved in any further testing

would make it prohibitive. Besides, many instructors have

developed fairly objective ways to measure proficiency as part

of evaluating students at the end of the Conversation courses,

especially in French.

Still, the Department should be urged to address this

matter again, and to come up with explicit positions. The

situation now appears to be as follows:

a. Prospective majors in French, Portuguese, and
Spanish are interviewed informally by faculty
members before joining the program. At this time,
students with insufficient proficiency are advised
that they need to improve. However, no formal,

standardized mechanism is in place.
b. Prospective students for the program in

Interpretation and Translation are interviewed by
the director, but no formal testing mechanism is'in
place. There appears to be a sense that, in this

program in particular, a more formal approach to
proficiency determination would be desirable.

Students are apparently signing up for Interpreta-
tion whose proficiency is limited. Some of the more
proficient majors in this area appear to have
complained that this slows down their own learning.

c. All students are supposedly given a placement test
when they enter the University, so as to determine
where they fit in the beginning and intermetliate
sequence. But the system does not appear to work in
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all cases. We met students in the Program who,

perhaps because they were transfers from community

colleges, had never taken such a test.

2. The Department's articulation with the College of

Education seems to be adequate in curricular areas, but there

are remaining problems in matters havim to do with advising

and program planning.

The Department makes a strong contribution to teacher

education in the areas of Foreign Language teaching and TESOL.

The divergence of the curriculum between Education and,

Language courses seems to be worked out to their satisfaction.

In other respects, communication with the College of Education

needs improvement. The situation seems to be as follows.

a. The issue of who should advise pre-service and

in-service teachers taking courses in both areas

appears to be unclear. Dialogue between the two

groups of faculty to answer this question is

necessary, particularly when it comes to new

curricular streams.

b. With some exceptions, Department members appear to

have only vague information about Language Education

offerings and faculty, and in general seem to feel

that the College of Education could be much better

staffed in the area.

c. The requirements for teacher certification appear to
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be unclear to some faculty. Some faculty members

feel that double majors (in Education and in a

language) are required. Others feel that students

would do better majoring only in a language, and

that this is all they need to get a teaching job.

They would then simply take individual Education

courses, either during their undergraduate career or

later.

d. There are also unresolved issues regarding the level

of language courses that in-service teachers should

take. Some faculty members feel that people who are

presently fluent in a language, and who are teaching

secondary level language courses, should not sign up

for beginning level courses. Others do not see this

as a problem.

e. The area in need of dialogue between Education and

Foreign Language extends into doctoral level

offerings. Modern Language faculty members feel

that Ed.D. programs are being put in place without

sufficient faculty strength in this area in the

College of Education. They think this is unfairly

adding to their own teaching and thesis supervision

load.

3. The adjuncts appear to receive adequate levels of

supervision. But the Department does not seem to provide
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adjuncts with enough material support (office space, for

example) nor does it seem to encourage high levels of

participation in decision making regarding curricular issues.

There are three language coordinators in the Department

(one each for French and Spanish at the University Park

campus, plus one for Spanish at North Campus). They seem to

maintain good informal links with the adjuncts. Especially in

the case of French, where the numbers are small/ consultation

seems to be effective. But the following issues need further

attention.

a. In the case of Spanish, where the number of adjuncts

is high, a formal system of scheduled meetings

between adjuncts and their coordinators needs tc be

more firmly established in both campuses.

b. There appears to be no available method for the

adjuncts to express their views regarding curriculum

and materials, other than informal discussiors with

the coordinator. Many adjuncts expressed

dissatisfaction with some of the current approaches,

and appeared to have no venue in which to make these

views known to the Department.

c. The adjuncts appear to have no place, not an office,

not even a cubicle, where they can meet with their

students. This dampens their effectiveness,
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4. Multilingual-MUlticlutural Center

The original purpose for the creation of the Multilingual/

Multicultural Center is at least as valid today as it was when

the Center was first established. The topic of the Center was

addressed in the 1986 follow-up report. Sadly, the Center has

not been given the resources and independence needed to

fulfill its full potential. South Florida enjoys rich

cultural, ethnic and linguistic diversity. And yet, such

diversity can foster serious problems when issues involving

the cultural, ethnic and linguistic characteristics of a

community are misunderstood or ignored. The Center was

intended to serve each of the various disciplines at FIU, so

that those areas could call upon the Center's expertise in

addressing problems and opportunities presented by the

diversity present on campus and in the community.

fhe FIU Multilingual Multicultural Center is presently

managed by an Acting Director who is not a member of the

faculty. There are at the present time 2.5 administrative and

support staff positions assigned to the Center; there is

currently no line for an Associate Director. The budget has

been dispersed. The Center's present agenda seems to be

limited to African-Caribbean issues. It would be wise for the

Center to expand its agenda to include issues concerning such

areas as language policy, migration, urban poverty, women of

color, as well as the region's growing Asian community. These
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issues cannot be addressed by the Center given the present

circumstances surrounding the Center. However, it would be

unfair to criticize the Center when it has not been properly

funded or staffed to address its responsibilities.

If the Center is to achieve its potential, it would be wise

to establish its own budget under the control of the Center

Director. That Director, given the serious responsibilities

associated with the position, should be a permanent, tenured

member of the faculty, with sufficient stature and visibility

to draw the attention of all academic units to the important

mission of the Center.

Recommendations

1. The two new, successful MA programs in Linguistics and

Hispanic Studies give clear evidence of the Department's

readiness to carry forward with the process of planning Ph.D.

programs in these two arey,s. The process of developing these

programs should be strongly encouraged by the University.

2. The successful enhancement of Library collections in the

two areas of Linguistics and Hispanic Studies, which took

place through the use of funds made available for the MA

programs, must continue at an increased pace. The further

developmcnt of the collections must be an integral part of the

process of planning, and must receive the University's highest

priority. A slacking of attention to this question would
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compromise the process of establishing the new Ph.D. programs.

3. The Department should take a fresh look at the issue of

determination of student language proficiency over and beyond

what takes place as grades are given at the end of courses.

The University should be prepared to support the Department in

an effort that may have budgetary implications.

4. The University needs to take a new look at the issue of

articulation between the Modern Languages Department and the

College of Education. While interaction between the two units

appears adequate in the curricular area, many other aspects of

the relationship (advising, requirements for certification,

new Ed.D. programs, etc.) need to receive further attention.

5. The Department should consider expanding the already

effective work of the language coordinators to include formal,

systematically scheduled meetings with adjuncts once or twice

a semester on both campuses, especially for Spanish, where the

number of adjuncts is high.

6. Building on the already effective work of the language

coordinators, the Department should take a fresh look at the

role of adjuncts in decision making regarding the selection of

materials and other curricular items. While the final

authority of the permanent faculty in these matters needs to

be safeguarded, at present there appears to be no way for the

adjuncts to formally and effectively make their views known.

7. The University must intervene to alleviate the critical
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space problem affecting adjuncts. At present, they appear to

have no place for meeting their students, a fact that impacts

most negatively on their effectiveness.

8. The highly succe5sful inteLdisciplinary nature of the

Department's offerings shouid be enhanced in the Portuguese

major, by encouraging students to take courses in History,

Economics and other subjects outside the Department. This

needs to be done, however, without compromising the goal of

foreign language proficiency.

9. The highly successful seminars on teaching methodology

need to be complemented by further efforts to bring foreign

language instructors up to date. Despite considerable

progress in this area, there appears to be still insufficient

awareness of the difference between, for example, a teaching

method and the materials and books used for teaching.

10. Although the Spanish major has done very well serving the

largely Hispanic population in the communty, a special effort

needs to be made to attract students, for whom Spanish is not

their home language, into the major in Spanish.

11. At present the number of students who continue taking

foreign languages after the first two semesters represent

about 3 or 4 percent of beginning-level enrollment. Part of

the reason for this drop appears to be that courses at the

1000 and 2000 levels cannot be used for the 30-credit outside

requirement. Some faculty members appear to see this as an
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unnecessary vestige of the University's former status as an

upper division institution. The University should consider

whether this rule is still reasonable, and whether the current

numeration of the courses is the optimal one.

12. The very successful Interpretation and Translation

Program requires for the operation of its simultaneous

translation unit a specialized classroom, where equipment can

be permanently set up and available (booths, videos,

recorders, etc.).

13. The Department has not hired anyone in French in nearly

ten years. The longstanding request for a Fl-ench coordinator

for North Campus should be honored in order for offerings in

this language program to develop.

14. The successful interaction between the Modern Language

Department and the English Department needs to be strengthened

by taking a new look at the question of who is to evaluate

Linguistics faculty, and who is to participate in new searches

for faculty in Linguistics.

15. The University recreate the Multilingual-Multicultural

Center as originally proposed, clarify the mission of the M

M Center, and restore the faculty resource base of 12 FTE,

allowing the Center to accomplish the goals it has set for

itself. It is crucial at this juncture, that high priority be

given to the recruitment and appointment of a permanent, full-

time director capable of providing the kind of dynamic
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leadership that such an important center deserves.
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Spanish and French

Program Strengths

1. Following the recommendations of the 1986 Program Review

report the Department has implemented a major in Spanish. The

Department should be commended for creating a program with

such a non-traditional focus, i.e., rather than a singular

emphasis on literature, students are encouraged to pursue work

in linguistics and Hispanic culture and civilization as well.

The quality of the Spanish major can be validated by the fact

that the first two majors to have graduated are now enrolled

in graduate programs.

2. Following the recommendations of the 1986 Program Review

report the University has purchased and installed a state-of-

the-art language lab.

3. Following the recommendations of the 1986 Program Review

report the Department has taken steps toward adopting uniform

language proficiency standards in that one of the members of

the faculty has been trained to administer and rate the

ACTFL/ETS Oral Proficiency Interview.

4. The Department should be commended for its outreach work

with the area high schools. Special mention should be made of

the work carried out with at-risk, minority students and for

which one of the faculty members recently won an award.

Attempts to establish an advanced placement (AP) program in
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schools with large concentrations of minority students and

where no such program has existed before should also be

recognized.

Areas of Concern

1. Because of a lack of staff, many courses in the course

catalog have never been offered and too many courses are being

offered by independent study.

2. Placement procedures are not clear.

3. While attempts at articulation with the local community

college have been made, there are remaining problems in

matters of philosophy and methodology.

4. The adjuncts seem to receive adequate levels of super-

vision, but the Department does not seem to provide adjuncts

with enough material support (office space, access to compu-

ters, copying, etc.) nor does it seem to encourage high levels

of participation in decision making regarding curricular

issues.

5. The Foreign Language Coordinator's duties seem excessive.

6. Because the Foreign Language Program is housed in the

Department of Language and Literature, the discussions that

take place during faculty meetings often are of little

relevance to the foreign language staff.

7. Faculty salaries at UNF are significantly low, when

compared to national standards for faculty members with

comparable qualifications and experience.
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Recommendations

1. It is absolutely essential that the Department

immediately hire a tenure-track replacement for a senior

faculty member.

2. The Department should also hire a tenure-track person in

French for the 1991-92 academic year.

3. It should create 1 tenure-track position in French and 1

in Spanish for the 1992-93 academic year or shortly

thereafter.

4. Once the Department has 3 tenure-track positions in

Spanish and 2 in French, it should move toward implementing a

major in French and begin thinking about offering basic

instruction in other languages.

5. In cooperation with the College of Education, the College

of Arts and Sciences, and the Department should move toward

creating a Foreign Language Education major that is similar to

the one offered in English at this time. It seems propitious

to do this now since the State of Florida has recognized

foreign language education as a critical teacher shortage

area.

6. The duties of the Foreign Language Coordinator must be

defined and specified. While the duties of the Foreign

Language Coordinator and the Composition Coordinator seem

similar on the surface, an examination of the "day-to-day"

duties of the two will show that the two positions are vastly
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different. Each semester the Foreign Language Coordinator

must deal with placement of large numbers of students and

matters concerning transfer of credit for courses taken at

other colleges or universities. These duties appear much more

time-consuming than those of the Composition Coordinator and

may justify an additional reduction in teaching load.

7. The guidelines for placement must be spelled out more

clearly. This will enhance the Department's articulation with

the area high schools and especially the local community

college.

S. Funding should be secured to sponsor a series of work-

shops that would be led by nationally recognized authorities

on articulation and foreign language program direction. These

workshops should be attended by key personnel from the local

high schools, community college and the Department in order to

begin serious and earnest discussions on the resolution of the

current problem of articulation.

9. The Department should explore ways of structuring the

agenda of its faculty meetings in such a way that once issues

germane to the foreign language staff are discussed/ they

could be dismissed and allowed to meet and discuss matters of

relevance to them.

10. Adjuncts should be invited to participate in faculty

meetings and be accorded the material support given regular

faculty. This includes office space and access to computers.
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11. In order to hire and retain the best possible faculty

possible, efforts should be made to bring salaries up to a

level that is competitive with other state-funded universities

across the US.
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SYSTEMWIDE SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Here I wish only to encapsulate the more critical arguments

presented in the preceding pages, concentrating especially on

problem areas which seem to concern a number of Florida

campuses.

1. ipacjigx_s_reparatign. In light of the Consent Decree and

the Criticel Teacher Shortage, the standards established for

teacher qualification are a matter of utmost concern. It is

often the case that English faculty ir'lieve native competence

is sufficient to teach the language: it is not. Nor does a

token linguistics course or two offer sufficient remedy. A

related problem is presented by difficulties between Colleges

of Education (COE), and Arts and Sciences (A&S). The COE,

whose life work is methodology, may have the attitude that

foreign language departments are not qualified to define their

own requirements and set their standards; there is great

concern that without closer collaboration (and in some more

extreme cases, less antagonism), not only will teacher

preparation needs not be met, they will suffer serious

setbacks.

2. las.zgASEILMighAMAI. Exchange prograxs between

unjversities can be the start of productive collaborative

efforts for foreign language departments, but the SUS must be

sure.that these exchanges are intended to be of mutual

benefit, and that they are academically sound. Accreditation,
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standards for awarding degrees--in other words all academic

expectations--must be carefully spelled out before a univer-

sity embarks on potentially dangerous and even disastrous

ventures. I referred above (see section 3, p. 5-7) to the

difficulties inherent in dealing with Japanese institutions.

The other side of the coin is the quality of the program that

the SUS campuses intend to offer. ESL programs must be staffed

by faculty with the appropriate specialization in English-

language teaching, and not simply by faculty who speak English

as a native language and have an interest in travel to Japan.

3. qpnsent Decree. I have already discussed the

implications of the Florida Consent Decree (see sec. 4, p. 7).

The legislation presents a challenge to the university fcreign

language departments to play an active role in preparing

qualified teachers. In this regard, the USF presents a model

campus: since they already offer a professional TESL program,

they have found themselves in an ideal position from which to

respond creatively and intelligently to the demands for

teacher certification presented by the Consent Decree. They

have an additional advantage in the healthy relationship which

exists between their foreign language departments and the COE.

Other campuses might do well to follow this campus's careful

initiative, keeping in mind that serious and responsive

programs do not happen overnight, nor simply as a reaction to

the latest legislation. A proposal offered by the University
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of Central Florida would encourage foreign language majors to

extend their program to include certification either as an

ESOL teacher or as a Native Speaker Teacher, and deserves

serious consideration. Summer Institutes, which are already a

feature of Florida's foreign language instruction programs,

might also be an appropriate response to the new demands for

teacher preparation and certification.

4. Oral profiqAency guidelines. I have discussed at great

length in the Introduction the importance of intensive

language instruction, and the role of oral proficiency testing

in measuring levels of language acquisition (and by extension,

measuring the success of the foreign language program).

Nationally standardized tests are open and available to all

professionals: not only are they of benefit to the student,

for whom oral proficiency is the most immediate (and often the

mcst satisfying) measure of language mastery, they are also of

use to the departments, as a standardized tool to judge the

preparation of potential foreign language instructors.

Mastery of the spoken language, as well as the written, ic a

crucial component of modern foreign language education. Some

of the campuses expressed their concern that available monies

were not being applied to develop the language laboratories.

Experience suggests that laboratory facilities are essential

to supplement language instruction. The installation of

language laboratories and the maintenance of sophisticated
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software should be given the highest priority.

Resistance to standardized oral proficiency testing is all

too evident on many of the campuses, and suggests that the

needs of foreign language instruction are being given no more

than lip service. If that lip service could be transmuted

into oral proficiency, the argument for the advantages of

foreign language instruction might finally find its voice

within all State University System programs.

Conclusion

At the outset of this report, I discussed developments

within the State University System of Florida which bore upon

my concerns with the systems now in place for foreign language

education. I suggested that Florida's needs must be seen in

the light of the wider context which also determines the

nation's foreign language needs. To conclude my report, I

would like to expand upon those suggestions, and ro do so I

will discuss concerns at both the national and international

levels.

On the national level, the primary focus is the legislative

efforts of the Joint National Committee for Languages (JNCL)

and the National Council for Languages and International

Studies (NCLIS), two organizations which work in tandem.

Since its inceDtion, the JNCL has served as a forum for the

nation's language and international studies associations,
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their primary task being the articulation of national language

policies; the NCLIS has functioned as an advocacy organiza-

tion, its primary goal being to shape and implement those

language policies. As of December 1990, a total of thirty-

nine associations are members of this policy/advocacy

coalition. Their success in advancing federal programs, state

reforms, and public awareness, is proof of the importance of

group planning and advocacy.

Actions of the ;990 Congress marked significant advances

for foreign language education in the United States. Congress

passed a $48es million appropriation for the Foreign Language

Assistance Act (this Act, which has been law for three years,

but never funded, will support model foreign language programs

in elementary and secondary schools), and voted a $6 million

increase in funding for Title VI of the Higher Education Act,

bringing to $46 million the amount allocatr-1 to foreign

language and areas studies research, scholarships, centers,

undergraduate programs, and overseas programs. Congress also

allocated funds for prograns to develop critical language

skills, for language and technology, and for research on

language acquisition.

JNCL-NCLIS is optimistic that the Foreign Language

Competence for the Future Act and the Global Elementary

Education Act--bills that the foreign language community

helped craft, and which had over 100 co-sponsors--will be
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reintroduced in 1991. New legislation dealing with

undergraduate study abroad programs and teacher education are

also likely to be introduced, and a priority of the next

Congress will be to build upon the increased appropriations

for foreign languages passed in 1990. Thus, the coalition of

professional foreign language and international studies

organizations have reasons to hope that government support for

their programs will continue.

On the international level, one needs only tune in the

evening news to understand how small the world is becoming,

and how interdependent we have become--politically,

culturally, and economically. We have only to consider just a

few of the more recent events to appreciate the extent to

which all of our fortunes are bound together: the growing

influence of Japan and the other countries of the Pacific rim;

the dismantling of the Berlin Wall; the unification of East

and West Germany; the end of the Cold War; the expiration of

the Warsaw Pact; democratization and instability in the Soviet

Union; most of all, the prelude to and aftermath of the

Persian Gulf War. This simple outline of the more pressing

events argues for a greater emphasis, in the nation's

educational system, on programs of international education

and, by implication, on more and better instruction in foreign

languages.

The State University System of Florida, like any university
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system, has a mandate to prepare its students to become

informed, responsive, and responsible citizens of the state,

the nation, and the world. The importance of cultural

exchange (not truly possible without language expertise) is

suggested by a recent editorial from the Christian Science

Molgtor, entitled "If Only USIA Had Invited Saddam" (please

note that the editorial was dated Sept. 26, 1990, well before

the Gulf War even began).

The author of the editorial reported on the USIA's 50th

Anniversary celebration of their USIA's International Visitor

Program. The writer (John Hughes) noted that the list of

previous guests included Valery Giscard D'Estaing, Margaret

Thatcher, Japan's Toshiki Kaifu, and South Africa's Frederik

W. de Klerk. He then checked to see whether Saddam Hussein

had ever been invited. He had not. The writer speculated

that "one never knows how far-reaching an impact on

personalities and policies there can be from this modest

little program that is one of the gems of the information

agency's program to strengthen foreign understanding of the US

and its policies," and suggested that the program should be

emulated by non-governmental organizations. I cite this

article, not to suggest that Florida should initiate a series

of no-host bars for (potentially) eminent foreign visitors,

but to introduce two principles that bear on their efforts in

the field of foreign language instruction, and they are: (1)
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that even a little goes a long way, and (2) if a little is

that good, then a lot is even better.

The SUS has had the sense and the courage to continue to

examine its own efforts to meet the challenges and the needs

of global interdependence. I applaud the faculty and

administrators who desire to put their most professional

efforts into their educational system. / am encouraged to

believe that this in-depth review of the foreign language

programs presently offered by the SUS offers intelligent and

appropriate criticisms, and that this criticism in turn will

assist their efforts to bring students in the SUS into focus

with the world.

It is, however, up to the faculty and administrators of the

State University System to translate this report into action.

To the regret of evaluators and consultants everywhere,

reports are often written and filed away, with no real

results. If language study, bro,.dly defined, is important,

then resources must be allocated to support such study. As

someone whose career has included both government service and

higher education, I understand well that we operate in a world

of finite resources. Nevertheless, even the most elementary

forms of education involved making decisions and setting

priorities. All over the United States, but especially in

Florida with its growth and cultural diversity, languages will

be a critical element of modern life. It is up to Florida to
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use this report as an opportunity to embark on a road of

national leadership in language education.

On behalf of all the consultants, please accept my best

wishes for success.
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The ADFL Executive Committee suggests the following guidelines for the ad-

ministration of foreign language departments:

Class Site

ADFL reaffirms its 1978 resolution regarding appropriate class size far foreign

language instruction: 'As ptofessionals of foleign language insauction, we deem

the optimum class size to be 12 for adequate results in classes where an four

skills are equally stressed. In any case, maximum class size should not exceed

M." Particularly at the elementary and intermediate levels, claw size must be
small enough to enablerather than to inhibit the kind of effecnve interac-
tion between teacher and students necessary todeveloping ptoficiency in the

language.

Teaching Load

Foreign language faculty members should spend no more than 12 hours per
week per semester in the classroom. If there is an expectation of ongoing re .

search, they should not be mulled to teach morethan 9 hours per week (three

courses). Institutions that require faculty members to publish for tenure and

pmmotion should lower teaching loads, especially for juniorfaculty members.

Variable Work Loath

Departments of foreign languages and literatures, to make the best use of their

faculty memben' imams and abilities, should adopt flexible work4oad policies.

Standards for Selecting a Chair

Except in unusual citcumatances, the chair of adepartment of foreign languages

and literatures should be a tenured member of the department with profes-

sional qualifications equal to those of the other tenured members. Under no

circumstances should an untenured junior faculty member be asked to chair

a department.

Junior Faculty Development
Faculty members on probationary appointments should be given the maxi-

mum opportunity to realize their potential in the academic profession. For-

eign language department chairs, tenured faculty members, ami deans should

support and encourage their junior colleagues to participate in pmfessional con-

ferences and organizations and to travel for wok:Monet development, including

travel abroad. These faculty members slusuld also have fair and reasonable
teaching loads, released time and internal giantsfor reseamh, and modest service

assignments, even while being integrated fully into the depsrtmental and college

governance system.
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Evaluation of Nontraditional Fields
The nature of departments of foreign languages is rapidly changing. The new
thrust toward ince:disciplinary work and the fields of inquiry including those
made possible by technological advances broaden the legitimate area ci both
reaching and research;vithin a foreign language department. Colleagues may
be involved in disciplines closely related to foreign languages and literatures
that have not in the pas been considered an integral pact of a foreign language
department. Some etamples of these fields :*.nclude inomen's studies, film studies,
literary and technical translation, creative writing, area studies, and foreign
language methodology and pedagogy, including work in the new technology.

In questions of promotion, tenure, and salary, colleagues working in these
fields should be evaluated using the same procedures and standards as those
used for the more traditional fields but with proper consideration for the pare
ricular standards each discipline requites.

Use of Paraime Fatuity
In view of the continuing increase in the use of part-time faculty members in
departments ci foreign languages, ADEL endorses the following statement de-
veloped by the Association of Depanments of English and adopted by the MLA
Execunve Council in May 1982:

The recent dramatic increase in the use of mains in many depsittnents of
Englith and foams Wears is &wady chumming demmiental Waggle% poimiccal
standards, and academic excellence. Althoughsome paradme appoisionents add sig-
nificant dimensions co currnula and some poissionals prefer to accept =IT Pam=
academic appointments because of ethercommitments, mon peratime appointments
are not made for educationally sound reasons. Indeed, die primary motivation foe msny
of these appointment, has been to reduce the cast of instructurn.

ROM the posnt of view of the demounted adminisamemPima= gathen fill int°
two general gaups. Moat ate churiy temporary membered& dqatronent. Others teeth
from year to year and become virtually permanent. Graduate students who serve as
apprentice teachers enpoy a special status in their department, and are therefore dii-
nnct from these pimps.

The very conditions under which mon tengiorary and pennanent perveime teachers
are employed define them as rumptansionals. Often they ass hhed quickly, as int-
minute replacements, with only hasty review of their credentials. They receive little
recognmon or respect for their contributions to their depetunente; in toso'r insainces
they am paid inequitably.

The potential damage to academic pingrams caused by the exceseive use of pan-rune
teachers cannot be calculated exactly, but same negative effects ate unavoidable. Be-
cause part-n me teachers are not treated as members ti the depanmental community,
they often have a limited commitment to the instionion and in students. Because wi-
n= teachers rattly participate, as professionals should, in the development of counts,
the continuity of sequentialcourses and the consinency ofinulthectioned counm suffer.
Because pan-time teachers ate rattly available to advise students at, if available, mav
not be fully informed about institutional piv gisoss. imam*" heavy responsibillgY
for advising falls to the fulkime faculty. In addition, beamed die low proisssiaasi
standing ai pumas =shim their hums* assimnent to 4:imposition end hrroduc-
tory language comes diminishes die imsormace db..*mums et s time when on.
ay recognises a need for spectal attention m this pest al die curriculum.
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In the face of present conditions and concern about the decline in qualey of hu-

manities preaparns, the MLA urges college and university administrations to make new

and concerted efforts to elimmate the excessive useof part-nave teachers, to improve

the conditions under which part-time teachers are employed, and to recognize the

professional status And important contnbutionsof such teachers. Commuanon oi ex-

cessive, unplasuted use of part-tune teachers can only execerhate adminnuanyedifficul-

ties, invite student dissansfaction, and tint:sten the quality ot education.

The MLA offers the following guidelines for the employment oi piart-tiMC teachers.

Guidelines
1. Each department should develop a iang-rangeploa that clarifies the use of both tionpolory

and pennenent trart-enra leachus m termsaldeponmensai needs and goals. This plan should

establish an appropnate lime on how many part-time teachers may be heed in rela-

tion co the number of full-time faculty andgnsduate students who serve as apprentice

teachers'.
2. Alt PAIT4Mt1 teachers should be treated as profesuanaLs. Ther should be lured and

reviewed according to ptocesses broadly comparabk to those established far full-time

faculty. They should be given mullions, office space. and clerical support. They should

nscesve adequate intioduction to due' teething assignments, departments. and Inas-

ninon& They ahouid ether be paid a pas rate salary or femme a just salary that ac-

curately reflects thew teaching duties and an additional seipend foe any duties outside

the dame= they are asked to amine. When appcoptisce and in amok= with well-
thottilupout policies, part-time =has should panicipue in determining depsitmental

polkas and in plasuung the courses they teach.

3. 11 them is a mama need * the *mica of pamtime teachen, departments should con-

sole' establiehi g asks of pennorant port-rint amthass. ln addition to the privileges out-

lined in item 2, above, these teachers should receive appopriate fringe benefits and

incentives that foster ptofessional development for example. malt raises and access

to TERM+ and travel funds.
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Principiets of C3ood Practices in
Coverafeaa Intterniational Education Programafor NonU.S. Nisationalz

Regional Institutional Accrediting Bodies
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

February, 1990
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A Listing of U.S. Institutions of
Ecluicsaitiari in Jaapoin

Council on Postsecondary Accreditation
Washington, D.C.

October, 1990

Accreditation is a system for recognizing educational institutions and professional programs affiliated
with those institutions for a level of Performances inte9MY and goal*/ which entitle° tnem to the
confidence of the educationai community and the public they serve. In the United States this
recognition is extended through nongovernmental, voluntary institutional Or Professional alsoreeldni)
bodies'. These groups establish Willie& tor accreditation, arrange sits visits, evaluate those
institutions and professional programs which desire accredited status, and publicly designate those
which meet their criteria.

American education programs for Japanese nationals are duffer:1y found in three forms in Japan:

1 - Branch Cern:a:sea give academic credit toward a degree and are considered branches of
higher education institutions located in the United States. it is the institution in the United
States which is accredited; the branch is riot separately accredited. The acrzeditation of the
U.S. based institution is extended to the branch when the branch hat, Wen seParatelY
reviewed and the accrediting body has determined that educational quality exists at the
branch.

2. Language Programs con be found either within the offerings of a branch campus *tin a free-
standing program which is not combined with a degree-granting institution. In either case,
language programs generally do not carry academic credit, therefore do not lead toward an
academia degree. As a result, these programs are not reviewed separately by accrediting
bodies (as are the branches) and are therefore simply considered an offering at the
accredited U.S. based institution.

3. Free-Standing Programs include the graduate programs offer' 1.3. institutions, are not
separately reviewed, and are considered as simply an offering ur accredited U.S. based
institutions.

A. List of Institutions OPerarq in Japan

The list which follows appears in chart form and organizes the U.S. institutione into categories;
( 1 ) Branch campuses of U.S. institutions; (2) Language Programs; (3) Free-Standing Programa;
(4) Planned Programs; and (di) Others.

On the lett of the chart appears:
(1) The name and location(s) of educational programs in Japan; and
(2) The names and addresses of the sponsoring U.S. institution(5).

On the right at the chart is reported the current status of the program as reported by the regional
accrediting bodies of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation.

Specialized accrediting bodies (for professionalareas such as law, engineering, medicine, etc.)
currently do not have accrediting activities in Japan.
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B. Lipt of institutions Planning Future Activities in Japan
Following the fist of institutions currently operating in Japan is a fist derived tram the accrediting

bodies of institutions which are planning Mum activities in Japan. It is assumed that this list is

incomplete as there are several additional institutions which are considering this option but have

not yet formally notified their resoective accrediting body.

C. P 11 f G Pr etc in Ov ea Intern ti a n Pro r eforN
Ntationale

The regional institutional accrediting bodiesadopted a set of Principles to be implied to overseas

branch campuses of accredited U.S. institutions consistent with the accrediting standards of

each region. These Principles ;Pow following the gets-

Any general inquiries relate:a to the fisting should be referred to:

Council on Postsecondary Accreditation
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 306

Washington, D.C. 20038
Fax: (202) 331-9571

Specific inquiries related to the listing should be referred to the appropriate regionai accrediting body:

CORA Recognized Regional InstitutionalAccreeing Bodies

Commission on Higher Educabon/Middhs States Association of Colleges & Schools

3824 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104, fax (215) 682-5960
Cormnission on Institutions of Higher Education or Commission on Vocational, Technicai, Career

Institutions/New England Association of Schools and Colleges
The Sanborn House, 15 High Street, Winchester, Masseschuestts101390, fax (1317)729-0924

Commission on Institutions of Higher Education/North Central Association of Colleges & Schools

159 North Dearborn Street, Chicago,1111nois60601, tax (312) 263-7462
Commission on Colleges/Northwest Association of Scnools and Colleges

3700-B University Way, N.B., Seattle, Washington 98105
CommissiononCollegesorCommissiononOccupationalEducationinstitutlons/SouthernAssociation

:of Colleges and Schools
1860 Southern Lana, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, fax (404) 329-4598

Accrediting Commission for Community & Junior Colleges/Western Association of Schools and

Colleges
P. O. Box 70,9053 &mei Drive, Aptos, Californis 95003, fax (408)688-1841

Accrediting Commission far Senior Colleges & Universities
Coileges/WestemAssociation of Schools

and Colleges
P. O. Box 9990, Mills College, Oakland, California 94613-0990, fax (415) 832-8361

I " )
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United Stestes Higher Ecluication Inestitutions
Operating in ...I ZIP Min

4::)L.Ancil ors Postsecondary Accreditation
As of October, 1990

Branch Carnpumets of U.S. institutions

Japan Name and Address
of U.S. inset:dm

Accredited Status as R
Regionsibistitutionat Ac

American University Leacue 4a0a11 Campus
(Heidelberg College)
Nino 11 Building
2-3-4, Shin Yokohama
Kohoku-ku, Yokohama City, Kanagawa Pref. 222
045-474-0707

U.S.: Heidelberg College, Tiffin, Ohio 44883

The North Central Association reports that
Heidelbero (Tiffin, Ohio) is currently at this
address in Kanagaws Prefecture. (Marto
Heidelburg, Cokimbia College was at this it4dress.)
The program is Included in the accreditation of
Heidelburg College by the Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education of the North Central Association.

Central Texas Collets
4-7-7, Kohagura, Naha City, Okinawa 900
0988-33-361 3

U.S.: Central Texas College
P. O. Box 1800, Killeen, TX 76540-9990
Tel: 817-525-1211

Branch is included in the accreditation of Central
Texas College by the Commission on
Colleges/Southern Association of Colleges I
Schools

The CitY University of New York (Herbert )4. Lehman
College)
2-3-46, Midorii, Azaminami-ku
Hiroshima City, Hiroshima Pref. 731-01
082-870-0070

U.S.: Herbert H. Lehman College
Bedford Park Boulevard, West Bronx, NY
10468

The Commission on Higher Education *tine Middle
States ASSociation reports that Herbert Lelvean
College of the City University of New York opened its
branch campus April, 1990.

SEMINLEI1 INang21
Ii14512.211=
Dein' Aktsuki Bldg.
No. 50, Bunkum,
Shinjuku-ku 182
03-5273-0521

Watc.
Ivan
2-3-7, Edai
Koto-ku, Tokyo
13503-820-4781

U.S.: McKendree College, Lebanon, IL 82254

The branches are Included in the accreditation of
McKendree College by the Commission on
Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central
Association at the freshman year credit level.
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1

i
State UniveredIV of New York, Japan

ISullivan County Community College
819-2, Sanga-Kosugi-Machi
lmizu-gun, Toyama Pref. 939-03

1

0766-55-3737

1 U.S.: Sullivan County Community College
College Road, Loch Shelorake, NY 12759

Branch Camouses of U.S. Inslitutionscontinued

The Commission on Higher Education of the Middle

States Associationat Colleges and Schools reports

that the program is included in the accredited scope

of the Sullivan County Community College, and will

be visited in the Spring, 1991.

Temple University
pa

1-16-7, Kamiochisi
Shinjuku, Tokyo t 61
03-387-4141

Temple yniversity
Jaw. Osaka
Kyowa Nakanosnima Bldg.
1-4-7, Nieto Tenma, Kita-ku
Osaka city, Osaka 530
08-36 1 438157

U.S.: Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19722

The Commission on Higher Education otthe Middle

State. Association of Colleges and Schools reports

that Temple University Japan (in Tokyo and Osuka) is

included in the accredited scope of Temple University

in Philadelphia. (Evaluated Spring, 1989)

Tolwo Amencan_Community caeca (Los Angeles
City Congos)
1-53-1, Yoyogi, Skibuya-ku, Tokyo 151

03-375-2345

U.S.: Los Angeles Community Colleg District
855 North Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, CA

90029-7.1: 213-666-4298

Los Angeles gita24221 is accreditedby the

Accrediting Commission tar Communityand Junior

Colleges ot the Western Association ot Schools and

Colleges. A site visit to their Tokyo branch is

scheduled to take Place in 1991.

West Chester University of Japan
3-29.1-enotne, Naganama
Chuo-ku, Fukuoka City, Fukuoka Pref. 810

092-284-2773

U.S.: West Chester University, West Chester, PA

19383

This program is included in the accredited scope of

West Chester University of Pennsylvania by the

Commission on Institutions at Higher Education of

the Middle StatesAssociation and willbe visited in the

Spring, 1991.

legthwiftlitatagnity
439-1 Nagahashikarni, Nakaio, Kitalianbara-gun,
Niigata 959-26 0254-43-6202

U.S.: Southern Ininois University
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

This two-year brarmhcampus is includedin the

accreditation of Southern Illinois University by the

Commission on Institutions at Higher Education of

the North CentralAssociation.

2 I 7 7
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Branch Campuses of U.S. Institutions. continued

Texas A & M Universcv
Texas A & M Vniversitv in Korivarna
Miyagino Bldg 2F
1-16, Asahi 2-chome
Koriyama city, Fukushirna Pref. 963
Tel: 0249-39-5586

U.S.: Texas A & M University
College Station, Texas 77843

This branch campus is included in the accreditation
of Texas A & M by the Commission an Collages of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and
will be visited in 1991.

Phillips University Japan

Kvobatihi Campus
2-19-28, Shigirto Nishi
Joto-ku, Osaka City 536
06-969-8123

U.S.: Phillips University
Enid, Oklahoma 73701

1 Hanapaku
Uji City

Kyoto 611

This branch is included in the accreditation of Phillip:
University by the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the North Central Association.

Universitv of Rig Grande Japan

1-13-15 Chidori 2-4-33 Tomeoka
Ota-ku, Tokyo 146 Miyagino-M1
Tel.:03-5700-0650 Sendai-Shi, Japan 980
Fax: 03-5700-0203 Tel.: 022-257-5151

Fax: 022-257-5155

U.S.: University at Rio Grand*
Rio Grande, Ohio 45674

This program has been approved to offer one year,
36 hour freshman program by the Commission on
Institutions of Higher Education of the North Contra.
Association.

guristtaysamsAln ta

193-2 Okutsubakidai, Yuuwamacni, Akita Pref.
(010-12)
Tel.: 0188-86-3000, Fay 0188-88-3400

U.S.: St Cloud State University
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

OPened in Mita Prefecture, May 1990 with the Pik
approval of the Commitsion on Institutions of Highs
Education of the North Celtral Astzsgatio& It shall
be noted that because the University System of
Minnesota is not an accreditable entity, the St. Chu
State University will appear on listings as the
accreditable entity.

al TS
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Branch Campuses of U.S. Institubons., continued

Karnataka Ulban_Culturat Develooment_Ltd. (KW)

Ok oto

OSU-Kvoto Office:
19-1 Tanisuji Oiwarie-cho
Kameoka, Kyoto 621
Tel: 07712-2-7751,

4-6180

KU0 Office:
1-2 Nakahata
Yesu-machi

Kameoka, Kyoto 621
07712-2--7750

U.S.: Oklahoma State University
107 Whitehurst, Stillwater, Oklahoma 740713.-

0999

Oklahoma State University is accredited by the

Commission on institutions at Higher Education of

the North Central Msociation which has given

permission to the University to conduct a language

program at the home osmium in Stillwater,
Oklahoma, followed by a non-degree, credit-
generating two-year genera education Ingsgaka

proleam at the Kyoto site.

Concordia Collate Javan
Kubo Building 7F
2-9, Yoyogi, :.litliuya-ku, Tokyo 151
a -320-4411

U.S.: Concordia Coliage
2611, NE Hof- Strpet, Portland Of' 97211

isaMimeneimmiaamporagarmummowamorteliat.

M of June, 1990, the Commission on Coilages ot the

Northwest Association included in the accredited

scdow of Concordia College a SA degree program in

business and management during the second year

and en English as a Sucand Langaugeand same

general education COWIIIIIWOliC in the first year(the

BA ddgree to becompleted after at least 2 additional

years at the campus lathe U.S.) A site evaluation visit

:it scheduled tor Spring, 1992.
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LetrigLazsgee Programs

Japan Name and Address
of U.S. Institution Accredited Status as Repotted bythe

Regional institutional Accreditingillodies,:::.:.:

MigmajAtcythwayi
ALCP Japan Study Center
Culture Prog)
Office:
6-1-12, Owada-cho
Hachieji City
Tokyo 192
0426-46-5011

tALCP-Amer Language &

Campus:
Saotome Bldg, 4F
2-37-8, Sendagays
shibuya-ku, Tokyo

03-470-0711

U.S.: Arizona State University
Tempo, AZ 88287-0705

Arizona State University is accrodited by tha
Commission on Institutions of HigherEducation of
the North Central Association. Language programs
do not carry college credit butare considered a par
of the overall academic program ot the accredited
cnivorsity.

lamittional Cultural_Association of Jaoan Co-1414:1ireamo
30-9, Sakurageoka-niachi
Shibuys-ku, Tokyo 150
03-48304633

U.S.: California State University
18111 Nordhoff Street, Northridge, CA 91330

The Accrediting Commission torSenior Colleges ar
Universities ot the Western Associetion reports that
California State University, Northridge is offering
language courses through this aft& California
State University, Northridge is accredited. Languai,
programs do not carry college credit but are
considored a pan of the overall program of the
accredited community.

glimalgureigimin Campus
Sunshine Shin Nagata 27
4-3-5, Ohashimacrii, Nageta-ku
Kobe City, Hyogo Pref. 653
078-631-0860

U.S.: Edmonds Community College
200 68th Avenue, West Lynnwood, WA 98030

Edmonds Community College is accredited by the
Commission on Colleges of the Northwest
Association. Longue; t warns do not carry
ccimge credit but rue . 4ered a part Otte over
acadomic program of the accroditeduniversity.

Kur*shij
Naikai WPM Bidg. 37
1-100, Kojirnsekirnee
Kurashiki City, Okayama Pre. 711
0864-72-7770

U.S.: Mount Heed Community Conage
26000 SE Start Street, Gresham, OA 97030

Mount Hood Community Celt** is accredited byt
Commission on Colleges of thy Northwest
Association. Language Programs do not Carr/
college credit.

P. I
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3nguege Programs, continuedi
; Undid States international University
1 Tokyo Campusi Osaka Campus
1 Tsos' ei Bldg 1F 1-5-5. Noda-cho
1 1-3-4, Otaki, Kishiwede City, Osaka 396
' Shinagewit-ky, Tokyo 141

03-491-3601

U.S.; United States International University
10455 Pomerado Road, San Diego, CA 92131

IThe University of Neveds_tRang
international Division Japan
Isumi-Hamamatsu-cho Bldg TF
1-2-3. Hemamtsu, oho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105
03-459-5551

. The Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges and
Universities of the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges reports that the United States
International University in San Diego, Califonta, is on
'show-cause, a situation SO sehees that the
institution must show the accrediting body why it
should not lase its accreditation. A decision will be
announced by the accrediting body March, 1991.

The programs in Japan are non-credit language
Programs.

U.S; University of Novice-Reno, Reno, Nevada
98557

Tho University of Neveda/Reno isaccredited by U.
Commission on Colleges ot the Northwest
Association. Language programs do not crony
college credit but are considered a part of the overall
academic program of the accredited university.

Uniyersittof Fittjoeuron Japan
English Language Institute
Japan Program
2-6-4 2, Fuiimi, Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo
03-238-0531

U.S.: University ot Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260

The University of Pittsburgh is accredited by the
Commission on institutions of Higher Educationat
the Middle States Association. Language programs
do not carry college credit but are a pert of the overall
scsdamic program of the accredited unnersity.

growileoe et Kanume
1200.Z.smade-Mechi
Kanumal City
Tochigi Prefecture
0289 (54) 241.1

U.S.: Green RImerCommunity College
12401 Southeast 300 20th St
"akin, WA98002
(108) 633-9111

GreenRiver Community College is accredited bythe
Commission on Cnilsgss of the Northweat
Association. Language programs *mot cany
college credit but are pert of the WES a academic
program of the accredited collage.

Lisisinegy.kie Kooe
Tel.:(071:1) 361-7681
Fax: (078) 361-6308

U.S.: 11000 University Parkway
ensacols, FL 32514-5750

Tel.; 1-604-474-2930

University ot West Florida is accredited by the
Commission on Colleges ot the Southern Association
of Colleges end Schools. Language programs do not
carry college credit but ere pert of the overall
academic program of the accredited university,
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ctlki,Atiscatagen,
9-Jodori 7-Chome
M1G1 3-30
Asahikawa Hokkaido
Fat: 011-81-185241718

U.S.: City University
15611 Northam AMMO
81100ftler WA 98008

LanguaguPragrams, cantini"

The Commission on Colleges ot the Northwest,
Association reports that City University Intends to
apply tor a 'substantive change En its accreng
scope to inciaxle the Preclilen in Hekheldn- if the
University awoke this Fail, action can be 'taken by the
Northwest Commission in December, 1990.

7 1S2
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PriessStanding Pr ogr et m

Japan Name and Address
ot thS..institution

kasg._ynpjkfAriswsgLgsNsEtLvmmggtst4
ii1032
Sanyo Electric
Sanyo Education Training Center
21-1 chome, Aoyama-dai, Tarumi-ku
Kobe City, Hyogo Prof. 665
078-753-1181

U.S.: Boston University Graduate Schaal at
Management
685 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215

Acaroiditsd Sliding as ReportadW
Region init.itStien#Accradi.tli*pod.ine,:"*:.

. 7 -::::-:%.7.7.:-7-! .

Boston University is accredited by the Commission
on Institutions of Highor Education of tha Nov
England Associatkin of Schools and Colleges. The
program at Sanyo included in the overaii academic
program at the accredited university.

Teachors Collooe Columbia University MA Proorarn
Simi Academy
Kowa Bidg., No. 9, 1-8-10, Akasaka Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107
03-582-9841

U.S.: Columbia University
Teachers College Columbia University MA
Program
Now York, NY 10027

This program is included in the accreditation of
Teachers College at Columbia University by the
Commission on Higher Education of the Middle
States Association of Colleges and Schools.

GratAMMI School of Interrigional Manaoement
International University ot Japan

U.S.: Amos Tuck School of Businoss
Dartmouth College
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

This program is included in the accreditation of
Dartmouth College by th Commission on institutions
of Higher Education of the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges.

8
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U.S. lriestitutioris Pleirliniinsi Futures "ctivitiesoi it, Joipasr,

Japan Name and Address..
of U.S. institution

Status asReiiiii40
institutional

Universitv of Maryland's Graduat School in
ftlE2/83
c/o Kokussi Business Institute
Japan Program
2-e-12, Fuiimi, Chiyada-ku, Tokyo 102
03-238-0531

This University provh:fris special classes tar some
Japansse companies.

U.S.; University of Maiyiand University College
University Blvd at Adelphi Road, College Park
MD 20742

TimallitsAtmetty,
U.S.; University Avenue

Troy, AL 36082

Mississimi State University

U.S.: Mississippi Stat University
P. 0. Drawer P
Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762

University of Texas

U.S.; University of Texas at Austin
Austn, Texas 78702

atabblUal
Rukku Island

U.S.: Fashion Institute at Technology
227 W. 27th Street, New York, New York
10001

9
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Esualigjragm
Osaka YMCA Collage
Osaka, Japan

U.S.: Foothill Collage
1 2345 El Manta Read
Las Altos Hills, California 94022

. . .-
,
116)..* .8
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cDtheer

2-2-10 Sarygaku-Cho
Chiyoda-ky Tokyo 101
03-295-8961

There are two Tokyo international Cailegeske Jaw,
this one anAnterican Institution, incorporated kr
Washington, D.C. with transfer agreements with U.S
institutions, Eureka Coltege and Seattle Pacifk
University. Because Tokyo International College is
established only In Japan it cannot apply ter
accreditation by any U.S. regional institutional
accrediting body until Ikensure is granted in the U.S
It I. toderstood Mat the application for such
liconsure is in program. (it should be noted that this
statement in no way speaks to the College's level of
educalianal quality.) Note that the cond Tokyo
international College is a Japansstjimlar college
Incorporated in Tokyo.

.4 . ,4
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Office Memorandum GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
1.4): Dr. -Tames Alatis mum: November 21, 1977

num: Dr. R. Ross Macdonald r
MMACt Optimum Class Size

This is the final report of the Committee on Optimum Class
Size.

The Committee has recommended, for different types of class,
a minimum, an optimum and a maximum number of students; these
numbers are given in Appendix I in that order, and without further
elucidation.

There was a clear sense in both the members of the Committee
and in the Faculty consents that a rigid interpretation of these
figures is not practicable, and that it may prove advisable an
occasion either to have a class which is smaller than the minimum
or a class which is larger than the maximum. Apart from this, the
Committee recommends that courses which habitually fail to meet
the minimum requirement should be phased out according to the
pattern outlined in Appendix II; that courses which consistently
exceed the maximum are to be divided into more sections; tho maxi-
mum number has always been set to be at least twice the minimum
number.

Ss
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Appendix I

LANGUAGES

Undergraduate Courses Commonly
Less
Commonly

Taught Taught, EFL

Beginning Intensive 10-15-18 8-8-12 or 16 6-8-12

Intermediate Intensive 10-15-18 6-8-12 10-12-15

Advanced Intensive 10-15-18 6-8-12 10-15-20

Literature and Style 10-15-20 10-15-18

Survey of Literature 10-15-20

Culture 8-15-20 5-15-20 10-18-20

Other Literature Courses 8-12-18

College and SFS (all
levels) 10-13-20

Graduate Courses

Graduate Courses Open
to Undergraduates 10-20-30 7-15-20

Graduate Courses for
Graduate Students Only 5-15-25 3-5-7

Graduate Seminars 3-5-7 3-5-7

INTERPRETATION AND TRANSLATION

The courses in interpretation and translation have characteris-

tics which make them rather different from other courses offered

at the University. In particular, there is a continuing problem

as to the degree of homogeneity in preparation and background

among the students of each course. An insistence on greater homo-

geneity would rer.at in the admission of fewer students, and,

consequently, less income. An acceptance of the maximum number

of students will result in less homogeneous, and therefore, if

they are to be effective, smaller classes.

Homogeneous Classes

Present System

8-12-15

3-5-8
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LINGUISTICS

Undergraduate Courses

Introduction to Language

Other Courses

Graduate Courses

Required Courses

General Introductory Courses and
Graduate Courses Open to Undergraduates

Graduate Courses for Graduate Students Only

Graduate Seminars, Courses in Field Methods,
and Phonology with Laboratory Work

30-40-60

10-20-30

10-25-50

10-25-40

5-20-25

3-5-7
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Appendix II

If a course regularly has fewer Chan the minimum number of

students, it should be offered at some other, more propitious

time.

If a class regularly has fewer students than the minimum even

after a time change, either it will be dropped from the list of

courses or it will be reclassified as a seminar. La order to avoid

a situation where all under-subscribed courses bcone seminars,

there will be a strict limit on the number of seminars which can

be offered in any one department in any one semester; if there is

need for more seminars overall than cin be given in the two semes-

ters of the academic year, then the seminars will be given on a

rotating basis in successive years.

Courses which are announced as required courses must be offered

sufficiently frequently that students have the opportunity to

take them without unduly prolonging the period of their graduate

studies; on the other hand, a required course which continues not

to reach the minima size will be stringently
reviewed, sad its

formula altered so that there is at least a minimum number of

students.

In certain cases, particularly in the Division of English as

a Foreign Language, considerations of size of class must be cor-

related with considerations of size of room; there are a number

of classrooms, particularly in the Nevils Building, which are of

such a size, or so furnished, that larger classes are plainly

not practical.

Some classes are difficult to measure, particularly those lan-

guage classes which operate on the analyst-and-informant
principle.

The sessions conducted by the analyst include the entire class,

because the material is given out in the form of lectures, from

which all of the students can benefit simultaneously. The work

with the informants is a matter of drilling, and of the acqnisition

of profieency in the language, and here divisions of the class

must be kept minimal in order that each student will have ample

opportunity to interact with the teacher La the language he is

learning. Such a class can profitably be larger than the maximum

ta its lecture phase, tout must be close to the minimum in its

drill phase. Parttcular methodologies of instruction, such as PSI,

make it difficult to apply strict regulations to these classes

also.

Another extremely important variable is subject matter. It

seems inadvisable Jor a linguistics department to offer no courses

in historical linguistics. On the other hand, the courses in

historical linguistics will sometimes exceed, and sosetimes fail

to achieve the minimums cited here. For this reason, it might

well be appropriate to modify the classification of such courses,

or to schedule them less frequently.
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ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines 1986

The 1986 proficiency guidelines repftlelli a hierarchy of giobel channsminatires of inttoi
grated performance in speaking, limning, reading, and writing. Each descriptiosi is anpre
seamy% not an eahaustne, sample of s particular range debility, and melt knot sebum=
all previous lc rds. moving fium simple to complies in an mall-beforoond-morif fhstion.

Because these sidelines identify stages of proficiency, as opposed to achimunens, they
are not intended to =mum what an individual has achieved Omagh specific dance= in-
minion but rather to allow assemment ci what an mdividual can and mums do, regaidless
of where. when, or how the language has been lamed or sequin* thus. the words kanvea
and aeosiust are used in the twoadest Imo. These guidelines axe not band on a winder
hoguistic theory or 0,01agegica1 methot since the guidelines are pro1kiency-4meed, as op-
posed to achievemenvbesej and am intended to be used for global assmement.

The 1916 /*dal= should not be considered the definitive versioo . since the construc-
min and utilisation of language peoficiency guidelines is a dynamic. intessnivepsocess. The
amdemic sector. like the government sonor. will menus to refine and update the Maris
periodically to reams the needs of the mess and the advances of the prekssion. In this vent
ACM. owes a =mining debt to the anion of the 1912 proviiienal proficiency Odell=
and, amuse, to the membas of the lmetagency Language Roundtable Testing Committee
the creators of the govenimem's Language Skill Level Descriptions.

ACi R. would like to thank the following individuals for their contributionson this cur
rent piidelines project

Heidi %Tees
James Child
Nina Levinson
Pardee Lowe, Jr.
Seiichi Makin°
Irene Thompson
A. Ronald Walton

These proficiency guidelines are the product of gown from the U.S. Department of Edma
mot

Generic DescriptionsSpeaking

Novice

ovice-Lasw

The Novice level is charamenzed by an ability to communicate mia
mally with limped material.

Oral production consists of isolated wenn and pethaos a feu hisb
frequency phrases. Essentially no functional conumanicativ
ability.
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sawn with a number of suatemes appiopnate to a range of circum-
=noes and to pics. but enors ase evident. Limited vocabulary still se-
mutes hesitation and may bnag about slightly unexpected circus-
locution. There is emerging evidence of connected discourse.
particularly for simple nernmen and/or descripuon. The Inter-
mediate-High speaker can genesally be understood eV= by interim-
ion not accustomed to &alio with speaking at this level, but repet: -
non may sull be required.

Advaimil The Advanced level is characterized by an ability to
converse in a dearly pasticimum teshnit
initiate. sw ain. and brio; to donne a wide vanety of communica-
tive task s. including those Pim repulse an maimed ability to convey
meaning with divans language summits due to a annplication or an
unforeseen turn of events
-.411i10 the regency's= of school and work sinstions and
narrate and describe with paragraph-length connected discourse.

Advanced Able to satisfy the requirements of evetyday situations and routine
school and lark requirements. Can handle with coafidenal but not
with facility complicated tasks mid social Simians. such es elaborat-
ing. =Waning, and apologizing. Can narrate and describe with
some detail& linking mum= together smoothly. Can communicate
facts and talk =wally about topics dourest public and penonal
term using general votabulaiy. Shoricominp can often be smoothed
over by communicative strategies, such as psuse fillets, stalling de-
vices, and different rates of speech. Circumlocution which arisen nom
vocabulary or syntactic limitations vmy often is quite successful,
though some gaping for words may still be evident. The Advanced-
level speaker can be understood without difficulty by native inter-
locutors.

Advanced-Plus Able to satisfy the requirements of a broad vanety of everyday, school
and work situmions. Can discuss concrete topaz relating to particular
interests and special fields of competence. There is emerging evidence
of ability to support opinions, explain in dead, and hypothesize. The
Advanced-Plus speaker often shows a waikleveloped ability to com-
pawns* for an imperfect grasp of some tams with confident use of
communicatile anutlies, such as paraphsamm mid cireunsiocation.
Differentiated vocabulary and intonation are effectively used to com-
municate fine shades of meaning. The Advanced-Plus speaker often
shows remarkable fluency and ease of speeds. but under the demands
of Supesiorilevel, complex tuba. language may tweak down or prove
inadequate.

Segesier The Superior level is chasacterized by an ability to
participate effectively in moss formal and informal convenalions
on practical, social. professional. and abstract wince and
support opinions and hypothesizi using nauve4ike discourse suat-
gin&

Superior Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to eanicipme ef-
fectively in most formai and informal converestions on prectical,
daj, motemioosi. and abstract topics. Can discuss spend fields of
comas= sad imam witb ems. Can support opinionsand hypoth-
esize. but may not be able to tailor isuguaga to audience or dila= in
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recombuumons of learned wenn= on a vanety of wpm Cowen
COMMIS to refer prtmanly to basic pas= background and needs .
tonal ccniventioos. and somewhat mom complex tasks. such as lodg-
ing. =monsoon and shopping. Additional content areas include
some personal interests aud activities and a greater diversity of in-
structions and directions. Listening tasks not only pertain to
spontaneous face-to-face convenations but also to sbon routMe tele-
phone converamions and some deliberate speech such as simpie an-
nouncements and reports ova the media. Undastanding commues to
be uneven.

Intermediate-High Able so sustain undemanding over longer stretches of coonected dis-
course on a number of topics pmtatning to different owes and pia=
however. undentanding incoosistent due to fail= to paw main
idea sadiar details. Thus. while =ado not differ sienificantiy trim
those of an Advanced-level listener, comprehension is km in quantity
and power in quality.

Adman' The Advanced level is characterized by an ability to understand main
deas and most details d cospected discourse on a variety of topics be-
yond the immediacy of the snuatum. including some topics where
comprehension ts complicated dius to an unexpected sequence of
MOIL

Advanced Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected dis-
course on a vsnety of topics beyond the immediacy of the situation.
ComPahension may be uneven due to a variety of linguistic nod
extralinguistic fames, among which topic famarity itt very promi-
nent. These texts Inman* involve desenpuon and narration in dif-
ferent time frames or aspects, such as present, nospast, habitual. or
imperfenive. Tao may include interviews short lames on bodies
topics. and news items and tenons primarily dealing with fennel in-
foimauon. Listener is aware of cohesive devices but may not be able to
use them to follow the sequence of thought in an OM toti.

Adnnced-Plus Able to understand the mam ideas of most speeds in a standard dia-
lect however. the listener may not be able to sustain comprehemion in
extended dimoune which is prepositionally and linguistiesily eum.
plex. Listener shows ea emerging awateloos of cultozollY implied
minims beyond the sodas mesisinp of the test but may fsil toça p
seen:cultural nuances of the mange.

Sepoisr The Superior level is chmactented by an ability to andastand con-
mete and abstract topics in extended discourse offered by meaken
wine native-like diaeonme swami%

Superior Able to undentand the main ideas of all speech in a standmd dialecs .
indudina technic* dimities in a field of specialization. Can follow
the essentials emended dilemma which is propositinoally and lin-
guistically complex, as in orademiciprofesioaat settings. in lectures
speeches, and mom Listener shows some approttatirm of assalinit
won °flutes WPM% of idioms. collomtialions. and Mister shin
ing. Able to make inferences vMhin the calnual femme* tithe tar
Seg WIMP. Undentood* is aided try an awarimemof time older*
ins organization' ammo oldie oat non mad tactodosoomitivity for
its social and admit referances aod its affective °venom Rai*
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APPENDIX D3 / 1.59

INTERAGENCY LANGUAGE ROUNDTABLE
LANGUAGE SKILL LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

SPEAKING

Preface

The following data:notions af proficiency
levels 0.1, 2, 3, 4. and 5 characterize spoken-
language use. Each higher level implies control
of the previous levels' functions and accuracy.
The designation 0 + , 1 + . 2 + , etc. will be
assigned when proficiency substantially exceeds
one skill level and does not fully meet the criteria
for the next levet The golus-lever descriptions.
therefore, are subsidiary to the 'base-fever
descriptions.

A skill level is assigned to a Person
through an authorized language examination.
Examiners assign a level on a variety of
perfOrinanCe criteria exemplified in the
descriptive statements. Therefore, the examples
given her illustrate, but do not exhaustively
describe. either the skills a person may possess
or situation in which he/she may function
effectively.

Statements descnbmg accuracy refer to
typical stages in the development ot competence
in the ihtlet commonly taught languages in formal
training programs. In other languages. emerging
competence parallels these characterizations, but
often with different details.

Unless otherwise specified, the term
'native speaker° refers to native speakers of a
standard dialect.

'Wel/-educated,' in the context of these
proficiSOCY descriptions, does not necusanly
imphi formal higher education. However, in
cultures where formal higher education is
common, the language-use abilities of persons
who have had such educetion is considered the
standard. That is, such a person meets
contemooraty expectations for the formal,
careful style of the language, as well as a range
of less formal varieties of the lamguage.

These descriptions mint be further
spectfied by individual agencies to charectarizo
those asPeots of lanquage-use performance

which are of insufficient generally to be included
here.

S-0 NO PROFICIENCY

Unable to function in the spoken
language. Oral production is limited to
occasional isolated words. Has essentially no
communicative ability.

5-0 + MEMORIZED PROFICIENCY

Able to satisfy immediate needs using
rehearsed utterancee. SnOves little real
autonomy of expression, flexibility, or
spontaneity. Can ask questions or make
statements, with reasonable accuracy only with
memorized utterances or formulae. Attempts at
creating speech are usuaily unsuccessful.

Examples: The 5-0 + 'a vocabulary is usually
limited to areas of immediate survival needs.
Most utterances are telegraphic: that Is. functors
!linking words, matters, and the likel are omitted,
confused, or distorted. An S-0 + can usually
differentiate moat significant sounds when
produced in isolation, but. when combined in
words or groups of words, effete may be
frequent. Even with repetition, communication is
severely limited even with persons used to
dealing with foretgners. Stress, intonation, tone,
etc. are usually quite faulty.

S-1 ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(Base Level)

Able to satisfy minimum courtesy
requirements and maintain very simple face-to-
face conversations an familiar topics. A native
speaker must often use slowed speech,
repetition, paraphrase, or a combination of these
to be understood by an S-1 . Similarly, the native
speaker must strain and employ real-world
knowledge to understand even simple
Steternehte/queetiOns from the S-1 speaker hss
a functional, but limited proficiency.
Misunderstanding are frequent but tho 5-1 is
able to ask for help and to verify comprehension
of native speech in tace-to-face interaction. The
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S-1 is unable to produce cormnuous discourse
except with rehearsed manna.

Examples. Structural accuracy is likely to
be random or severely limited. Time concepts
are vague. Vocabulary ia inaccurate and its
range is vent narrow. The S-1 often speaks with
Great difficulty. By repeating& suchspeakers can
make themselves understoodto native speakers
who are in regular contact with foreigners but
there is little precision in the information
conveyed. Needs, expatience, or training may
vary greatly from individual to individual; for
example. 3-1s may have encountered quite
different vocabulary areas. However, the S-1
can toically satisfypredictable,skives, personal
and acconmmdation needs; can generally meet
courtesy, introduction, and identification
requirements: exchenge greetings; elicit and
Provtde, for example. predictable arid skeletal
binOnallecal information. And 5-1 might give
information about businesshours, explain routing
Procedures M a limited way, and state in a SIMI'
manner what actions wia be taken. The S-1 is
able to formulate some questions even in
languages with complicated question
constructions. Aknost every utterance may be
characterized by structural errors and errors in
basic grammatical relations. Vocabulary is
extrernety limited and characteristically does not
include modifiers. Pronunciation, swess, and
intonation ars generally poor, often heaviiy
inffurnced by another language. Use ofstructure
and vocablary es highly imprecise.

S-1 + ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(Higher Level

Can initiate and maintain predictable
taco-to-face conversations and satisfy limited
sociai demands. The 5. I + may, however, have
little understanding of the social convenes of
conversation. The interlocutor is generaily
requited to wain and *MOW real-Wend
knowiedge to understand even some simple
StleeCh. An S-1 + may hesitate an may have tochange subiects due to tack of language
resourCile. Range and control of the language are
limited. Speech largely consists of a mines ofshort, &Wile utterances.

Exem011111: An S-1 + issb.tosavel
and accommodation needs and a limited range of
social demands beyond exchantitss Of skeletal
bite:W*1*Jc information. Speaking ability mayextend beyond immediate survival needs.AccuraCy in basic grammatical relations is

evident, althmigh not consistent. May exhibit
the commoner forms of verb tenses. for example,
but may make frequent errors in formation and
seteCtion. While some structures are
established, errors occur in more complex
patterns. The S-1 + tvoically cannot sustain
coherent structures in longer utterances or
unfamiliar situations. Ability to describe end give
Precise informadon is limited. Person. space, and
time references are often used iricafrectle.
Pronunciation is understandable to natives used
to dealing with foreigners. Can combine moat
significant sounds with reasonable
PciltOrehensibility, but has difficulty in producing
wain sounds in comet Positions or in certain
combinations. Speech will usuelly be labored.
Frequently has a repeat utterances to be
uralerstood by the general public.

3-2 LIMITED WORIUNG PROFICIENCY
(Base Level)

Able to satisfy routine social demands
and limitzt work requirements. Can handle
routine work-related interactions that are iimited
in scope. In more cantata( and sophisticated
work-foisted tasks, language usage generally
disturbs the native speaker. Can handle with
confidence, but not with facility, most normal.
high-frequency social conversationai situstions
including extensive, but casual conversations
about current events, as well as work, family,
and autobintlrelinical information. The 3-2 can
illet the gist of most everyday conversations but
has some difficuity understanding native
stinkers in situations that require spacialisee or
sophisticated knowledge. The S-2's utterances
are minimally cohesive. Linguistic structure is
usually not vey elaborate and not thorough*
controlled: errors aro frequent. V ocabulry we is
appropnate for high-frequency utterances, but
unusual or imprecise elsewhere.

Examples: While these interactions will vary
widely from individual to individual, an S-2 can
typically ask and answer predictable questions in
the workplace and give straightfonvard
instructions to subordinates. Adclitonally, the 5-
2 can participate in personal and
accommodation-type interactions with
elaborstion and facility; that is. can give and
understand complicated, detailed, and extensive
directions and make non-routine change* in
travel end accommodation arrangements. Simple
mycoses and basic grammatical relations are
IVOicaily controlled: however, there am areas of
weakness. In the commoniy taught longways.

$



these may be simple markings such as plurals,
articles, linking words, and negauves or mare
complex structures such as tense/aspect wage.
case morphology passive constructions, word
order, and embedding.

S-2 + UMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY
(Higher Level)

Able to satisfy most work requirememe
with language usage thst is often, but not
always. acceptable and effective. An 5-2 +
shows considerable ability to communicate
effectively on twice relating to particular
interests and special fields ofcompetence. Often
shows a MO degree of fluency and ease of
speech, yet when under tension or pressure, the
ability to use the language effectively mate
deteriorate. Commhension of normal native
speech is typically nearly complete. An 5-2 +
may miss cuttural and local references and may
require a native speaker to adiust to hisiher
limitations in some ways. Native Weskers often
Perceive the 5-2 + 's speech to contain awkward
or inamrate phrasing of ideas, mistaken time-
space, and person references, or to be in some
way inappropriate, if not strictly incorrect.

Examples: Typically an 5-2 + can
Particioste in most social, formal, and informal
interactions; but limitations either in range of
contexts, types of tasks, Or level of accuracy
hinder effectiveness. The 5-2 + may be ill at
ease with the use of the language either in social
interaction or in speaking at length in professional
contexts. An S-2 * is generally strong in either
structural preasion or vocabulary, but not in
both. Weakness or unevenness in one of the
foregoing, or in Pronunciation, occasionallY
results in miscommunication. Normally controls,
but cannot always easily produce general
vocabulary. Discourse is often incohesiv.

S-3 GENERAL PROFESSIONAL PROWIENCY
(Base Lena)

Able to speak the language with
sufficiern structural accuracy and vocabutary to
participate effectively in most formal and
informal conversations on practical, social, and
Professionai topics. Nevertheless, an 5-3's
limitations generally restrict the profusional
contexts of language use to matters of shared
knowledge and/or international convention.
Discourse is cohesive. An 5-3 uses the language
acceptably, but with some noticeable
imperfections; yet, errors virtually hover Interfere
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with understanding and rarely disturb the native
speaker. An 5-3 can effectively combine
structure and vocabulary to convey hisiher
meaning accurately. ul S-3 Wilke read* one
fills pauses suitably. In face-to-face converastion
with natives speaking the standard diaiect at a
normal rate of speech, comprehension is quits
complete. Although cultural references,
proverbs, and the implications of nuances and
idiom may not be fully understood. the 5-3 can
easily repair the conversation. Pronunciation
may be obviously foreign. Individual sounds are
accurate: but stress, intonation. and pitch
control may be faulty.

Examples: Can typically discuss
particular irnerests and special fields of
competence with reasonable ease. Can use the
language as part of normal profeseional duties
such as answering objections, clarifying points,
justifying decisions, taiderstandiing the essence
of challenges, stating and defaiding poilcy.
conducting meetings, delivering briefings, or
other extended and elaborate informative
monologues. Can reliably elicit informetion and
informed opinion from native speakers.
Structural inaccuracy is rarely the motor cause of
misunderetanding. Use of structural devices is
flexible and elaborate. Without searching for
,...ords or phrases, a i 5-3 uses the language
clearly and relative naturally to elaborate
concepts freely e id make ideas lisily
understandable to native speakers. Errors accur
in low-frequency and highly complex structures.

S-3+ ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
PROFICIENCY

(Higher Level)

Is often able to use tha language to
satisfy professionsi needs in a wide range of
sophisticated and demanding tasks.

Exampies: Despite obvious strengths,
may exhibit some hesitancy, uncenainty, effon.
or anon which limit the range of languagevse
tasks that can be reliably performed. Typicsity
there is particular strength in fluency and one or
more, but not all, of the ft:Mowing: Nee breadth
of lexicon, including low-ane meidiun -frequency
items, especially socio-linguistic/cultural
references end nuances of close synonyms;
employs structural precision, with sophisticated
features that are readily, accurately, and
appropriately controlled (such as complex
modification and embedding in Indo-European
languages); has discourse competence in a wide
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range of contexts and tasks. oftim matching a
native speaker's Strategic and organizational
abilities and expectatioi.s. OCCISIGnal patterned
errors occur in low frequency and hiphly-complex

struCtures.

S4 ADVANCED PhOFESSIONALPROFICIENCY

(Base Leven

Able to use the language limn* sod
accurstehr on all levels norms* WW1 sot to
professional needs. An S-4's language usage
and ability to function are fully successful.
Organizes discourse wsi l. ernoloving functional
rhetorical speech devices, native cultund
references, and understanding. Language abilitY
only rarely hinders himlber ei performing anytask
featuring kencuaGe; yet. an S-4 would seldom be
perceived as a native. Speaks stfonlesaly and
smoothly and is abie to use the language with a
nigh degree of effectiveness, reliability, and
Precision for all repruentational °imposes within
the range of personal and prolusionsl eminence
and scope of responsibilities. Ca. serve as an
informai knerpreter in a range of uneredicteble
circumstances. Con perform extensive.
sophisticated language tasks. encompassing
most matters of interest to well-educated =We
SORakerS, including tasks which do not bear
directly on a professional spec:lefty.

Examples: Can discuss in detail concepts which
are fundamentaily different from those of the
target culture ail make those conceotsdear and
accessible to the native speaker. Siendarly, an S-

4 can understand the details and ramifications of
concepts that are culturally or conceOtuadY
different from niyher own. Can sat the tone of
interpersonal official. sems-official, and non-
pi-Aessional verbal exchanges with a
reoresentativs range of native speakers iin a
range of varied audiences. PurOdeee, blebe, and
sedingel. Can PIM, an effective roie among
native speak= in such contexts as conferences,
lectures, and debates on matters of
disagreement. Can adIfeeSte a position ST length,
bath formaily and in chance encounters, using
sophisticated verbal strategies. Can understand
and reliably Produce shifts of both Mbilla matter
and tone. Can understand native speakers of the
standard and other maior dialects in euentially
any face-to-face interaction.

5-4 + ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
PROFICIENCY

(Higher Level)

Speaking proficiency is regularly superior

in ail respects, usually equivalent to that of a
welireduceted. highly articulate native speaker.

Language ability does not impede the
performance of ario language-use task.
Howevie, an S-4 4- would not necessardy be

perceived as culturally native.

Examples: An 5-4 4. organizes discourse
wail, employing functional rhetorical speech
devices, native cultural references and
undersanding. EffintivelY Melee a native
easekw's social snd circumstantial knowledge.
However, cannot sustain that performance under
all circumstances. While en + has a wide
range and control of structure, an occasional
non-native slip may occur. An 5-4 + has a
sophisticated control of vocabulary and phrasing
that is rarely imorecise. yet there are occasional
weaknesses in idioms, colloquialisms,
pronunciation, cultural reference or there may be
an occasional failure to interact in a totally native

manner.

5-5 FUNCTIONALLY NATIVE PROFICIENCY

SPollicing proficiency is functionagY

equivalent to that of highly artiaggia
educated native speaker and reflects the cultural
standards of the country where the language is
natively spoken. An 5-5 uses the language with
complete flexibility and intuition, so that speech
on all levels is fully accepted by well-educated
native speakers in all of its features. including
breadth ot vocabulary and idiom, colloquislisms.
and pertinent cultural references. Pronunciation
is typically consistent with that of well-educated
native speakers cif a non-stigmatized dialect.
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INTERAGENCY LANGUAGE ROUNDTABLE
LANGUAGE SKILLS LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

LISTENING

L-0 NO PROFICIENCY

No practical understanding of the spoken
language. Understanding es limited to occasional
isolated words with essentially no ability to
comprehend communicanon.

L-0+ MEMORIZED PROFICIENCY

Sufficient comprehension to undwstand
a number of memorized utterances in areas of
immediate needs. Slight increase in utterance
length understood but requires frequent long
pauses between understood phrases and
repeated requests on me listen' s part for
repetition. Understands with reasonable
accuracy only when this involves short
memorised utterances or formulae. Utterances
understood are relatively short in length.
Misunderstandings isrise due to ignoring or
inaccurately hearing sounds or word endings
(both inflectional and non-infiecoonall, distorting
the ortgmai meaning. Can understand only with
difficulty even persons such as teachers who are
used to speaking with non-native speakers. Can
understand best those statements where context
strongly supports the utterance's meaning. Gets
some main ideas.

L-1 ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(Sue Lovell

Sufficient comprehension to understand
uttefinCire about basic survival needs and
minenut11 couneey and travel requWements. In
areas of immediate need or on very familiar
topics, can understand simple questons and
answers, simple statements and very simple
face-to-face conversations in a standard dialect.
These must often be delivered more dear* than
normal at a rate slower than normal, with
frequent repetitions or paraphrase (that is, Iv a
native used to dealing with foreigners). Once
learned, these sentences can be varied for similar
level vocabulsry and grammar and still be
understood. In the majority of utterances
misunderstandings arise due to overlooked or
misunderstood syntax and other grammatical
clues. Comprehension vocabulary inadequate to
understend anything but the moSt eismsMIIN

9 1;

needs. Strong interference from the candidate's
native language occurs. Little precision in the
information understood owing to tentstiva state
of passive grammar and lack of vocabulary.
Comprehension SIM include basic needs such

as: meas. lodging, transportation. time and
simple direction (including both route insouctions
and orders from customs officials, policemen,
etc.). Understands main ideas.

1.-1 + ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(High Lovel)

Sufficient comprehension to understand
shon conversations about all survival needs and

limited social demends. Developing fiaxibilitY
evident in understanding 0110 a rellile of
circumstances beyond iinmediate Survival mods.
Shows spontaneity in understanding by speed,
although consistency of understanding uneven.
Limited vocabulary range necessitates repetition
for understanding. Understands commoner time
forms and most Question forms, some wordorder
Patterns but miscommunication still occurs with
more complex patterns. Cannot sustain
undarstanding of coherent structures in longer

utterances or in unfamiliar situations.
Understanding of descnptons ot descriptions and

the giving of precise information is limited.
A ware of basic cohesive features, e.g. pronouns.
verb inflections, but many are unreliably

understood, especially if less immediate in
reference. Understanding is largely limited to a
series of short, discrete utterances. Still has to
ask for utterances to be repeated. Some Willy,
to understand the facts.

L-2 UMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY
(Sawe Level)

Sufficient comprehension to understood
conversations on routing social demands and
limited Job requirements. Able to understand
facii-to-face speech in a standard dialect
delivered at a normal rate with some repetition
and rewording, by a native masker not used to
dealing with foreigners, about everyday topics.
common personal and family news, weii-known
currant events, and routine office matters
through descriptions and narration about current,
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past and future events: can follow essential
points of discussion or speech at an elementerr
level on topics in hisiher special professional
hew Only understands occasions words and
Phrases of statements made in unfavorable
condioons. for example through loudspeakers
outooOrs. Understands factual content. Native
language causes less interference in listening
comprenension. Able to understand the facts,
i.e.. the lines but not between or beVond the

L-2 + LIMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY
(Base Level)

Sufficient comPrehension to understand
conversations on routine social demands and
limited job requiremems. Able to understand
face-to-face speech in a standard dialect,
delivered at a normal rate with some repetition
and rewording, by a native speaker not used to
dealing with foreigners, about everyday topics,
common personal and family news. well-known
current events, and routine office matters
through descriptions and mention oboist torrent.
past and future events: can follow essential
pomts of discussion or speech at an eiementary
level on topics in his/her special professional
field. Only understands occasional words and
phrasal of statements made in unfavorable
conditions. foe example through loudspeakers
outdoors. Understands factual content. Native
language causes less interference in listening
comprehension. Able to understand the facts.
a., the linu but not between or beyond the

L-2 + LIMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY
!Higher Level)

Sufficient comprehension to undeistand
most routine social demands end most
conversations an work requirements well as
some discussions on concrete topics reisted to
particular interests and special fields of
campetence. Often shows remarkable amity end
ease of understanding, but under tension or
pressure may break down. Candidate may
diapiay weakness or deficiency due to inadequate
vocabulary base or less thim secure knowiedge
of grammar and syntax. No:malty understands
general vocabulary with some hesitant
understanding of everyday vocabulary still
evident. Can sometimes detect emotional
overtones. Some ability to understand between
the finis (Le. to grasp inferencesl.

L-3 GENERAL PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY
(ease Level)

Able to unitastand the essentials of all
Windt kr a standard dialect including technical
discussions within a special field. Has effective
understanding ot face-to-face switch, delivered
with normal clarity end speed in a standard
disiect, on general twice end areas ot UMW
interest, understands hypothesizing and =Mort
opinions. Has broad enough vocabulary that
rarely has to ask for paraphruing or explanation.
Can follow accurately the essentials of
conversations between education native
Waken, reasonably clear taloPhone Cad& radio
broadcasts, new stories similar to wire service
reports, oral moons. some onsi technical reports
and public addresses on non-technical suble
can understand without difficulty all form of
standard speech concerning a special
profession* field. Does not understand native
sP/akara lf INDY Weak vent quickly or use tome
slang or dialect. Can often detect emotional
overtones. Can understand between the gnu,
(Lc. grup inferences).

L-3 + GENERAL PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY

Compreherrgy most of the content and
intent of a variety of forms and styies of sogech
pertinent to protessionsi needs, as wed es
genital topics and social conversation. Ability to
comprehend many sociolinguistic and cultural
references. However, many miss some
subtieties and nuances. Increased ability to
comorehend unusually complex structures in
lengthy utterances and to comprehend many
dietinctions in language tailored for diffemnt
nudeness. Increased ability to understand native
Weaker* taiking quickly, using non-standard
dialect or slang; however, comprehension not
complete. Some ability to understand 'beyond
the lines" in addition to strong ability to
understand *between the lines.-

1.4 ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY
(Base Laved

Able to understand ail forms and styies of
speedy pertinent to profession* needs. Able to
understand fuily all speech with extensive and
precise vocabulary, subtleties and nuances in all
standard dialects on any subject relevant to
Professional needs within the rang* of hisaser
senerience, including social conversations; ail
inteldgible Woodcuts and teiephone calk,: and
many kinds of technical discussions and

;2 7



discourse. Understands language specificaily
tailored lincluoing persuasion, representation.
counseling, and negotiating) to different
audiences. Able to understand the essentials of
speech in sante non-standard dialects. Has
difficulty in undorstandino apiuerne dialect and
slang, also in understanding speech in
unfavorable conditions, tor example through bad
loudspeakers out doors. Understands "beyond
the lines' all forms of the language directed to
the general listener. Ile. able to develop and
analyze Me argumentation Olesented).

L-4+ ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
PRORCIENCY

IHkaller Level)

Increased obility to understand extremely
difficult and abstract speech as waii as ability to
understand all forms and styles of speech
pertinent to professional needs. Including sociel
conversations. Increased ability to comprehend
native speakers using extreme non-standard
dialects and slang as well as to understand
sOesch in unfavorable conditions. Strong
sensitivity to sociolinguistic and cultural
references. Accuracy is close to that of the well-
educated native listener but still not equivalent.

1.-13 FUNCTIONALLY NATIVE PROFICIENCY

Comprehension eetatinelent to that of tho
well-educated native listener. Able to
understand fully ail forms and styles of speech
inteiligible to the well-educated native listener.
including a number of regional and illiterate
dialects. highly colloquial speech and
conversations and discourse distorted by marked
interference from other noise. Able to
understand how natives think as they create
discourse. Able to understand extremity difficult
and abstract speech-

2nS
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INTERAGENCY LANGUAGE ROUNDTABLE

LANGUAGE SKILL LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
READING

Preface

in the following descriptions a standard

set of text-types is associated with each WWI
The TeXt 'MO is general characterized in each
descnptive statement.

The word 'read. in the context of these
Proficiency descriptions, me is that the Person
at a given skili level can thc. :uglily understand
the communicative intent in the text-types
descnbed. In the usual case the reader could be
expected to make a fug representation, thorough
summary, or translation of the text into English.

Other useful ooersocins can be performed
on written texts that do not raw*. the ability to
'read,' as defined above. Examples of such
tasks which persons of a given ski* lewd may
reasonably be expected to perform are provided,
when aporopriste, in the descriptions.

R-0 NO PROFICIENCY

No practical ability to read the language.
Consistently misunderstands or cannot
comorehend at all.

R-0 + MEMORIZED PROFICIENCY

Can recognize all the letter in the printed
version of an alphabetic system and high-
frequency elements at a syllsberf or character
system. Able to read some of all of the following
numbers. isolated words and ptvases, personal
and place names, street signs. office and sh09
designations. The above often interpreted
inaccurately. Unable to read connected Prose.

R-1 ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(Bass Leve)

Sufficient comorehension to read very
simple connected *Innen materiai in a form
souivalent to usual printing or typescript. Can
reed either represernations of familia prmulaic
verasi exchanges or smote languagt ntaining
only the highest frequency structura. patterns
and vocabulary, including shared international
vocabulary items and cognates (when
apt:Inmate). Able to read and understand
known language elements that have been
recombined in new ways to achieve different

meanings at a similar level of simplicity. Texts

may include simple narratives of routine

behavior, highly predictable descriptions of

Persons. plum er things; and explanations of

gsegraOhY and government such as thou
simpilfied for tourist*. Some misunderstandings
PoSsible on simple texts. Can get some man

ideas and locate prominent items of professional

significance in more =mho texts. Can idsnofY

general subiact matter in some authentic texts.

R-1 + ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY

(Weber Leval

Sufficient comprehension to understend

simple dleimurse in printed form and Informative

social purposes. Can read matanal sucr s

announcements of public warns simple pi .4

containing biograPhical information or narraLon

of events. and straightforward newsPaPar

headlines. Can guess at unfamiliar vocabulary if

higher contextualized, but with difficulty in

unfamilier contexts. Can get some main ideas

and locate routine information of professional
significance in more complex texts. Can follow

essential points of written discussion at an

elementary level on topics in hielher special

professional field.

In commonly taught languages- an R-1

may not control the structure wed. For example.

basic grammatical relations are often
misinterpreted, and temporal reference may ray

primarily on lexical items as time indicators. Hss

some difficulty with the cohesive factors in

discourse, such as mouning pronouns with

refer,. -a. May have to read materials SeVeral

timL. .r understanding.

R-2 LIMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY

(Rise Leval

Sufficient comprehension to read simpie,

authentic written material in a form equivalent to

usual printing or typescript on subjects within a

familiar context. Able to read with some

misunderstandings straightforward familiar,

factual material, but a general insufficiently

exPerienced the language to araw

inferences dimity from the linguistic aspects of

the text. Can locate and understand the main



Ideas and details in matenal written for the
general reader. However. persons who have
professional knowledge of a subject may be able
to summarize or perform sorting and locating
tasks with written texts that are well beyond
their general proficiency level. The R-2 can read
uncomolicated, but authentic prose on familiar
subjects that are normally Presehted in a
Predictable sequence which aids the reader in
understanding. Texts mav include deacrilnicha
and narritions in contexts such u news items
describing frequently occurring events. simOle
biographical information, social notices .
formulaic business letters. and simple technical
materiel written for the general reader. Generally
the prose that can be read by an R-2 is
predominantly in straightforward/high-frequency
sentence patterns. The R-2 does not have a
broad iletive vocabulary (that is, which hystie
recognizes immediately on sight), but is able to
use contextual and real-wortd cuss to understand
the text. Charactensucally, however, the R-2 is
clung slow in performing such a process, is
typically able to aileWer factual questions about
authentic texts of the types described above.

R-2 + UNTO) WORKING PROFICIENCY
(Higher Level)

Sufficient comprehension to understand
most factual material in non-technical prose as
welt as some discussions on concrete topics
related to special professional imerests, is
markedly more proficient at reading materials on
a familiar topic. is able to Seeenne the Maul ideas
and details from leSsOf one, and uses that
distinction to advance understanding. The R-2 +
is able to use linguistic context and rui-worid:
knowledge to make sensible guesses about
unfamiliar material. Has a broad active reading
vocabulary. The R-2 + is able to get the gist of
main and subsidiary ideas in texts which could
only be read thoroughly by persons with much
higher proficiencies. Weaknesses include
slowness, uncertainty, inability to discern nuance
and/or intntionally disguised meaning.

R-3 GENERAL PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY
lease Levin)

Able to read within a normal rugs of
speed and with almost complete comprehension
a variety of authentic prose material on unfamiliar
subjects. Reading ability is not dependent on
subject matter knowledge, although it is not
expected that an R-3 can comprehend thoroughty
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subject manor which is highly dependent on
cultural knowledge or which is outside his/her
general expenence and not accompanied bY
explanation. Text-types incitede news stones
similar to wire service reports or international
news items in major periodicals, routine
correspondence. general reports, and technical
material in his/her professional fisid; ail of these
may include hypothesis. argumentation, and
supported opinions. Misreading rare. Almost
always able to interpret materisi correctly, relate
ideas, and "read between the lines.* (that is.
understand the writers' imoiicit intents in texts of
the above types). Can get the gist of more
sophisticated texts, but may be unable to detect
or understand subtlety and nuance. Rarely has to
pause over or reread general vocabulary.
However, may experience SOMIS diffiddlty With
unusually complex structure and low frequency
idioms.

2 1 0

R-3 + GENERAL PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY
(Higher Level)

Can comprehend e variety of styles and
forms pertinent to professional needs. Rarely
misintertirets such texts or rarely experiences
difficuity relating ideas or maid,* inferences.
Able to comprehend many sociolinguistic and
cultural references. However. may miss some
nuanCell and subtleties. Able to comorehend a
considerable range of intentionally complex
structures. low frequency idioms, and
unddinnion connotative intentions; however,
accuracy is not complete. The 5-3 + is typically
able to read with facility, understand, and
appreciate contemporary expository, technical,
or literary texts which do not rely heavily on
slang end unusual idioms.

R-4 ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL PROIICIENCY
(ease Levei)

Able to read fluently and accurately ail
styles and forms of the language pertinent to
Professional needs. The R-4's experience with
the written language is extensive enough that
he/she is able to relate inferences in the text to
real-world knowledge and understand almost all
sociolinguistic and cultural references. Able to
-road beyond the linirsa (that is. to understand
the full ramifications of texts as they are situated
in the wider cultural. political, or soCial
environment). Able to read and understand the
intent of writers' employment of nuance and
subtlety. An R-4 can discern relationships among
sophisticated written materials in the context of
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broad experience. Can follow unpredictable
turns dt thought readily in, for example, editorial,
coniectural, and literary texts in any subiect
matter area directed to the general reader. Can
read easenually all materials in hislher spectal
field, including official and professional
documents and correspondence. Recognizes all
profusionally relevant vocabularV knewn to the
educated nonvrofessionalnative. althou0 menY
have some difficulty with slang. Can readreasonably.legible handwriting withoutdiffibultY.

Accuracy is often needy that of a well-educated
native reader.

R -4 + ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
PRORCIENCY

IHigher Lave°

Nearly native ability to read and
undetstaid extremeiy difficulty orabstract prose.
a very wide variety of vocabulary, Idioms.
colloquisiisms, and slang. Strong sensitivity to

and understanding of sociolinguistic and cultural
referencia. Little difficulty in reading less than

fully legible handwnting. Broad ability to 'read
beyond the lines' (that is, to understand the full
ramifications of texts as thaw ate situated in the
wider cultural, politic*, or social environment) is
needy that of a weil-read or well-educsted native
reader. Accuracy is close to that of the well-
educated native reader, but not equivalent.

R-5 FUNCTIONALLY NATIVE PROFICIENCY

Reeding Proficiency is functional',
equivalent to that of the wail-educated native
reader. Can read extremely difficulty and
*strict prose: tor example, general legal and
technical as well as highly coiloquial writings.
Able to read literary texts, typically including
contemporary avant-garde prose. poetry, and
theatrical writing. Can read classical/archaic
forms of literature with the same degree of
facility as the well-educated, but hon-specialisa
native. Reads and understands a wide variety of
vocabuiary and idioms. coiloquialisms, slang, and
Pertinent cultural references. With varying
degrees of difficulty, can read all kinds of
handwritten documents. Accuracy of
comprehension is equivalent to that of a well-

educated native reader.

" I 1
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INTERAGENCY LANGUAGE ROUNDTABLE
LANGUAGE SKILL LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

WRITING

W-0 NO PROFICIENCY
No functional writing ability.

W-0 + MEMORIZED PROFICIENCY

Writes using memorize materisi aid set
expressions. Can produce symbols in an
alphabetic or syllabic writing system or 50 of this
most common characters. Can write numbers
and dates, own name, nationality, address, etc
such as on a hotel registration form. Otherwise.
ability to write is limited to simple lists of
common items such as a few short sentences.
Spoiling and evon representation of symbols
(letters, syilebles. characters) may be incorrect.

W.1 ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(ease Leven

Has sufficient control of the writing
system to meet limited practical needs, Can
create by writing statements and questions on
topics veri familiar to hirollier within the scoOe of
hisiher very limited language experience. Writing
vocabulary is inadequate to express anything but
elementary needs: writes in simple sentences
making continual errors in spoiling, grammar and
Punctuation but writing can be read and
understood by a native reader used to dealing
with foreigners attempting to write hisMer
language. Writing tends to be a loose collection
of smashes& (or fragments) on a given topic and
provides little evidence of conscious
organization. While topics which are "verY
familiar' and elementary needs very considerably
from individual/ to individual, any person at this
level should be able to write simpie phone
messages, excuses, notes to service people and
simple notes to friends. (800-1000 characters
controlled.)

W.1 + ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY
(Higher Lawn)

Sufficient control of writing system to
meet more stuvival needs and limited social
demands. Can create sentences and short
Magnolia related to most survive/ needs (food,
Wng, transportation, immediate surroundings
and situations) and limited social demands. Can

212

express fairly accurate present and future time.
Can produce smut past verb forms but not
always accurately or with correct usage. Can
relate personal history, discuss topics such as
daily life, m'eferances and very familiar material.
Shows good commi of elementary vocabularY
arid some Como, of basic syntactic patterns but
nutior errors still occur when expressing more
complex thoughts. Dictionary usage may still
yield incorrect vocabulary or forms, although the
W-1 + can use a dictionary to advantage to
express simple ideas. Generally cannotuss basic
cohesive elements of discourse to advantage
(such as relative constructions, object pronouns,
connectors. etc.). Can take notes in some detail
on fatnger Wen*, and resOond to Personsi
questions using elementary vocabulary and

common structures. Can write simpie letters,
summaries of biographical data and wadi
experience with fair accuracy. Writing, though
faulty, is coniprobensible to native speakers used
to dealing with foreigners.

W-2 UNITED WORKING PROFICIENCY
(Bass Level)

Able to write routine social
coorespoodence and prepare documentary
materials required for most limited work
requirefnntS. Has writing vocabuiaiy sufficient
to express himself/herseif simply with some
circumlocutions. Can write simply about a vet,/
limited number of current events or daily
situations. Still makes common errors in spelling
anti punctuation but shows some control of the
most common formats and punctuation
conventions. Good control at morphology ot
language (in inflected languages) and of the most
frequently used syntactic structures. BeinentarV

constructions ars usually handled quite
accurate* and witting is understandable to a
native reader not used to reading the writing of
foreigners. Uses a limited number of cohesive
devices.

W-2+ UNITED WORKING PROFICIENCY

(Higher Levin)

Shows ability to write with some
precision aid in some demi about most common
topics. Can write about concrete togiee relating
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to particular interests and special fields of
competence. Often shows surprising fluency and
ease of expression but under time constraints
and pressure language may be inaccurate andior
inconnwehensibie. Generally strong in either
grammar or vocabulary but not in both.
Weaknesses or unevenness in one of the
foregoing or the spelling result in occasional
miscommunication. Areas of weakness range
from simple constructions such as Plurals.
articles, prepositions and negatives to more
complex structures such as tense usage, passive
constructions, word order and relative datums.
Nom* ly controls general vocabulary with same
ITOSUSII of everyday vocabulary evident. Shows
a limited ability to use circumiocutions. Uses
dictionary to advent*e to suPoly unknown
words. Can take fairly accurate notes on
mann* presented oral* and handle with fair
accuracy most sociai correspondence. Writing is
understandable to Mimi sallakale not used to
dealing with foreigners' attempts to write the
language, though style is abil obviously foreign.

W-3 GENERAL PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY
(Base Level)

Able to use the language effectively in
most fennel and informal written exchanges en
Practical social and professional topics. Can
writs reports, summaries, short library research
paper on current evens, on particuiar areas of
intertst or on Web* %kis with reasonable use.
Control of structure, spelling and general
vocabulary is adequate to convey hisMer
message accurately but style may be obviously
f °reign. Errors virtually never inurfere with
comprehension and rangy disturb the native
reader. Punctuation generaily controlied.
ErnaloYa a full range of structures. Control of
grammar good with only sporadic errors in basic
structures.. occasional ems in the in the most
complex frequent structures and somewhat more
frequent errors in low frequency complex
structures. Consistent control of comet/mold and
complex sentences. Relationship of ideas is
consistently clear.

W-3 + GENERAL PROFESSIONALPROFICIENCY
(Higher Lime

Able to write the language in a few prose
styles pertineM to professionalleducationai
nude. Not always able to tailor language to suit
audience. Weekneues may lie in poor control of
low frequency complex structures, vocabulary or
the ability tO monies subtleties and nuances.

May be able to write on some topics mirtinent to
protessioneUeducabonal needs. Organization
may suffer due to lack of variety in organizational
patterns or in vanety of cohesive devices.

W-4 AUVANCED PROFESSIONAL PRORCIENCY
(Base Level)

Able to write the language precisely and
accurately in a variety of prose styles pertinent to
professionalieducationai needs. Errors of
grammar are rare including those in low
frequency complex structures. Consistendy able
to tailor language to suit audience and able to
express subtitles and nuances. Expository
prose is clearly, =simnel and explicidy
organized. The writer employs a variety of
organization* patterns, uses a wide variety of
cohesive devices such as ellipsis and parallelism,
and subordinates in a variety of ways. Able to
write on all topics normaily Pertinent to
professional/education needs and on social
issues of a general nature. Writing adequate to
express all histher experiences.

+ ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
PROFICIENCY

(Higher Laval)

Able to write the language precisely end
accurately is a wide variety of prose stytas
pertinent to profeuional/educational needs.
May have some ability to edit but not in the full
range of styles. Has some flexibility within a
style and shows some evinence of a USG Of
stylistic devices.

W-b FUNCr1NALLY NATIVE PROFICIENCY

Has writing pmficiency equal to that of a
wee-educated native. Without non-native errors
of structure, spoiling, styie or vocabulary can
write and edit both formai and informal
correspondence, official reports and documents,
and professional/educational articies including
writing for special purposes which might inceida
legal, technical educational, literary and
COil0Quial writing. In addition to being cigar,
explicit and informative, the writing and the ideas
are also imaginative. The writer employs a vent(

wide range of stylistic devices.

21 November 1983
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Than descriptions were approved by the Interagency Language Roundtable, consisting of the
following agencies.

Department of Defense
Depanmem of State
Central Intelligence Agency
National Secunty Agincy
Department of the Interior
National Endowment of the Humanities
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
Department ot Agriculture
Drug Enforcement Administration

214

Federal Bureau of Investigation
ACTION/Peace Corps
Agency for International Development
Office of Personnel Management
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Oeoartment of Education
US Customs Service
US Information Agency
Library of Congress
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS

ERIC LDigs
Proficiency Testing in the
Less Commonly Taught Languages

Prepared by Richard T. Thompson and Dora E. Johnson December 1.9t

Thi Net amat. the the mem lastater with poneei recipes ementyhti leetvap pealcimay atemleas. A immaiplise al the
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Catenaes the Lan Camemirramealampepeer writes Y L Thempase 112. litespies, and D. Ripka le die maw. Immo fahweien
Samme Lemur Pseraiser Assemsse Carew Imam WWI ss, P. taw& 0.0 CW. Standialt. The sienapopit Mi awed& kw

Pruaisellinnliates. Oiler Peeetaite, =Ole Tame Reed. NI WM et le deg 1-20140.137.

Generic Guidelines and the LCTLs
The guidelines far language peofideacy assenment have their

roots in the efforts of the U.S. Governments lanpage training
community. The American Council on the Teething of Resign
Languages (Acrpu and the Educational Testing Setvice
spearheaded the movement to adapt the government Interagency
Language Roundtable MR) proficiency descriptions and
guidelines for use in fouip language psograms In colleges end
universities. Since 1951, non-languageepecific guidon= haw
been published and revised psiodically, and are now being
assimilated into many foreign language programs to serve as a
foundation for the development at revised cuticula.

Much of the early work in developing the guidelines was
based an Spanish. French, and German. As the chide sr/Maned to
include lensing.' nach u Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and Arabic,
it quickly became apparent that the original guidelines two too
Eurocentric. The two mon obvious problems were (1) a bias
toward grammatical categories of western European languages,
such as tense and gender; and (2) the concern that leaners would
require much time to muter the principle; and mechanics al non-
Roman writing systems.

Efforts to expand the ACTFL guidelines to accommodate the
less commonly taught languages (=Ls) began with the
development of guidelines for Chinese, Japanese, and Russien,
and with the training of testers for these languages. Tester
training for Arabic and Ponuguies followed soon thereafter.
Workshops and familiarization projects wise upended to include
teachers of Hindi, Indonesian, and some African languages.

Adapting the Guidelines to Fit Specific LCTLs
To apply the generic guidelines to the construction oi

proficience desaiptions for a particular language, the target
language itself must be carefully asasseni. Fadteas such as cultural
contest appropnats dietbett, and what constitutes accuracy must
be taken into account for wch tanguage. Theorising peoblensa in
adaptimg the generic guidity.nes to a particular language include
complex morphologies iri Russian,. disked, in Arabic, the sari),
appearance of register in Indonesian and Japanese, and the
presence of Hindi-English coda-meitching at high levels of
pmficiency among educated native Hindi speakers. The nature of
writing systems nth as those used in Chinese and Japanese also
presents a special challenge to the development of guidelines
because the length at training re:tubed to lesni thus languages is
greeter than that intirited to le= Spanish or French.

Teachers at Arabie, for example, axe now discussing ways in
which various dialects of Arabic an be accommodated when
testing for proficiency. The smart guidelines were developed to

Calm iss

test a full range of oral proficiency, including inforr
conveys:don which, in Arabic, is generally conducted in the lo
dialect. Modern Standard Arabic (M), the know ef the p.
and, to a considerable degree, of the bromic= media, is a
widely mad in mon formal and international settings, althou
the anent to which native speakers will be prepend to swi
resisters main considerably from one dialect to another.
general consensus at peewit is to seek a compnuise while fun
study al the problems in developing guidefines for Are
condemn Thus, when inning for poficinny in Arable, tater .

candidate replicate the situation in the Arah,world itself
identifying through the interview mass the memo lava
base thsough which they can communiaia Tenors will an
responses in MSA and/or any colloquial dialect with which t
are familiar. Because an ability to ettetteddiathe In both MS* a!
dialect Is characteristic of native speakers, proficiency in t
MSA and a colloquial variety ts requised to achieve a "Super
rating to Arabic.

Another poetical consideration is lute to Mafia a lansua
sociolinguistic peculiarities when developing Lugar-spas
proficiency guidelines. For example, Intionesian requ
immediate recognition of strict lulu that some appmpriate
when adding/ins others. Heim forme cd addle/bate taught fi
the very beginning in Indonesian mews, and the guidelines
Indonesian must reflect this and other neinesery inclolingw
rules that define human relationships and status pendia
Indonesian society.

Training Language-Specific Testers
Because languarrspecific tam training curready war

only a handful of the LCTLe, it is likaiy that mom initial trau
will be mediated through English or through another Lange
known to the prospective tester, e.g. training through Englis
French for Asian and African specialists. Training might als.
carried out in a language that is structurally similar to the t211
language, e.g. training through Russian in order to ten in ano
Slavic leagues,. Another solution is to pair the tester wr
native speaker of the target language, and allow du owe io
with the native speaker in a opacity similar to that used ir
former linguist/infonnant method of language instruction. T .

the trained tow guides the infounant through the interview,
the two make a joint decision as to the final rating. It is
possible that unti-direct tuts el oral profithiscimill be dank
and validated against the oral interview for those much
commonly taught languages for which devaioping a cads
trained wears me, not be pomade in the war fuer&

tiLiret CAL) 215
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Developüsg Comp.Urwy-based Langvagc Pvgvums
The language training pmgrant. furd.d by the U.

Departnwnt of Education its now requAr to provide sutfIciuu
evtdsncs that they are maidrig changu to Irlud compecy-
basd teaching and appropriate testing in their individual
insdtwionL I'mgrams us aIzdy beginning to institute dlfiuutt
approaches to the deveiapmant of aagtaags ehing matuiali
and cwvicula. PtofuLy Is a nrap, topic of cann at
institutes. The Africait language teaching comnumisy his
d.vslop aset of comoe goals and priorities, at well as

of ordInasloa bst .ts. SsnU.dlrect
tute forth. LCTLs are begitutlng to be dop.* bated on tha

ACTELguidelines and adapsd forspacl target languag. The
for Apped L Igui. (CAL) b .ky developed w.

dlrett tests in Ponugus, (hin.es, Hebrew, Indonesian, £114

Ha*a'i. and tiw Univuyof Petteylvuda isa dsvslo a l.
dire tut for FftndL

The Reseg,dr Agende
Pot the moment, th. application of the geteslc guidelines to

the LCIta has raised questions that offer opportunities far new

in the field of foreign Language acqsMslst and learning.

A number of scholars involved In the field of .nd language
acquisition and testing hay sug5.eted such areas of possible

LY'-1iJ-1

research as the niidntum level of proficiency that can be ieached

ustaar ctain conditions; the vthabl that iliac, leeming the
relationship betweast 0n4 language (U) acquisition arid U
ji; and the effact of formal vs. Informal lssnting. Such

rerth calls for IntesdlaGplthary coopuadon and trwrüng.

At the testing level, reswdub us calling atuwn to issues
in th, am of üuairet reliability. Exap4. of these Issues are
Insarrater reliability .ao.s languages; reliabWty between
government- and ACTPLceTttf led oral proficiency testers;
esandnation of dlfferscai in testing on.. own students as
oppo..d to testing wwi. elsiE inv.dgatkki of possible
d1Uersn. batwun natiVe arid nonnatiw In vtws with- to both ilW'-r' pSOW and ratbsç arid mtinz.naztca

of rst reIlabllityo tints.
Mnat lupostantl th. establlihnwnt of generic guidelius and

the sathsacusnZ helon of the psufidescy movuinuit provide
ieads oppoi mld b? giving LCL pratltlonus $ ft'aniework

within which smIld language aaulsitioa can be observed and

evaluated. This research can be applied to beth and profidency

and the acquisition of iscepsive skills-
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ACTFL Chinese Proficiency Cuidelines*

The 1986 proficiency guidelines represent a hiaarchy of global characterizaticms of integrated performance

to speaking, listening. =ling and writing. Each &wind= is a reptesenative, nee an exhaustive, sample of

a pansculer =get of abilim and cath levd subsume all men= lewd& movine from simple to complex in an

"all-before-and-mote" fashion.

The language-specific guidelines exemplify in Cairn the diernadiseicsof each Imel of the generic guidelines.

The exempla do not constitute an ethaindve list or a disade set admired at a paitiallar level, but redier they

suggest ftmctional samples of non-native ability in Chinese

Because these guidelines identify stages of proficiency. as opposed to lielliffernent, theY ere not intended to

measure what an individual has achined *tough speafic clasdoem instruction but rather to allow 11$1101.13X0

of what in individual thn and cannot do. rellardiele of "Aim when, ee how the language hes been killed
or acquired; thus, the words lamed" and Ideptinidw aseused in the biemieg sensa. Them guidelines are not

based on a particular linguistic thew or pedagonical method. dnee the guidelines are proficiency-based, as

opposed to achievement-bans& and am intended to be used for global 11111011111211

The 1916 guidelira should not be coosidesed the definithe session, due the consanaionand utilization of

Immo mildewy middlings. is a dynamic. itmenetive MOM/ The academic ICC= Ion the gosernmant mace

will cotalnue to Wine and update the critaia periodically to reflea the needs of the mars and the advanoss

of the Formica. In this vein. ACM. ovies a continuing dein to tbe creators of the 1982 peovisional ptoft-

dem" guidelines and, of course to the mambas of the Interagency Linguine Roundtable 'Mains Commit-

tee, the avatars of the government's Language Skill Level Deseriptiona

ACTFL would like tu thank the following individuals for their contribution to this mit=

Greene Galilean' Chime Gaidelinue

Heidi Byrnes Albert E. Dim
James Child Ylue-che

Nina Levinson Chun Thn-Choi

Perdee Lowe, k Shou-hsin Tens

Seiithi Makin0 A. Ronald Walton
Irene Thompson Huei-lins Worthy
A. Ronald Walton

These guidelines are the products of grants from the U.S. Department of Education.

Proficiency Guidelines in Japanese and Russian will aprear in the Decanber 1987 and Febniary 1988 isms

of Fbraign language Annals respectively.
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DescriptionsSpeaking

Novice The Novice level is characterized by the ability to communicate minimally with

learned material.

Novice-Low Goserfe. Oral production consists of notated words and perhaps a few high-

frequency Plumes. Essentially no functional communicative ability.

airless. No (Unctionsl ability to speak Chinese. Oral production is limited to

a few common loin words in English (kwes, dtow neem) and perhaps a few
high frequency phrases Wine, ni h&j.

Novice-Mid Gawrx Oral producsion continues to consist of isolated words and teamed
phrases within very predictable areas of need, although qualitY is increase&
Vocabulary is sufficient only for headline amnia. einnenemy needs and expressing

basic courtesies. Utterances rareiy consist of more than two or three words and

show frequent long puma and repetition of interlocutors words- Speaker may
have some difficulty producine CVM1 the simpkm IIIIMMODS. Some Novice-Mid

speakers may be understood only with grem Milady/.

Muss. No font:banal ability to speak Chinese. Oral production is limited to
basic courtesy formulae (MIN(* ',Nixing?). Can co= from oft to tea, name

basic colors (hdng, kb), common nouns (OWL die). inn food itelue YU,
mart. roe). Pronunciation and tones may be berely intelligible and snongly in-

fluenced by the fim language.

Novice-High Gamic Able to satisfy partially the requirements of buic communicative ex-

changes by tidying heevily on learned utterances but occnionally expanding these

through Mamie recombinations of their dements. Can ask questions or make

summate involving learned material. Shows signs of spontaneity although this
falls shon of reed amonomy of mreenon. Speech continues to amen of learned

uttamtMel rather thim of personalized. situations* adapted ones. Vocabuialy

cement en arus suds as basic objects, places, and most common kissing terms.
Pronunciation may still be strongly influenced by first language. Errors are fre-

quent and, in spite of repetition. some Novice-141111 eneehess will hew difficul-
ty being undimmed. even by sympathmic interlocutors.

Mum E.morging ability to make short statements utilizing simple formulaic
utterance OW silo hif rind. Wd yeer mil yibin siig.) and mak simple commons

(14 shNO.Witsw* men Often misplaces quadon wonis (*Sharon/ ni Ann end
makes gamma= with incorrect word ceder (*NI hio lIntliat.). vocabulary is
linked to basic objects, comma memos, numbers 1-1,000, rams of innnediate

family members Ugoin. minim gem meting* and high-frequency place IMMO
Zkongskin LA). Can use correctly common verbs and adjectives

in the present time frame (kan. mdi, sui), but often confuses the use of verbs

(shi. yam, en) as in t Wel sid Pronuncianon and tones are often faulty.

lesesmedine The intermediate level is characterized by the speakers abilitY to:
ante with the lanotage by combining and recombining learned elements.

though primarily in a reactive mode;
initiate, minimally swain, and dose in a simple way basic communicative mew

and
uk and answer questions.

472
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ACADEMIC DEGREE PIUXII1AMS INVF_N IY

Programs Approved hy the Hoard of Regents as 01 Novernbor 1991

.; Bache toes Degree

LI Master's Degree

D Doctoral Degree

I.FGEND
A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree

S Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Master's Program

E Engineering Degree d Cooperative Doctoral Program

INtL IIPI It I A1 ION OF SYMII01.S

M Imlicatos an Affiliation of Programs at Iwo or morn imivorsdies

M hogram is a Host to another university's Affiliated Program
M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEMS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF FIU UNF

01. AGRIBUSINESS & AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

01.0102 Agricultwal Business (0112) 13

01.0103 Food and Resource Economics (0111) 13 IA

01.0603 Ornamental Horticulture (0109) (was 02.0404)

01.0605 Landscape Design (0204)

02. AGRICULTURE SCIENCES

02.0101 Agriculture Science. General (0101) B M

02.0201 Animal Science (0104) B

02.0206 Dairy Science (0105) 13 la

02.0209 Poultry Science (0106) B

02.0301 Food Science & Nutrition (0113) B U D

02.0401 Plant Sciences (0120)
02.0402 Agronomy (0102) 13 U D

02.0403 Hodicullure (FrultiVeg Crops) (0108)
02.0403 Horticulture Science (0108) U D

02.0501 Soils Science (0103) B M D

03. RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES
03.0501 Forest Resources & Conservation (0114) B M D

04 ARCHITECTURE & ENVIIIONMENTAL DESIGN

04.0201 Architecture (0202) 13 IA 0 B 114 1st

04.0301 Urban & Regional Planning (0206) m la D M

04.0501 Interior Design (0203) B B LI a
04.0601 Landscape Architecture (0204) B 1M-1

l't_4_ I

05. AREA & ETHNIC STUDIES

05.0102 American Studies (I ISA) (0319) II Ii ta II A.4

05.0103 Asian Studios (0301) II 13 m

05.0105 Russian & Last Luropeari Studies (0311) ti
05.010/ 1 alin Anuntean Stuthes (0308) EJ

2 1 9



[B Bachelor's Degree

M Master's Degree

D Doctoral Degree

ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board of Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND
A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree

S Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Master's Program

E Engineering Degree d Cooperative Doctoral Program

INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

IM Indicates an Affiliation of Programs at two or more universities

Program is a Host to another university's Affiliated Program

Al Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF

05. AREA & ETHNIC STUDIES, Continued

05.0201 African-American (Black) Studies (2211) a

05.0205 Jewish Studies a

06. BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

06.0101 Business, General (0501) B IA 0 B IA

06.0201 Accounting (0502) B 144 B IA a B IA

06.0301 Banking & Finance (0504) B M B IA a

06.0401 Bost Mgmt & Admin (0506) B M 13 B M B IA 13 IA D

06.0501 Business Economics (0517) 13 11 IA

06.0701 Hotel & Restaurant Mgmt (0508) a

06.0705 Transportation Management (0510)

06.0801 Insurance & Risk Mgmt (0512) 0 M a

06.0901 International Business Mgmt (0513) 13

06.1201 Management Information Systems

06.1303 Mgmnt Science & Systems (0507) (was 06.1302) B

06.1401 Marketing Management (0509) B LI B IA a

06.1601 Personnel Management (0515)

06.1701 Real Estate (0511) B M a

06.1901 Taxation

09. MASS COMMUNICATION

09.0101 Mass Communication, General (0501) k4 I) Li MD 13 M

09.0201 Advertising (0604) 13

09.0401 Journalism (0602) a 13

09.0402 Magazine Production (0602) e

09.0501 Public Relations (0606) a

09.0701 Radio & TV (0603) a

FAU UWF UCF FIU UNF

B M B /.4

B Li a M B /A B M

B B B AI B M

0 IA R 1.4 0 13 OA ID I a

B II IA 13

B B M

13 13

11 1.4 II M 13 M B IA Li

13

13



B Bachelor's Degree

M Master's Degree
0 Doctoral Degree

ACADEMIC DEGF.EE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by IP e Board of Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND
A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree

S Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Master's Program

E Engineering Degree d Cooperative Doctoral Program

INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

IM Indicates an Affiliation of Programs at two Of MOM universities

M Program is a Host to another university's Affiliated Program

M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF

10. COMMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

10.0102 Motion Picture and Television II

COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCES

11.0101 Computer & Info Science, Gen (0701) B 1.1 DE B B MO BM BUD
11.0401 inf0 Sciences & Systems (0702)

13. EDUCATION

13.0301 Curriculum & Instruction (0829) MOS MD S IA FITH S D S

13.0401 Ed Admiraeadership, General (0827) KIDS /ADS IA MOS PADS Lid S !ADS
13.0406 Higher Ed Administration (0805) 0 S MOS d

13.0501 Educational Media (0845) m

13.0601 Instructional Systems (0844) LADS
13.0603 Ed Statistics & Research (0824) m DS PAD S
13.0604 Ed Testing, Eval & Measurement (0825) MD S
13.0701 International Development Ed

13.0801 School Psychology (2015) IA OS IA M S

13.0802 Ed Psychology (0822) LIDS MD 6
13.01303 Agency,Corrctnl& Develop Counsi (0862) PADS
13.0901 Social Foundations of Ed (0821) MDS PAD S /A

13.1001 Special Ed, General (0808) B kil D S 1,4 D S B 14 B M 10 1 BM BM d 6,

13.1004 Ed of !he Gifted & Talented (0811) 141

13.1005 Ed of the Emotionally Handicap (0816) m B 14

13.1006 Ed of the Mentally Handicapped (0810) m B 1.4 S B IA B

13.1009 Visual Disabilities (0814) B M S

13.1011 Special Learning Disabilities (0818) m 13 M

13.1011 Emotional Disturb/Learning Dis (0818) B IA S

13.1012 Speech Corrections (0815) B AA

13.1013 Clinical Teaching & Special Ed (0861) hi

FILI UP;F

BIAD BU

2 2 4



B Bachelor's Degree
M Master's Degree
D Doctoral Degree

ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board ol Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND
A Advanced Mas lefc Degree
S Specialist's Degree
E Engineering Degree

P Professional Del zti ee

m Cooperative Master's Program
d Cooperative Doctoral Program

INT ERPHE:17TION

47, I

Indicates art Affiliation of Programs at two or more un4vorsities

Program is a t lost to another university's Affiliated Program

M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

C1P Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF FIU UNF

13. EDUCATION,. Continued

13.1101 Student Counseling & Personnel Serv (0826) PADS PADS IA PA S PA d h U PA

13.1102 Student Personnel in Higher Ed (0863) IA 0 S
13.1103 Counselor Ed (0864) D IA

13.1201 Adult & Continuing Ed (0807) Li 0 S M IA d PA D

13.1202 Elementary Ed (0802) B PA BUDS BM B M B II4 BM BM BM BM

13.1203 Jr High/Middle School Ed (0804) B 8

13.1204 Pre-Elementary Ed (0823) PA B IA D S PA BM Li

13.1205 Secondary Ed (0803) BM

13.1206 Jr. College Teaching (0806)

13.1207 Urban Ed PA

13.1301 Agricultural Ed (0840) a 1.4

13.1302 Art Ed (0831) B IA BUDS B 0 PA PA B BM BM BM

13.1303 Business Ed (0838) B PA 8 IA B BM

13.1305 English Ed (0848) IA BPIDS BM B PA B BIA BM BEA

13.1306 Foreign Language Ed (0841) IA BUDS B IA B a BM

13.1307 Health Ed (0837) B PA 8 LI B1A BM

13.1308 Home Economics Ed (0840) B M BM

13.1311 Mathematics Ed (0833) M BUDS BM 8 IA B SPA 86A 81.4 BIA

13.1312 Music Ed (0832) BPAD BMD B B IA 8 M BM BM SPA

13.1314 Physical Ed (0835) 0 PA BUDS BM B IA 8 M B AI a L4 B M Bk4

13.1315 Reading Ed (0830) m IA D e .2 LI LI L4 L4 m

13.1316 Science Ed (0834) M II /ADS IIM B IA El B M B IA BM BM

13.1318 Social Studies Ed (0855) 14.4 HMO& BM U IA D B M B M B M

13.1320 Trade & Industrial Ed (0839) pA D S B M B M BM d 13 1.4 B PA B k4

13.1327 Secondary Science/Math Teachng B



B Bachelor's Degree

M Master's Degree

D Doctoral Degree

ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board of Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

S Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Master's Program 1MM]

indicates an Affiliation of Programs at two or more universities

Program is a Host to another university's Affiliated Program

A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree

E Engineering Degree d Cooperative Doctoral Program M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF

14. ENGINEERING

14.0101 Engineering, Geneml (0905) ii m
14.0201 Aerospace Eng (0902)

14.0301 Agricultural Engineering (0903)

14.0701 Chemical Eng (0906)

14.0801 Civil Engineering (0908)

14.0901 Computer Engineering (0998)

14.1001 Electrical, Electronics Eng (0909))
14.1101 Engineering Mechanics (0922)

14.1401 Environmental Health Eng (0922)

14.1701 Industrial Eng (0913)

14.1901 Mechanical Engineering (0910)

14.2001 Metallurgical & Materials Eng (0914)

14.2301 Nuclear Engineering (0920)
14.2401 Coastal & Ocean Engineering (0926)

14.2601 Land Surveying (0925)

14.2701 Industrial & Systems Eng (0927)

FAU UWF ucr FIU UNF

DMDL
BOADE

ii

BUDE BIA0 BIAD BM 0
BMDE B U U BUD BM0 BM

BUD 114 D BM
BMDE

m DE
B /4 BLI B U 0 BRAD 121M0. BM0

131140E BUD
B B 814 BUD BM

BLit:1E B U 0 81.4 D BIAD B U D BRID BM
DUDE
BLIDE

m DE
a

13 MDE

BUD

PA a
14.9901 Engineering Management (0928) PA

15. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

15.0101 Architect Desgn/Constrctn Tech (0235)

15.0103 Building Construction (0208)

15.0104 Construction Engineering Tech (0986)

15.0201 Civil Technology (0987)

15.0202 Design Technology (0991)

15.0301 Computer/Info Systems Tech

15.0303 Electronic Engineering Tech (0980)

15.0504 Envrnmnli Tech & Urban Systems (0992)

15.0603 Industrial Tech (0984)

15.0805 Mechanical Engineering Tech

15.9901 Engineering Technology (0925)

15.9902 Operations Technology (0985)

)

BOA

13

13

11

B M

a



ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAM:, INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board of Regents as 01 November 1991

LEGEND
B Bachelor's Degree A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree

M Master's Degree S Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Master's

Doctoral Degree E Engineerini, Degree d Cooperative Doctoral

Program

Program

M

M

M

IN i ERPIIETATION

Indicates an Affiliation

Program Is a Host to

Program Is a Host to

OF SYMBOLS

of Programs

another university's

another univnisity's

at two or more universities

Al (mated Program

Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF FIU UNF

16. FOREIGN LANGUAGES

16.0101 Foreign Lang. Multiple (1101) u

16.0390 East Asian Lang/Literature e

16.0402 Russian (1106) B a a

16.0403 Slavic Languages (1115) it
16.0501 German (1103) B M D a IA a B IA a

16.0601 Greek (1110) B SA

16.0901 French (1102) B AI B If 0 0 B 1.4 a it B B a

16.0902 Italian (1104) a B B

16.0903 Latin (1109) u B 11

16.0904 Portuguese (1117) a a

16.0905 Spanish (1105) B 14 0 11 D B B Li B IS B e BM a

16.0906 Romance Languages (1130) o

:IL ALLIED HEALTH

17.0209 Radiologlc (Med) Tech (1225) B

17.0302 Clinical Chemistry (1933) e

17.0310 Medical Technology (1223) 8 B a a e BM

17.0407 Vocational Rehabilitation (0842) IA 13 IA 13 S IA

17.0508 Physician Assisting (1260) B

17.0806 Music Therapy (1828) 3 IA

17.0807 Occupational Therapy (1208) a Li a UM

17.0811 Orthoilcs/Prosthetics e

17.0813 Physical Therapy (1212) B 8 0 M

17.0818 Respiratory Therapy (1273) 8 0

17.9901 Rehabilitative Services (1201) a

r) "111

I



ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board of ttuçjonts as of NOV011601 1991

LEGEND
13 Bachelor's Degree A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree
M Mastet's Degree S Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Master's Program
D Doctoral Degree E Engineering Degree d Cooperntive Doctoral Program

OP Codas Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU

18. HEALTH SCIENCES

18.0103 Speech-Lang Path/Audiology (1220) BUDA
18.0401 Dentistry (1204) P

18.0701 Health Services Admin (1202) tt e
18.0703 Medical Records Admln (1215) B

18.0704 Health Science (1202)

18.1001 Medicine (1206) P

18.1098 Medical Sciences (1285) (was 18.1029) PAD
18.1101 Nursing (1203) BUD BM e

18.1401 Pharmacy (1211) BUDP BUDP
18.2201 Public Health (1214)

18.2401 Veterinary Medicine (1218) P

18.2402 lieterinary Science (1286) kt

The Public Health program at HU Is affiliated with the University of Miami.

19. HOME ECONOMICS/HUMAN SCIENCES

19.0101 Home Economics, General (1301) 13 D

19.0503 Dietetics/Nutritional Services (1306)
19.0701 Home & Family Life (1305)

19.0704 Marriage & Family Living (1310)

19.0705 Gerontology (Aging) (1309)
19.0901 Textiles & Clothing (1303)

22. LAW

22.0101 Law (1404)

22.0103 Legal Assisting (1408 Of 2197)

22.0104 Taxation Law (1409)

4)11

IN1Ei1l'IlETA1ION OF SYMBOLS

Indicates an Affiliation of Programs at two or more universities

I M 1 Program is a Host to another university's Affiliated Program

M Program Is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

USF FAU UWF UCF FIU UNF

U big

Kt 6 B BM IA

B B

IA B/A

P

U D
0 IA BM B B el B

ra D [Li]

23?

BM

13



$23

B Bachelor's Degree

M Master's Degree

Doctoral Degree

ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Piograms Approved by the Hoard of Regents as of November 1991

IMPRETATIOli OF sitAnol_s

m Cooperative Master's Program

Indicates an Affiliation of Programs at Iwo Of MOW universities

Program Is a I lost to another university's Affiliated Program
P Professional Dogma

d Cooperative Doctoral Program M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

LEGEND
A Advanced Master's Degree

S Specialist's Degree

E Engineering Degree

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF FIU

23 LETTERS

23.0101 Er;glish, General (1501) B U D B LI D 13 0 14 il 11 L4 B PA ft NI a

23.0201 Classics (1504) B M B L4 13 HI

23.0501 Creative Writing 14

23.0601 Linguistics (1505) B U D 1.4 B M u

23.0801 Literature (1502)

23.1001 Speech, Debate, & Communication (1506) B /4 0 8 1.4 0 B

24. LIBERAMENERAL STUDIES

24.0101 Liberal Ads & Sciences (4901) M

24.0104 New College (4913) a

24.0198 Humanities (1513) (was 24.0102) B D

LIBRARY & ARCHIVAL SCIENCES

25.0401 Library Services, General (1601) (3 A

26. LIFE SCIENCES

26.6 01 Biology, General (0401) B k4 D B LI B D B LI B LI a m B U D

26.4)201 Biochemistry (0414) A4 0 B

26.0301 Botany, General (0402) B U 0 B L4 e

26.0305 Plant Pathology (0404) B LI D

26.0495 Plant Molecular & Cellular Biology m 0

26.0501 Microbiology (0411) B L4 D a m B PA

26.0603 Ecology (Llmnology) (0420) a

26.0607 Marine Biology (0418) a

26.0608 Neuroscience 0

26.0701 Zoology (0407) B L4 D B L4 a

26.0702 Entomology and Nernatology (0421) B M D 2

27. MATHEMATICS

27.0101 Mathematics, General (1701) 11 M n 13 M n 11 11 L4 n II M 1) 11 NI 11 11

27.0301 Applied MathiMath Sciences (1703) m 13 M

27.0501 Statistics (1702) B M 0 B M 0 8 hi B

UNF

u

B



B Bachelor's Degree
14.4 Master's Degree

Doctoral Degree

ACADIAIIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENtORY

Programs Approved by the Board of Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND
A Advanced Master's Degree

S Specialist's Degree

E Engineering Degree

P Professional Degree

m Cooperative Master's Program

d Cooperative Doctoral Program

INILJII1JIFTAJION OF SYMBOLS

INI.M

Indicates an Affdiation of Programs at two or more universities

Program is a I lost to another university's Affiliated Program

M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF FlU

30

30.0101

30.0102

30.0103

MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY

13

PA D

Biological & Physical Sciences (4902)

Marine Sciences (4908)

interdisc Natural Sciences (4911)

30.0401 Humanities & Social Sciences (4903) B B

30.0698 Envrnmnti Resource Mgml/Plan (2110) (was 30.0801) a
30.0701 Women's Studies (4998)

30.9901 independent/Interdisc Studies (4910) 13 13

31. PARKS & RECREATION

31.001 Parks & Recreation Mgmt (2103) B PA M SM

34. HEALTH RELATED ACTIVITIES

34.0201 Movement Science (0856) (was 13.1324) U D S

34.0202 Health & Human Performance (was 18.1020)

38. PHILOSOPHY. RELIGION. THEOLOGY

38.0101 Philosophy (1509) B LI 0 B 1.1 D B IA D B a B 13

38.0201 Religious Studies (1510) B RI B 1.4 D 13 M e B

38.0510 Philosophy & Religion B

40. PHYSICAL SCIENCES

40.0101 Radiation Physics (1901) 13

40 0201 Astronomy (1911) D 1.4 0

40.0401 Atmospheric Sci & Meteorology (1913) a PA 0
40.0501 Chemistry (1905) a k4 D e m 0 B Id B LA D B M d a B B M

40.0506 Chemical Physics (1927) Li D

40.0507 industrial Chemistry (1942) IA

40.0508 Chemical Sciences (1943) a

40.0601 Geology (1914) 13 M D 13 AA 0 13 M a m B M
40.0702 Oceanography (1919) m D

40.0704 Environmental Studies (1940) n
40.0801 Physics (1902) 13 M 0 11 RA D 0 13 td 13 M 0 B 13 /A 0 11 M

40.0805 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics (1930) 0
40.0809 Molecular Biophysics (1931) 0

235

UNF

a

2 3 fl



ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board of Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

B Bachelor's Degree A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree M Indicates an Affiliation of Programs al two or more universitiesi, 1
M Master's Degree S Specialises Degree m Cooperative Master 's Program Program is a Host to another university's Aflilialed Program

O Doctoral Degree E Engineering Degree d Cooperative Doctoral Program M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

OP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UGF FILI UNF

42. PSYCHOLOGY

42.0101 Psychology, General (2001)

42.0201 Clinical Psychology (2003)

42.0601 Counseling Psychology (2004)

42.0701 Developmental Psychology (Life Span,

42.0801 Experimental Psychology

42.0901 Industrial/Organizational Psychology (2008)

42.1601 Social Psychology (2005)

42.1701 Human Factors Psychology

43. PROTECTIVE SERVICES

43.0103 Criminal Justice Admin

43.0104 Criminal Justice Studies (2105)

43.0106 Forensic Science (1925)

44. PUBLIC AFFAIRS

44.0401 Public Administration (2102)

44.0701 Social Work, General (2104)

45. SOCIAL SCIENCES

45.0101

45.0201

45.0501

45.0601

45.0701

45.0801

45.0901

45.1001

45.1101

BIAD BUD U HMO 11 IA BSA

MD
M

BM a a B 13 BM

a

MD
B IAD B BIA

ID 1 BM BMF1 PA

BMD

Social Sciences, General (2201 or 4909)

Anthropology (2202)

Demography (2215)

BPAD
BM
BM 11

m

M B

B P4.4

B

11 Il 1.4

B

B

B

B

Economics (2204) BMO BLID e e a itt 0

Geography (2206) BMD BM BM BM
History (2w5) BMD BIAD a B hi B IA BM BOA

International Relations (2210) MD BSA B B

Political Science 8 Government (2207) B M D I M D B BM BM BIA 13 1,4

Sociology (2208) BIAD BUD B BtA BM B BM



B Bachelors Degree
M Master's Degree
D Doctoral Degree

ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS INVENTORY

Programs Approved by the Board of Regents as of November 1991

LEGEND INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS
A Advanced Master's Degree P Professional Degree M Indicates an Affiliation of Programs at two or more universities

erS Specialist's Degree m Cooperative Mast's Program
Im 1

Program is a Host to another university's Affiliated Program
E Engineering Degree d Cooperative Doctoral Program M Program is a Host to another university's Cooperative Program

CIP Codes Degree Programs (and Old HEGIS Code) UF FSU FAMU USF FAU UWF UCF FIU UNF

50. VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS

50.0101 Visual & Perform AniFine Arts (1001) a a 0 B

50.0301 Dance (1008) II M Is 1 I

50.0402 Graphic Design (1009) a 13 M a
50.0501 Dramatic Arts (1007) 13 IA a IA D a e a u a a a
50.0601 Wipe Picture, 1V, Recording Arts B IA

50.0701 Fine Ms (Scuipt/PaintIDraw) (1002) a LA B IA B M B 13 0 B B
50.0703 Art History & Appreciation (1003) B 14 B L4 13 M 13

50.0801 Graphics Arts Technology (0981) a
50.0901 Music, General (1005) B IA 0 B a
50.0902 Music History & Appreciation (1006) 13 a
50.0903 Music Performance (1004) a IA 0 B B /A B 0 B
50.0904 Music Composition (1021) B LI 13

50.0905 Music Theory (1022) a rA

50.0905 Music (1022) 0
50.0906 Opera Production (1029) 141

50.0907 Musicology (1006) ki

50.0913 Jazz Studies a

An Associate in Arts Degree is offered at all universities.

VII
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